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Executive Summary

The Massachusetts Parent Support Program (PSP) involved the creation, implementation, and
evaluation of a program providing employment, parenting‐time, and case management services to low‐
income, unwed parents in the Title IV‐D caseload of Hampden County. Funded through a 2009 “Family
Centered Services for Unwed Parents in the IV‐D Caseload” grant (90FD0141) awarded to the Child
Support Enforcement Division of the Massachusetts Department of Revenue (DOR), PSP was designed,
supervised, and staffed by representatives of the Department of Revenue (DOR); the Massachusetts
Probate and Family Court; and FutureWorks, an employment services provider in Hampden County.
The goal of PSP was to help unemployed, noncustodial parents in the child support caseload meet their
financial and emotional responsibilities to their children. To achieve this, PSP recruited noncustodial
parents of all ages and stages of case processing, screened them for eligibility at court hearings, and
enrolled them for holistic, intense employment services that included job search, placement, and
retention activities. PSP enrollment activities occurred over a 19‐month period (June 2010‐January
2012) and ultimately 296 noncustodial parents participated in the project.
The evaluation of PSP, conducted by the Center for Policy Research (CPR) of Denver, Colorado, included
both process and outcome components with data drawn from client intake forms and assessments
completed by project staff, telephone interviews with 75 participants conducted six months after
project enrollment, and information on child support orders and payments drawn from the automated
child support system. The evaluation also included the generation of a retrospective, comparison group
consisting of 146 cases involving new establishment orders in 2009, interviews and focus groups with
project administrators and staff, and an online survey completed by 55 DOR workers.
Key findings about recruitment and participation:


Nearly all (87%) eligible noncustodial parents agreed to enroll in PSP, but only a fraction (9%) of
parents who were targeted at court hearings to participate were eligible. The main reasons why
targeted parents were ineligible for PSP were not appearing at a court hearing (30%), being
employed (24%), being disabled (11%), awaiting paternity test results (9%), or incarcerated (6%).



Project participation was variable, with 46 percent participating fully by completing 10 or more
employment activities, 20 percent participating partially and completing one to nine employment
activities, and 34 percent doing nothing but an initial intake interview and enrollment paperwork.



Participation varied with access to transportation. Among those participants who report having no
access to a reliable car or public transportation, 39 percent participated fully. Of those who did not
report these transportation problems, 53 percent participated fully in PSP.
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Participants who entered PSP with a contempt action were more likely to fully participate in the
program (64%), as compared with those who were establishing (42%) or modifying (48%) their child
support orders.



In addition to the initial hearings in which the participants were ordered into the program, the
judges of the Hampden Division conducted 346 review hearings with project participants
approximately 60 days after their initial hearing.

Key findings about service receipt:


Participants were keenly interested in employment‐focused services, with all participants engaging
in a one‐on‐one assessment by the FutureWorks case manager and 50 to 60 percent pursuing help
with résumé development, cold calling to employers, job and aptitude testing, job readiness classes,
immediate job search assistance, and help with online and/or paper applications.



Although all PSP participants were offered help with developing parenting plans, only 19 percent, or
57 parents, pursued this with a project case manager.



Few parents were interested in and/or indicated that they needed services to address more extreme
barriers to parenting and/or employment, and few referrals were made to outside service providers.

Key findings about employment outcomes:


One quarter (27%) of the 296 parents who enrolled in PSP actively engaged in project services and
found a job, with 20 percent obtaining two or more jobs.



Among the 192 participants who participated in at least one PSP employment activity, 31 percent
found a job and were employed at project’s end, 11 percent became employed but lost their job and
failed to find another one, and 58 percent were unable to find a job.



Participants who found employment through PSP had stronger work histories and reported fewer
barriers to employment (1.9 versus 3.0).



Those who retained their jobs reported 1.9 barriers on their initial intake interview, as compared to
3.1 for those who lost their jobs.



On average, those who found employment received a significantly greater number of employment
services through PSP compared to those who did not (10.3 versus 8.2).



About three‐quarters of PSP participants who found jobs were still employed at the end of the
project and had average earnings of $10 to $11 per hour.
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Key findings about child support outcomes:


PSP participants who became employed paid 67 percent of what they owed in the 12 months
following project enrollment, while those who did not find jobs paid significantly less—35 percent.
Those who fully participated in workforce activities paid a significantly greater proportion of the
child support that they owed (52%) than did those who participated partially (31%) and those who
participated in no employment services (34%).



Overall, there were no statistically significant differences between PSP participants and members of
the comparison group on child support payment, with both groups paying 43 and 45 percent of
what they owed in the 12 months following PSP enrollment.

Key findings about participant and stakeholder reactions:


Overall, 86 percent of interviewed PSP participants rated the program as very or somewhat helpful,
with the highest ratings going to résumé preparation; job development; help with driver’s license
reinstatement; computer training classes; and bus passes, gas money, or other supportive services.



Interviewed participants suggested that PSP offer more job training programs (85%), give parents
more bus passes so that can get to their jobs (81%), keep in touch with parents after they get a job
(63%), and hold off on enforcement actions for non‐payment while parents look for work (61%).
Other suggestions included suspending child support during education (69%), lowering child support
orders (62%), and forgiving some child support arrears (56%).



Project partners agree that court‐mandated enrollment policies and court review hearings helped to
motivate at least some parents to participate and get a job. Judges appreciated having dedicated
case managers on site at the court.



Contrary to expectation, screening, referring and reviewing PSP participants did not delay case
processing at the court.



PSP required the full‐time effort of the FutureWorks case manager as well as the time and expertise
of other job developers at FutureWorks. FutureWorks staff viewed PSP participants as very hard to
employ and rated them as 8 to 9 on a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being the hardest to employ, as
compared with 6 to 7 for the TANF population.



FutureWorks staff viewed the most helpful interventions to be mock interviews, résumé
development, assistance with online applications, and leads to supportive employers in growing
sectors with most services delivered individually.
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Nearly all surveyed DOR workers say it is “very” (59%) or “somewhat” (27%) important for child
support agencies to offer programs like PSP with only 4 percent rating it as unnecessary.

Conclusions and expectations for similar programs:
Expect recruitment and enrollment to be challenging and many to be ineligible to participate. To
achieve enrollment goals, project partners needed to open PSP to all unemployed noncustodial parents
who appeared at court for a hearing to establish, modify, or enforce their child support orders.
Ultimately, 14 percent of the total Hampden County child support caseload was targeted for the PSP, 1.2
percent of the caseload was eligible, and only 1.1 percent of the caseload enrolled.
Expect participants to have many barriers to employment. FutureWorks staff members rated
participants as an 8 or 9 out of 10 on a scale that assessed how difficult they were to employ.
Expect many to participate at minimal levels. Nearly half (46%) of PSP participants participated fully, 20
percent participated partially, and 34 percent just completed the initial paperwork to enroll and did not
participate further.
Expect high Interest in employment help and little interest in other services. PSP participants wanted
help with résumés, job searches, and completing online and paper applications and were uninterested
in services on fatherhood, parenting, substance abuse, or mental health.
Expect transportation barriers to affect participation and employment. Access to reliable car or public
transportation affected a participant’s level of participation and ability to find a job.
Expect court involvement to affect participation and outcomes. Participation levels were higher for
participants with contempt actions who were more closely monitored by the court.
Expect parents to have a hard time finding and keeping jobs. Overall, 27 percent of PSP participants
found jobs that paid an average of $10 to $11 per hour with 20 percent going through two or more jobs.
At the end of the project, 74 percent of those who found jobs were still employed and 26 percent were
not.
Expect parents who fully participate to benefit the most. PSP participants who participated in at least
some employment activities had higher rates of success, with 42 percent finding jobs. Participants who
found jobs had stronger work histories and fewer barriers than those who did not.
Expect child support payments only to improve for those who become employed. Overall, PSP
participants and members of the comparison group paid an identical 43 to 46 percent of what they
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owed. Those who found jobs paid 67 percent of what they owed, compared with 35 percent for those
who did not find jobs.
Expect high levels of user satisfaction and better ratings of the court among those who find
employment. Nearly all (86%) of participants rated PSP as “very” or “somewhat” helpful, with the
highest approval ratings going to résumé preparation and job development, driver’s license
reinstatement, computer training, and bus pass distribution. Two‐thirds of those who found
employment through PSP rated the judges as “very” fair.
Expect strong support for noncustodial parent employment programs among professionals but a need
for resources. Child support personnel, judges, and workforce staff strongly approve of helping
noncustodial parents with employment issues. But staffing is critical to running an effective program.
Judges need a case manager at court so parents can “hook up” with them. Workforce programs need
dedicated staff to work with noncustodial parents. And child support agencies need to make referrals,
service participants, and work with partner agencies.
Expect local economic conditions to affect program outcomes. The extremely high unemployment rate
in Springfield and Hampden County limited employment opportunities for PSP participants and effected
program outcomes.
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Introduction

The “Family Centered Services for Unwed Parents in the IV‐D Caseload” grant (90FD0141) was awarded
to the Child Support Enforcement Division of the Massachusetts Department of Revenue (DOR) on
September 30, 2009. The goal of the project, which was known locally as the Parent Support Program of
Hampden County (PSP), was to develop, implement, and evaluate a program providing employment,
parenting‐time, and case management services to low‐income, unwed parents in the child support
program in Hampden Probate and Family Court and the Title IV‐D caseload of Hampden County. The
family‐centered services approach emphasizes assessing a family’s needs and strengths from that
family’s perspective with a positive and proactive, rather than deficit‐based, approach. In the child
support arena, this typically involves emphasizing employment for noncustodial parents, encouraging
cooperation between parents, and strengthening parents’ emotional connection with their children.
Family‐centered services may be provided by the child support enforcement agency or other state
agencies, organizations, and groups, including workforce centers, community‐based programs, schools,
and faith‐based groups.
As part of this project, DOR collaborated with the Massachusetts Probate and Family Court to identify
and serve relevant parents in the child support system in Hampden County. To identify the service needs
of families, project staff conducted brief assessments at the court with parents who were about to
establish an initial order for child support. The screenings identified challenges that noncustodial
parents had that might reduce their chances of supporting their children both emotionally and
financially. Since the primary service need that low‐income noncustodial parents face is unemployment
or underemployment, DOR established a partnership with FutureWorks, an employment services
provider in Hampden County with whom it had previously collaborated. In addition, a case manager was
available at the court to work with interested parents to develop a parenting plan, and a referral
network was developed with other public and private agencies in Hampden County for other needed
services such as substance abuse treatment.
This report describes the design and operation of the Parent Support Program and the results of a
comprehensive process and impact evaluation conducted by the Center for Policy Research (CPR) of
Denver, Colorado, to assess its strengths and limitations.
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Child support is a powerful economic tool for low‐income families, lifting approximately one million
people from poverty (Sorensen, 2010; Wheaton & Tashi, 2008), and comprising 15 to 30 percent of total
family income for families between 100 and 200 percent of the poverty level and families below the
poverty level, respectively. Despite its potential, child support frequently goes unpaid. In 2007, census
accounts showed that only 39.6 percent of never‐married parents received all the support they were
due (Grall, 2009). The Administration for Children and Families projects that its caseload will be
increasingly comprised of never‐married parents and that 42 percent of its 2009 child support
enforcement caseload fell in this category (Johnson & O’Brien‐Strain, 2000).
Many noncustodial parents in never‐married families face barriers to employment that include limited
education, limited work histories, mental health and behavioral issues, substance abuse, lack of
transportation, and criminal backgrounds (Schroeder & Doughty 2009). Past incarceration reduces
subsequent wages by 11 percent, cuts annual employment by nine weeks, and reduces yearly earnings
by 40 percent (Pew, 2010). And while two‐thirds of child support collections come from wage
withholding, this is not available for the 25 to 30 percent of noncustodial parents who have limited or no
earnings (Sorensen & Oliver, 2002).
For these reasons, there is growing sentiment that child support agencies need to go beyond traditional
enforcement activities and to collaborate with employment programs to address the array of problems
that many low‐income noncustodial parents face in a more comprehensive manner. The earliest
program to promote employment and father engagement among low‐income noncustodial parents was
Parents’ Fair Share, a large‐scale, national demonstration project that used random assignment
techniques. Conducted in seven states from 1994 to 1996, Parents’ Fair Share provided court‐ordered
employment services to unemployed noncustodial parents who owed arrears to the government. In
addition, noncustodial parents were offered case management, peer support services, help with
parenting and relationships with the other parent, and referrals for other community services. The
evaluation found that child support payments for parents in the experimental group increased by nearly
20 percent, chiefly through the “smoke‐out” effect that resulted from the extra outreach and court
hearings that sites held for these parents to determine whether they were unemployed and should be
mandated to participate in an employment program. Truly unemployed noncustodial parents who
received employment services were less apt to experience increases in employment activity or earnings
relative to the comparison group with the exception of the most disadvantaged—those without a high
school diploma and with limited work experience. There was little parent interest in mediation services
to improve parental relationships or parent‐child contact but considerable enthusiasm for peer support
(Johnson, et al., 1999).
More recently, numerous states and local jurisdictions have developed employment programs for
nonresident fathers in the child support system, the most carefully evaluated of which are Texas’ NCP
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Choices (Schroeder & Daughty, 2009), Colorado’s Parents to Work (Pearson, et al., 2011), and New
York’s Strengthening Families through Stronger Fathers Initiative (Lippold & Sorensen, 2011). The
Department of Labor is currently conducting the Enhanced Transitional Jobs Demonstration, a national
demonstration project testing the effectiveness of transitional jobs for unemployed noncustodial
parents. And the federal Office of Child Support Enforcement funded a national demonstration of
employment programs for unemployed noncustodial parents in eight states that began in fall 2012.
Evaluations of these newer generation employment programs confirm that poorly educated men with
limited work experience face challenges gaining employment, meeting their child support obligations,
and maintaining relationships with their partners and children. Nevertheless, some studies find that
they result in greater participation in workforce development activities, increased job activity, and
higher rates of child support payment.
Texas’ NCP Choices court‐orders unemployed noncustodial parents with cases handled by the Texas
Office of the Attorney General, Division of Child Support whose children are current or former recipients
of public assistance to participate in employment programs operated by the Texas Workforce
Commission. A non‐experimental evaluation that compared participants and non‐participants with
similar characteristics found that noncustodial parents in the treatment group were employed at 21
percent higher rates, paid their child support 47 percent more often, and paid $57 per month more than
those in the comparison group. In addition, custodial parents associated with NCP Choices were 21
percent less likely to receive TANF benefits in the first year after program enrollment, and 29 percent
less likely two to four years after enrollment (Schroeder & Doughty, 2009).
Colorado’s Parents to Work program involved the voluntary referral of unemployed and underemployed
noncustodial parents with open child support cases at the Arapahoe Division of Child Support
Enforcement to Arapahoe/Douglas Workforce Center for assessment by a case manager and the
development of a service plan that typically included job search assistance, job readiness training, and
job placement. Participants also received child support‐related services such as driver’s license
reinstatement. A comparison of pre‐ and post‐program payment patterns for 600 cases in the treatment
group, with 350 cases in a comparison group generated using mostly random techniques, found that the
percentage of child support due that was paid increased significantly from 36.6 to 41.3 percent in the
treatment group, but was unchanged in the comparison group (28.2% versus 27.5%). Only about half of
noncustodial parents participated fully in Parents to Work, but those who did realized the greatest
economic benefit. In addition, treatment group members paid support more regularly and contributed
to regional growth in earnings and sales/revenue in significant ways, with the Return on Public
Investment estimated at $4.37 in earnings growth and $7.74 in sales/revenue growth (Pearson, et al.,
2011).
The New York Strengthening Families Through Stronger Fathers Initiative enrolled 3,700 unemployed
noncustodial parents who were behind in their child support payments in four cities. As in Parents to
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Work, participants in New York’s employment programs were referred on a voluntary basis to workforce
programs, where they were assessed to identify their service needs and offered an array of work
readiness, job search, job training, and work support services. The sites also offered workshops on
relationship skills and child support interventions. By comparing project participants with matched non‐
participants, evaluators concluded that participants of the employment programs earned 22 percent
more and paid 38 percent more in child support than a comparable groups of fathers who did not
receive the intervention.
These results are prompting many jurisdictions to initiate and operate work‐oriented programs for
unemployed noncustodial parents (although OCSE (2012) estimates that only 1 to 3 percent of the
caseload participates at any given time). While the precise elements of a “clearly successful program
design” have not yet been developed, the literature on these programs offers some clues about
effective formats.


Recruitment is challenging so programs should use a variety of referral techniques and sources
(including courts) and work with noncustodial parents of all ages and all stages of case processing to
achieve strong enrollment goals.



In addition to job search and job readiness training, programs should pursue workforce services that
are effective with poorly educated noncustodial parents with limited computer skills and criminal
backgrounds, including short‐term job training, job development, job placement, and retention
services.



Programs should pursue “enhanced” child support policies such as suspending child support during
program participation, establishing minimum orders rather than imputing minimum wage, reviewing
and adjusting orders to match actual earnings, forgiving some arrears in exchange for participation,
and/or assisting with driver’s license reinstatement (Perez‐Johnson et al., 2003).



Programs should develop communication systems so that child support staff, workforce personnel,
and the court can exchange information about noncustodial parents and monitor their participation.



Programs should provide assistance with transportation and other practical barriers that impede the
ability to search for jobs and get to work and explore the use of other financial incentives and work
supports.



Programs should strengthen noncustodial parent commitment to workforce programs, legitimate
employment, child support payment, and other pro‐social and pro‐family behaviors through
effective peer‐support interventions.
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In Massachusetts, DOR, the Probate and Family Court, and FutureWorks capitalized on the design
features highlighted in the research noted above in the course of developing the Parent Support
Program (PSP), which is described in the next chapter of this report.
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The Parent Support Program (PSP) of Hampden County was designed to provide employment‐focused,
case‐management services to unwed parents who were establishing new child support orders in
Hampden County, Massachusetts. Conducted by the Massachusetts Child Support Enforcement Division
of the Massachusetts Department of Revenue (DOR) and the Massachusetts Probate and Family Court,
the project aimed to increase employment, earnings, child support payments, and noncustodial parents’
regular contact with children. To achieve these goals, DOR also partnered with FutureWorks, an
experienced provider of workforce services in Hampden County. Thus, the Parent Support Program
involved a child support collaboration with both a work‐oriented program and the court to help
unemployed noncustodial parents with active child support agency involvement meet their
responsibilities to their children.
The Parent Support Program sought to:


Identify noncustodial parents with child support cases who are unemployed or underemployed;



Address the multiple barriers they face that impede their ability to work and earn and pay support;



Improve their involvement with their children;



Improve their employment and earnings;



Increase payment of child support;



Connect them with relevant community‐based services in all areas of need; and



Assess the effectiveness of employment‐focused services for noncustodial parents.

To achieve these objectives, child support, workforce, and judicial personnel in Hampden County
developed a program that included:


Specialized, dedicated, and co‐located child support and workforce personnel;



Screening noncustodial parents who appeared at court hearings for barriers to employment;



On‐the‐spot assessments by workforce personnel and enrollment in project services;



Active involvement of the judiciary in the process of enrolling parents in the project;



Delivery of a customized menu of employment‐focused services including job development;



Provision of supportive services including transportation assistance and driver’s license
reinstatement;
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Assistance with the development of parenting plans;



Referral to other needed community services;



Regular communication between child support and workforce personnel about project participants;
and



Reports to the judge on the status of project cases and conducting review hearings at court.

To assess the impact of trying to provide employment‐focused services to noncustodial parents, DOR
retained the Center for Policy Research (CPR) of Denver, Colorado to conduct a process and outcome
evaluation. The key sources of information for the evaluation were:


Staff‐collected information on participant demographics, education, employment status, and
interest in various types of services at project intake;



Staff assessments of participant needs and involvement in various project services and activities to
obtain a job;



Follow‐up telephone interviews with project participants six months after their enrollment to
determine their level of participation in employment and other services, employment outcomes,
and user reactions;



Staff records of participant employment, job retention, and wages at project’s end;



Information drawn from the automated child support system on child support obligations, payment
patterns before and after project enrollment, arrears balances and selected enforcement actions;



Generation of a retrospective, non‐treatment comparison drawn from DOR filings for establishment
orders in 2009 against which child support payment patterns for project participants were
compared; and



Interviews and focus groups with project administrators, case managers, and agency staff on the
perceived strengths and weaknesses of the project and recommendations for jurisdictions
interested in replication.

Program Management and Planning
The project was managed by Katherine Haberlin, Regional Manager of DOR, but decisions about project
design, parent recruitment, service delivery, and assessment were developed jointly by representatives
of the three collaborating agencies: DOR, the Probate and Family Court, and FutureWorks. All three
entities have worked together for many years. The Hampden Division of the Probate and Family Court
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handles all judicial actions for the Title IV‐D program with hearings for most of these cases occurring on
designated “block” days. FutureWorks and DOR are housed in the same building and have a history of
collaboration including past work initiatives for noncustodial parents.
During the first six months after OCSE awarded a grant to Massachusetts, DOR convened regular
conference calls with project partners and the evaluation contractor. The major operational activities
accomplished during this period were the finalization of contracts and agreements between and among
the project partners; the recruitment, hiring, and training of project staff; the selection of the
Massachusetts Parent Support Program as the project name; the creation of a project brochure and
poster; the development of relevant screening, intake, referral, and monitoring forms; promotion of PSP
with DOR and court staff; and preliminary discussion of how the project would be implemented.
In May 2010, a kick‐off meeting was held with the project partners to reaffirm the program’s objectives,
discuss how it would work, clarify the role of various partner agencies, and itemize the actions needed
to bring the project online. The key topics that were discussed were how participants would be
generated, the roles of various staff, the steps that each project staff member would take to identify and
address participant problems, the incentives that participants might receive to support their
involvement, relevant community resources and agencies for referrals, methods of tracking
participation and compliance, and communication between and among project partners.
Soon afterwards, in June 2010, enrollment activity and service delivery began. In January 2011, an
interim report was prepared covering operations during June to December 2010. During these first six
months, 39 noncustodial parents were enrolled. In the ensuing six months, the recruitment process was
modified three times. Each successive adjustment expanded the number of noncustodial parents who
were considered for participation in PSP and increased the number of enrollments. Over time, a monthly
cap that had been placed on the number of noncustodial parents that were considered by DOR
personnel for potential enrollment was eliminated, as was the initial limitation of relevant case types to
new establishment orders. Instead, it was decided to open enrollment to all types of child support
cases—establishment, modifications, and contempt/enforcement cases. In another move to widen
project enrollment, additional judges in the Hampden Division began to refer unemployed noncustodial
parents to the project, and recruitment eventually occurred regularly in the courtrooms for all four
judges in the Hampden Division of the Probate and Family Court.
A second face‐to‐face meeting was held in September 2011 with project partners and representatives of
community agencies. At that time, there was an extensive discussion of project patterns, preliminary
outcomes, and lessons learned. Enrollment activity ended in January 2012, but service delivery
continued through August 2012. Focus groups and interviews were held with project partners to identify
project strengths and limitations, best practices, and lessons learned. In September through November
2012, the project data were analyzed and the final report was prepared.
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Program Staffing
The Parent Support Project was staffed by three full‐time case managers. One case manager was
employed by DOR. A second was employed by FutureWorks. The third worked in the Probate and Family
Court. The division of labor was designed to maximize the expertise and strengths of each partner
agency.


The DOR case manager was responsible for explaining the PSP to noncustodial parents who
appeared at court to establish new child support orders and those who were seeking to modify
them. This staff member was also responsible for completing project paperwork including intake
forms and monitoring compliance with the services plan that participants developed with the
employment case manager. The DOR case manager played the lead role in communicating the
status of project participants and their compliance patterns to the court and facilitating review
hearings scheduled by judges to monitor participation. In addition to these project duties, the DOR
case manager handled conventional child support duties at the court including drafting temporary
child support orders and agreements; completing guidelines worksheets; explaining child support
orders, enforcement actions, and other child support issues; and coordinating with DOR case
owners about relevant child support actions needed in project cases including driver’s license
reinstatement, wage withholding, suspension of interest, penalties and other sanctions and
reinstatement of sanctions for those who were noncompliant.



The Probate and Family Court case manager was responsible for helping to develop service plans for
parents who faced barriers to payment. She met with parents at the court to complete project
intake forms, identify the parents’ needs, and describe the project to participants. She offered
interested parents assistance with the development of parenting plans that define when the child
will spend time with each parent. She also developed relationships with community agencies and
organizations that had the expertise to address family violence and substance abuse issues disclosed
by participants and provide other relevant supportive services dealing with fatherhood, housing,
benefits, and money management. The court case manager worked with DOR and FutureWorks staff
members to monitor participant compliance with service plans and to prepare compliance reports
for the court.



The FutureWorks case manager was an experienced staff member who worked exclusively with
project participants to identify their employment needs and engage them in services. He attended
court hearings on days when DOR cases were heard, described the project to potential participants,
assessed their employment status, and scheduled a follow‐up meeting with unemployed
noncustodial parents at FutureWorks. The follow‐up meeting involved a one‐on‐one orientation
about the project and a description of the workforce and more relevant support services available to
project participants. At these sessions, the FutureWorks case manager gathered information on the
participant’s work history, explained the types of assistance available for project participants, and
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developed an individualized service plan. This included individual counseling sessions and classes on
work behavior, résumé preparation, practice interviews, computerized employment searches, and
help with online applications. The FutureWorks case manager distributed bus passes to those who
needed them to pursue job leads and return to FutureWorks for further assistance. Other duties
included cultivating local employers willing to hire noncustodial parents, many of whom have
criminal backgrounds; linking project participants with job opportunities; and providing post‐
employment support. The employment case manager monitored participant compliance with his
service plan, phoned those who missed appointments, updated the other case managers on client
performance, and informed the court of client performance at scheduled review hearings.
All three case managers were hired between January and March 2010 and were trained by June 2010,
when program enrollment started and the Parent Support Program became operational.

Recruitment and Enrollment of Project Participants
Most recruitment and enrollment activities for the PSP occurred at the Hampden Division of the Probate
and Family Court. Massachusetts uses judicial processes to establish, modify, and enforce child support
orders. Title IV‐D child support cases are opened, created, and managed by staff at DOR, but all orders
are issued by judges. Since PSP tried to identify unemployed noncustodial parents and engage them in
activities aimed at increasing their work participation, all parents scheduled to appear in court during
the 19 months between June 2010 and January 2012 became the pool of potentially eligible
participants.
To be enrolled in the PSP, a noncustodial parent had to appear at court on the day of his or her
scheduled court hearing and be unemployed and lack the ability to pay child support. Project staff met
with all parents who appeared and asked whether they were employed. Those who were unemployed
were told about the project. If they were not disqualified for other reasons, they were encouraged to
enroll in PSP. During their scheduled court hearing, their participation in PSP was recommended to the
judge by PSP personnel and their commitment to enroll and participate was included in the court order
issued by the judge.
Over time, the pool of noncustodial parents considered for project participation was expanded. Initially,
pursuant to the population priorities outlined by the federal Office of Child Support Enforcement in its
grant announcement, DOR case owners only targeted noncustodial parents who were scheduled to
appear at court to establish a new child support order. Recruitment was expanded to include
unemployed or underemployed noncustodial parents scheduled to appear before all four Hampden
Division judges on all hearing days reserved for DOR child support cases. In still another revision of the
recruitment process, enrollment was extended to include noncustodial parents in DOR child support
cases who appeared at court for hearings with all four judges for a variety of child support matters
including establishment, modification, and contempt.
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From June 2010 to January 2012, a total of 3,338 noncustodial parents were identified as potentially
eligible to enroll in the PSP and ultimately a total of 296 were enrolled. As explained in the chapter on
Recruitment and Enrollment, fully 91 percent of noncustodial parents believed to be suitable for the
project were determined to be ineligible. This was primarily because they were already employed, failed
to appear at the court hearing, were themselves recipients of disability benefits or public assistance, or
were contesting paternity and awaiting test results. Among the 9 percent of targeted noncustodial
parents who were determined to be eligible to participate in PSP, nearly all (87%) enrolled.
DOR attempted to build public awareness about the Parent Support Program among noncustodial
parents prior to their appearance in court by including a program brochure along with the complaint
that was mailed or served by constables prior to the court hearing. DOR case owners who reached
noncustodial parents by telephone after service and before the hearing date were also instructed to
discuss the project. Finally, after enrollment had been widened to include noncustodial parents who
were involved with modification and/or contempt actions, DOR case owners discussed the project with
those they met with who were unemployed and coordinated with the DOR case manager to facilitate
their enrollment when they appeared at court.

Program Services and Operation
Like other employment‐focused programs for individuals with severe barriers to employment, the
Parent Support Program utilized the critical building blocks of assessment, service delivery, case
management, and monitoring.
Screening Activities at Court: Specialized project staff of DOR, the court, and FutureWorks jointly
appeared at court on hearing days reserved for DOR cases. On those days, they set up tables in the court
hallway and held brief, in‐person meetings with all noncustodial parents flagged as potential candidates
for the project. Parents who were employed or had other issues that made them ineligible to participate
in an employment program were excused from further consideration. The rest met individually with a
project case manager for a longer session, in which they were told about the Parent Support Program
and encouraged to participate. Participation agreements reached in a voluntary manner were
incorporated into court orders that were drafted by project staff and presented to the judge at the
participant’s hearing. Typically, the DOR case manager also assisted the parent in completing a financial
statement needed to calculate the appropriate child support order level based on the child support
guidelines, explained the order, described the importance of paying, and detailed the enforcement tools
available to DOR. Unemployed parents who resisted enrollment were referred to the judge, who
frequently tried to persuade parents to reconsider. One incentive used to encourage noncustodial
parents to participate in the program was a temporary, minimum child support order of $80 per month
rather than the higher order that would be given to parents when minimum wage earnings were
attributed to them. Another attractive incentive was immediate driver’s license reinstatement for those
who had been suspended for nonpayment of child support (although obligors still had to pay the
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reinstatement fee to the Department of Motor Vehicles). Other critical enrollment activities that were
performed at the court on an obligor’s hearing day were completing a project intake form that identified
a variety of service needs and scheduling an appointment to meet with the FutureWorks case manager
for a one‐on‐one orientation. Parents who were interested in getting help developing a parenting plan
that specified when the child(ren) would spend time with each parent were scheduled to meet with the
court case manager.
One‐on‐one Orientation with FutureWorks Case Manager: The next program step was for noncustodial
parents to attend an in‐person meeting with the employment case manager at FutureWorks, which is
located in Springfield and is accessible by public transportation to those who live within the city. The
purpose of the orientation was to gather information about a parent’s work history, assess his or her
work skills, determine employment barriers, and identify relevant service needs. The orientation
resulted in the development of an individualized service plan outlining the activities that the participant
would pursue to obtain employment and the forms of assistance that the case manager and other
FutureWorks personnel would provide.
Employment‐Focused Services: The FutureWorks case manager was prepared to offer project
participants a wide range of services. These included coaching on appropriate work behavior, computer
use and computerized job searches, résumé preparation, and effective interview techniques. In addition,
the FutureWorks case manager cultivated employers who might be willing to hire noncustodial parents,
provided participants with job leads, and helped them complete and submit online and paper
applications.
Other Services: Both the employment and court case managers were prepared to provide project
participants with a variety of other services and refer them to relevant community agencies. The court
case manager helped interested parents develop parenting plans and address other visitation issues.
She referred those who disclosed substance abuse to relevant treatment programs and cultivated ties
with fatherhood programs and other agencies that provided parenting resources. Partnerships were also
developed for services dealing with education, housing, healthcare, and benefits.
Participation Incentives: The court used temporary minimum or zero‐dollar orders for unemployed
obligors who participated in the program and avoided orders based on the imputation of minimum
wage earnings. DOR reinstated drivers’ licenses for participants, waived interest and penalties on unpaid
support, and avoided attaching one bank account per participant to allow for the development of
money management skills. FutureWorks provided participants with tools, work clothes, and bus passes.
When feasible, FutureWorks also tried to place participants in short‐term, on‐the‐job training slots.
Case Management: The FutureWorks case manager telephoned participants who missed their
orientation sessions and/or other scheduled training and job search activities. He would also mail letters
to the participants when they were unreachable by phone. He consoled them when their efforts to
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obtain employment failed and encouraged them to keep trying. He tutored participants in money
management and helped them secure stable housing, clothing, and food. Following their employment,
he continued to be involved and helped to resolve problems with transportation and workplace conflict.
Monitoring Client Participation and Court Review Hearings: The judges in the Hampden Division
committed to conducting review hearings with project participants approximately 60 days after their
initial hearing. DOR, court, and FutureWorks case managers met weekly to review the status of project
participants and prepare brief reports for the court which were delivered orally at review hearings.
Although FutureWorks documented the employment activities that participants pursued in its
automated system, most compliance information was tracked manually and recorded on paper data
collection forms.

Generation of a Comparison Group
To gauge the effectiveness of PSP in achieving project goals, it was decided to compare child support
payment patterns for project participants with a comparable group of noncustodial parents who did not
have access to customized workforce services and other supports designed to improve their ability to
work, earn, and pay child support. Since the volume of new child support orders in Hampden County
was insufficient to support the random assignment of new cases generated contemporaneously to
treatment and comparison groups, it was decided to generate the comparison group retrospectively.
Accordingly, a list of cases with new orders established during fiscal year 2009‐2010 was extracted from
the automated child support system, COMETS. To identify cases that better resembled those being
assembled for enrollment in PSP after June 2010, data collectors selected cases where the obligor
appeared for his or her court hearing and cases with minimum child support orders. Although it is not
always the case, unemployed noncustodial parents are often ordered to pay a minimum order of $80
per month while they search for work. Thus, it was hoped that the minimum order would serve as a
proxy measure for unemployment and would help to improve the comparability of the two treatment
groups. In both the experimental and the comparison groups, cases with obligors whose orders were
established by default were eliminated.

Project Site Economic Information
Parent Support Program was conducted in Hampden County, Massachusetts. The largest city in the
county is Springfield, which is also where the Hampden County Probate and Family Court, FutureWorks,
and the local DOR office are housed.
Hampden County and the city of Springfield are economically disadvantaged relative to the state of
Massachusetts. In 2010 (the most recent year for which these data are available), the U.S. Census
Bureau found that 21.3 percent of Springfield and 12.9 percent of Hampden County families lived in
poverty and the median family income was $35,236 and $46,477 in Springfield and Hampden County,
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respectively. To contrast, in 2010, 8.2 percent of Massachusetts families lived in poverty and the median
family income for the state as a whole was $62,072.
The residents of both Hampden County and the city of Springfield also have much lower rates of
educational attainment compared with the state. Eighty‐nine percent of Massachusetts residents have
a high school diploma or
Figure 1. Educational Attainment of Residents
equivalent, compared with 83
Over Age 25 in 2010
(from the US Census Bureau, 2010 American Fact Finder)
and 76 percent of Hampden
89% 83%
County and Springfield residents,
100%
76%
respectively.
And, while 39
75%
39%
50%
percent of the state’s residents
24% 18%
25%
have a bachelor’s degree or
0%
more, only 24 percent of
High School Diploma or Bachelor’s Degree or more
Hampden County and 18 percent
GED
of Springfield residents have
Mass achuset ts Ham pden County
Springf ield
completed a bachelor’s degree or
more.
Hampden County and Springfield were also hit harder by the Great Recession of 2008‐2009 than
Massachusetts as a whole. As shown in Figure 2, the unemployment rate (not seasonally adjusted) for
Massachusetts, Hampden County, and Springfield began slowly increasing in 2008. In all three locations,
unemployment peaked during January 2010, when the unemployment rate reached 9.6 percent for the
state, 11.7 percent for Hampden County, and 14 percent for Springfield. Unemployment rates (not
seasonally adjusted) remained high in all three areas throughout 2010, 2011, and 2012. When PSP
enrollment began, the unemployment rate was 12.2, 9.8, and 8.3 percent in Springfield, Hampden
County, and Massachusetts, respectively. The monthly unemployment rates for Massachusetts are
consistently lower than the rates in Hampden County and Springfield, and the unemployment rate in
Hampden County is consistently lower than the rate for the city of Springfield (Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, 2012).
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Figure 2. Unemployment Rates (Not Seasonally Adjusted)
from June 2008 to June 2012
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Project Site Child Support Caseload Information
Table 1 gives an overview of Hampden County’s
child support caseload. As shown in the table,
Hampden County’s total child support caseload
was 24,171. Of these open cases, 80 percent
have a child support order. During Fiscal Year
2011, Hampden County established 1,132 new
orders.

Table 1. Child Support Caseload Characteristics,
as of September 30, 2012

Open child support cases
Percentage of open cases
with a child support order
Percentage collected on
current support
Percentage collected on
arrears
Percentage of child
support that are current or
former TANF cases

Hampden
County

Commonwealth
of Massachusetts

24,171

211,274

80%

84%

61%

69%


62%

61%

Hampden County collects slightly less on
current support than Massachusetts as a whole
77%
70%
(61% versus 69%), while the percentage
 This is for the region and does not just include Hampden County.
collected on arrears is nearly identical.
Hampden County has a higher percentage of child support cases that are current or former TANF cases
than Massachusetts, 77 and 70 percent, respectively. This is not surprising given that Hampden County
is more disadvantaged than Massachusetts as a whole.
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Generating Project Participant and Comparison Groups
The evaluation of the Parent Support Program involved the generation of data for two groups: a group
that received the PSP services and a comparison group of noncustodial parents who had new child
support orders established in the year prior to the implementation of the PSP (Fiscal Year 2010). To be
eligible for either group, the noncustodial parents had to be underemployed or unemployed and at
court on the day of order establishment, modification, or the contempt hearing.
Comparison group cases were identified from automated child support records by the DOR case owners.
The case owners looked up all cases established during FY 2010 with a minimum order or minimum
wage order. Because the automated system does not detail a noncustodial parent’s employment
situation at the time of order establishment, the minimum order, which is typically assigned to
noncustodial parents who are unemployed, and the minimum wage order, assigned to noncustodial
parents earning minimum wage working 40 hours per week, were used to indicate unemployment or
underemployment.
The generation of treatment group cases changed over time. In the beginning stages of the project,
noncustodial parents scheduled for an establishment hearing for one of the Hampden Division judges
were mailed or given a brochure and self‐screening form about the PSP and asked to return the form if
they were interested in meeting with the case managers on the day they were scheduled to be in court.
This method generated few referrals. Project partners then decided to stop screening parents before
court, and instead talk to each noncustodial parent who was in court at order establishment. To
generate even more referrals, the project partners screened all noncustodial parents who were in court
for any child support action before all four judges. (The changes designed to boost enrollment are
described in more detail in the Recruitment and Enrollment section of this report.)

Research Questions
The evaluation included both qualitative (process) and quantitative (outcome) components. The
qualitative evaluation documented the process of implementing and running the program. Research
questions addressed by the qualitative evaluation included:


What barriers were encountered in designing and implementing the program?



What strategies proved effective in overcoming the problems experienced during start‐up?



Once the program became fully operational, how was it viewed by the key stakeholders? Is there
support to continue this approach? Why or why not?



In light of this evaluation, what recommendations can be made to other programs?
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The quantitative evaluation considered the following research questions:


What percentage of never‐married parents who establish child support orders need and obtain
various services, such as access and visitation, employment, substance abuse treatment, housing, or
transportation?



Do noncustodial parents who receive services see their children more regularly?



Do noncustodial parents who receive services pay child support more fully and consistently?



Do noncustodial parents who receive services obtain and retain employment?



Do outcomes related to payment or access vary according to the receipt of services?

Data Sources for the Evaluation
The evaluation involved the collection and analysis of data obtained from a variety of sources at a
number of time points. They included pre‐program assessment completed by the case managers to
determine whether parents were eligible for the PSP, intake information for noncustodial parents who
enrolled in the PSP, telephone interviews with project participants conducted by professional telephone
researchers six months after project enrollment, and a manual review of child support records for
project participants performed by experienced child support personnel. The project evaluators also
conducted interviews and focus groups with the core project partners, Hampden Division judges, and
other DOR and court staff familiar with the project. A larger number of DOR staff members were
surveyed about PSP once the project was complete.

Pre‐Intake Information
When noncustodial parents came to court for their order establishment, modification, and/or contempt
hearings, the DOR attorneys and the DOR case manager would speak to each of these participants to
determine if they may be eligible for the Parent Support Program. From January 2011 to January 2012,
the DOR case manager tracked the number of noncustodial parents who attended court, the number
who did not show up for the hearings, reasons that noncustodial parents were ineligible for the PSP
(e.g., receiving SSI/SSDI, employed, awaiting paternity results, etc.), the number of enrollees per block
time, and the type of child support case the enrollee had (i.e., establishment, modification, contempt).

Information at Intake
For every noncustodial parent deemed eligible for the Parent Support Program, project case managers
completed a pre‐program intake form prior to a court hearing. The intake form (included in Appendix A)
gathered information on each participant’s demographic, employment and educational background,
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benefit receipt, relationship with the other parent, the participant’s children, parent‐child contact,
barriers to employment, a service plan detailing service needs, and a service decision. Noncustodial
parents were required to sign the form, indicating agreement to participate in the program and to
release information for the evaluation.

Follow‐up Telephone Interviews
All 296 noncustodial parents who enrolled in the Parent Support Program were eligible to participate in
a telephone interview scheduled to occur approximately six months after each noncustodial parent’s
enrollment date. The interviews were conducted by Northern Illinois University’s Public Opinion
Laboratory (POL). To improve the response rate, the DOR case managers checked COMETS records to
obtain updated contact information prior to the interview attempt. Noncustodial parents were mailed
pre‐notification postcards at their last known address. The FutureWorks case manager also distributed
duplicate postcards to noncustodial parents during the month they were scheduled to receive the
telephone call. Interviews were conducted between February 2011 and August 2012.
The interview questions focused on parents’ perceptions of the quality of the Parent Support Program
and its services. It explored what services the parents received, why the parent enrolled in PSP, how the
program changed the parents’ perceptions of the court and DOR, and what additional services the
parent would have liked. Finally, the interviews included questions on changes since enrolling in the PSP,
including employment, financial, child support, and visitation situations. (See Appendix B for a copy of
the interview form.)
The number of attempts to reach the noncustodial parents varied greatly, ranging from 0 attempts for
cases with no phone number on file to 34 attempts. The mean number of attempts was 9.5. POL
attempted to reach parents on various days of the week and at various times of the day to increase the
response rate. During the 18‐month interviewing period, POL made 2,780 calls to 292 potential
respondents. This generated 75 completed surveys, which represents a 25 percent response rate.

Services Tracking Forms
During the last several months of the evaluation, the DOR and FutureWorks case managers completed a
Services Tracking Form about each PSP participant. This form details which employment, education,
supportive, parenting, financial, and child support services each participant received from the PSP. The
form also asks the case managers to rate the participants’ participation, performance, and motivation;
give details on the job search activities pursued; explain why the participant was terminated from the
PSP (when appropriate); and provide information about the participant’s employment (when
appropriate). The form can be viewed in Appendix C.
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Child Support Records Review
DOR personnel in Springfield researched COMETS, the automated child support system, for all
noncustodial parents in both the participant and comparison groups. They extracted detailed payment
information for all cases, including:


Payment information (i.e., current child support due, current child support paid, and total payment
on current support and any arrears) on the target case for up to 12 months before the noncustodial
parent enrolled in PSP in cases where this is available;



Payment information on the target case the month that the noncustodial parent enrolled in PSP;
and



Payment information on the target case for up to 12 months after the noncustodial parents
enrolled.

The forms also track whether the child support order amounts on the target case changed over time;
any arrears principle, interest, or penalties that accrued; and any enforcement actions taken on the case
after the noncustodial parent enrolled in PSP. (See Appendix D.)

Interviews and Focus Groups with Project Staff
Midway through the Parent Support Program, the core project partners held an in‐person meeting to
discuss PSP. During this meeting, core project partners, judges, and other DOR and court staff familiar
with the project were guided through a series of discussion topics about the PSP.
At the conclusion of the project, in September and October 2012, CPR staff conducted telephone
interviews with FutureWorks staff who worked on the project and other core project partners to get
their insight on the perceived effectiveness of various PSP procedures and services.

Survey of DOR Staff Members
After the PSP ended, CPR created a survey, which was distributed to 66 DOR employees using the web‐
based platform, Survey Monkey. The survey aimed to better understand case referral decisions by DOR
staff, the impact of PSP on staff, the types of cases that are best suited for this type of program, and the
perceived and utilized effectiveness of PSP.
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From June 2010 to January 2012, a total of 3,338 noncustodial parents were targeted for the
Massachusetts Parent Support Program (PSP) and a total of 296 enrolled in PSP. Of the 3,110
noncustodial parents targeted for PSP after January 2011 (when case managers began collecting these
data), 91 percent1 were ineligible for the program for a variety of reasons (e.g., failed to appear for a
court hearing, already employed, enrolled in school full‐time, public assistance recipients, etc.). Of the
289 eligible noncustodial parents targeted for PSP after January 2011, 257 enrolled. This represents an
89 percent enrollment rate. Since recruitment and enrollment of noncustodial parents in employment
programs is challenging in all program settings, we describe the Hampden County experience in great
detail.

Noncustodial Parents Targeted for the Parent Support Program
The recruitment procedures for the Parent Support Program (PSP) changed over the course of the
project as the project partners attempted to increase enrollment into PSP. During the first four months
of PSP, the case managers mailed checklists and brochures to custodial and noncustodial parents with a
scheduled child support order establishment hearing. Noncustodial parents were also given these
materials by the constables who served them. The checklist allowed parents to self‐screen for eligibility
in PSP and to contact one of the case managers to schedule a meeting at their upcoming court hearing.
Case managers also telephoned parents who were mailed and served these documents. In addition to
those who responded to correspondence, enrollment was open to other parents at the block time
hearings. During these first four months of operations (June to September 2010), case managers only
targeted 20 families per month for project enrollment.
Beginning in October 2010, the case managers no longer limited the number of families targeted for
project enrollment. Also during this quarter, PSP core project partners began outreach to DOR case
owners for client referrals. These DOR staff members were given an overview of the program and
brochures to distribute to their clients who might be eligible for the program. This increased the number
of cases targeted to 52 in October, 36 in November, and 60 in December, which represents an average
of 49.3 cases per month. It was also decided to open the project to all child support case types—
establishment, modification, contempt/enforcement, and paternity cases—and not limit the project to
establishment cases. Due to time lags associated with scheduling court hearings, these expansions did
not produce immediate increases in enrollment.
The Parent Support Program case managers expanded their recruitment to a second judge’s block time
in January 2011 and a third judge’s block time in February 2011. These expansions, as well as the
decision to allow all child support case types to enroll in the project, boosted the number of cases
targeted in this quarter to an average of 159.3 per month.

1

Due to rounding error, the percentages presented in this report may not be exact and/or add up to 100 percent.
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The final PSP recruitment expansion occurred in April 2011, when the fourth and final Hampden Probate
and Family Court judge also began enrolling parents into PSP. After this expansion, PSP case managers
targeted an average of 263.2 noncustodial parents per month for project recruitment. Figure 3 gives
more details about the number of cases targeted for PSP by month.
Figure 3. Cases Targeted for PSP, by Month (n=3,338)
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Ineligible Noncustodial Parents
At each block time, PSP case managers would meet with the noncustodial parents targeted for PSP
and/or their attorneys to determine whether they were eligible for enrollment. Reasons for ineligibility
included, but were not limited to, noncustodial parents who were:


Not present at the hearing and, thus, impossible to screen;



Already employed;



Incarcerated at the time of the hearing;



Living outside of the PSP service area;



Applicants or recipients of certain types of assistance programs (e.g.¸ SSI, SSDI, EAEDC);



Disabled and/or had other health issues that prevented them from working;



Waiting for the results of their paternity or Genetic Market Test (GMT);
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Living with the custodial parents and their children (i.e., intact families); and



Enrolled in school full time.

A small number of noncustodial parents were disqualified if there was no assignment of rights on the
case, the case was continued or dismissed, there was a judgment of non‐paternity, or the support order
was terminated.
Of the 3,110 cases targeted for PSP after
January 2011,2 2,821 (91%) were ineligible for
PSP at the time that they were in court. Nearly
one‐quarter of noncustodial parents were
ineligible because they were already employed
at the time of their hearing. Twenty‐one
percent were ineligible because neither parent
attended court on the day of their hearing and,
in an additional 9 percent of the ineligible
cases, the custodial parent attended court but
the noncustodial parent did not. Thus, 50
percent were ineligible because of non‐
appearance or because they were employed.
Other common reasons for ineligibility were
that the parent had applied for or received
disability benefits or public assistance (11%),
was awaiting paternity test results (9%), or was
incarcerated (6%). Table 2 gives more details.

Table 2. Reasons for Ineligibility of Noncustodial
Parents Targeted for PSP after January 2011 
Noncustodial parent employed

24%

Neither parent at hearing

21%

Noncustodial parent did not attend hearing

9%

Noncustodial parent receives or is applying for disability
benefits or public assistance

11%

Paternity test (GMT) pending

9%

Noncustodial parent incarcerated

6%

Non-public assistance cases

4%

Case continued

3%

Family intact

3%

Case dismissed

2%

Noncustodial parent lives outside of service area

1%

Noncustodial parent enrolled in school full time

1%

Noncustodial parent disabled and/or has heath constraint

1%

Judgment of non-paternity

1%

Other

3%

Number

2,821

 The numbers in the tables and figures presented in this report
may not add up to 100 percent due to rounding error.

In cases where the hearing was continued or the court was awaiting the paternity test results,
noncustodial parents that returned to court on a later date were again screened for PSP eligibility.
Therefore, some of these noncustodial parents may have later enrolled in PSP or may have been
counted as ineligible twice if they returned to court and were still ineligible for PSP.

Enrollment into the Parent Support Program
A total of 296 noncustodial parents enrolled in the Parent Support Program from June 2010 to January
2012. Fewer than 10 noncustodial parents per month enrolled in PSP during the first seven months,
prior to the strategies taken by the project partners to boost enrollment. The efforts to increase the
2

Detailed information on whether noncustodial parents were eligible for PSP was kept by the DOR case manager from January 2011 through
January 2012 on 3,110 targeted cases. This information was not collected from June 2010 through December 2010.
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number of enrollees in the program began producing results in 2011. In the first quarter of that year,
PSP enrolled an average of 13.3 noncustodial parents per month. Beginning in April 2011, after the final
PSP recruitment expansion occurred, enrollment stayed steady and averaged 21.7 noncustodial parents
per month. Figure 4 gives more information about PSP enrollment by month.
Figure 4. Enrollment in PSP, by Month (n=296)
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Of the 3,110 cases targeted for PSP from January 2011 to January 2012, 289 noncustodial parents (9%)
were eligible for PSP. As previously noted, these noncustodial parents appeared at court, were
unemployed, and did not have other characteristics that made them unsuitable. Of these 289 eligible
noncustodial parents, 257 enrolled3 in the Parent Support Program and 32 refused to participate. This
represents an 89 percent enrollment rate of eligible noncustodial parents in PSP from January 2011 to
January 2012.
Case Types. As shown in Figure 5, about half
of the noncustodial parents who enrolled in
PSP (48%) were in court for a child support
modification hearing, 43 percent were in
court for an establishment hearing, and 7
percent were in court for a contempt or
enforcement hearing. A few enrolled
noncustodial parents were in court for a
review hearing (2%). These included three

Figure 5. PSP Enrollment by Child Support
Case Type (n=296)
2%
Establishment

43%

48%

Contempt
Modifica tion
Other

7%

3

Two noncustodial parents were terminated from the program for noncompliance, only to later reenroll. These noncustodial parents are only
counted once each in the total number of enrollees.
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noncustodial parents enrolled on capias surrenders, one noncustodial parent was referred to the
program from another court room by a DOR employee, and one noncustodial parent in contempt who
was ordered into PSP during a non‐block time hearing.
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Noncustodial Parents Enrolled in PSP

From June 2010 to January 2012, a total of 296 noncustodial parents enrolled in the Parent Support
Program (PSP). Nearly all of these noncustodial parents (98%) enrolled in PSP during a block time for a
child support establishment, modification, or contempt hearing; a paternity hearing; or a UIFSA review.
PSP accepted cases identified by the Department of Revenue, the court, the TANF office, the Hampden
County House of Corrections, and other community based organizations. Almost all of the enrollees
(98%) were identified as a PSP‐eligible case by DOR staff members or the DOR case owner. A few cases
were identified by the court or by a different source.
PSP assigned a total of 146 noncustodial parents to the comparison group. PSP generated the
comparison group by having DOR staff members manually look up cases that had a child support order
established in Fiscal Year 2009 to 2010 (the year prior to the start of services by the PSP). Workers
attempted to identify cases that involved noncustodial parents, who appeared to be either unemployed
or underemployed, and had appeared parent in court for their scheduled child support hearing.

PSP Participants
After a noncustodial parent was screened for PSP and
determined to be eligible for the project, the three case
managers would interview both the noncustodial and custodial
parent (if available and willing). The majority of intake
interviews included both parents (57%) or the noncustodial
parent only (42%). In one case, only the custodial parent took
part in the interview.

Table 3. Demographic Profile of PSP
Participants
Race of Noncustodial Parent
Hispanic

52%

African American

26%

Caucasian

20%

Other

1%

Number

(286)

Hispanic

52%

African American

19%

Caucasian

27%

Race of Custodial Parent

Nearly all noncustodial parents were male (98%), a majority
were Hispanic (52%), about one‐quarter were African American
(26%), and 20 percent reported their race as Caucasian. The
majority of the custodial counterparts were also Hispanic (52%).
Most noncustodial parents spoke English as their primary
language (86%), while the remaining 14 percent of parents
reported that Spanish was their primary language. On average,
noncustodial parents were 30 years old, with the youngest PSP
enrollee being 18 years old and the oldest being 57. Table 3
gives more information.
Only 4 percent of noncustodial parents enrolled in PSP had prior
military experience, while just about one‐third (36) had been
incarcerated in the past.
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Other

2%

Number

(221)

Parents’ Language
English

86%

Spanish

14%

Number

(257)

Age of Noncustodial Parents
Mean

30

Median

29

Range

18-57

Number

(273)
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Noncustodial Parent Education and Employment
Nine percent of noncustodial parents who participated
in the intake survey were enrolled in some kind of
schooling. Of those enrolled in school, nearly half were
in a GED program and 38 percent were enrolled in an
Associate in Arts degree program. Two were enrolled in
high school and one was in a trade school. (See Table 4.)

Table 4. Education Enrollment of PSP
Participants
Type of education program enrolled in:
GED program

48%

AA Degree program

38%

High school

10%

Trade school

5%

Number

(21)

Figure 6 displays the highest
educational degrees attained by PSP
Figure 6. Highest Educational Degree (N=282)
participants at enrollment. The largest
8% 2%
None
percentage (46%) said that they had
A A Degree
never attained any type of educational
18%
High School Diploma
degree.
About a quarter of the
46%
G ED
respondents (26%) said that they had
A ttended some college, no degree
attained their high school diploma,
College Degree
nearly one‐fifth (18%) had their GED, 8
26%
percent had attended some college
1%
but had not attained a degree, 2
percent had a bachelor’s degree, and 1 percent had an associate’s degree.
Some noncustodial parents (233) were
also asked if they had received any form
of job training in the past. The majority
(94%) reported having no job training;
however, a small percentage of
noncustodial parents (6%) had attended a
trade school.

Table 5. Information on Unemployed PSP Participants
Length of unemployment
Mean

14 months

Median

9 months

Range

< 1 month-12 years

Number

(231)

Number

(256)

Currently receiving unemployment benefits

19%

Next, noncustodial parents were asked Length of time receiving unemployment benefits
Mean
22 weeks
about their employment status at intake.
Median
13 weeks
Of the 290 enrollees who responded to
Range
1-98 weeks
this question, 20 percent were employed
Number
(37)
at program entry—17 percent held part‐
time jobs and 3 percent were employed full‐time. The majority (80%) were unemployed. On average,
participants who were unemployed had been out of work for 14 months, with a range of less than 1
month to 12 years. (See Table 5.)
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As shown in Table 5, nearly one‐fifth of noncustodial parents received unemployment benefits at the
time of project intake. On average, recipients of unemployment benefits had received assistance over a
period of 22 weeks.
Noncustodial parents were also asked to report
their current or most recent wage received for
work (see Table 6). On average, PSP enrollees
earned $10.86 per hour, with hourly wages
ranging from as low as $5.25 to as high as
$36.75. Typically, noncustodial parents worked
32 hours per week at their current or most
recent jobs, within a range of one to 60 hours of
work per week. The majority of PSP participants
(94%) did not receive health care benefits at
their current or most recent jobs.

Table 6. Information about Current or Most Recent Job
for PSP Participants

Hourly wage
Mean

$10.86

Median

$10.00

Range

$5.25 – $36.75

Number

(241)

Number of hours worked per week
Mean

32

Median

40

Range

1-60

Number

(234)

Just over 60 percent (n=182) of the enrolled noncustodial parents reported their earnings in the year
prior to enrolling in PSP. These enrollees earned an average of $18,359, a median of $20,000, with a
range of $0 to $80,000 in the previous year.
PSP participants held an average of three
jobs over the past five years. Four
noncustodial parents had been altogether
unemployed over the past five years, and five
had worked at least 10 jobs over the past five
years. Participants were also asked to report
the longest duration of time that they had
been employed at the same job and under
the same employer. On average, they were
employed for 45 months, a median of 36
months, and within a range of 1 to 240
months. See Table 7 for more details.

Table 7. PSP Participant Employment History
Number of jobs held in the past five years
Mean

3

Median

3

Range

0-15

Number

(182)

Longest amount of time employed at same job, under
same employer
Mean

45 months

Median

36 months

Range

1-240 months

Number

(272)

Public Benefit Receipt
PSP enrollees were asked what type of public benefits they were receiving at intake. Nearly half of 286
participants who answered this question were recipients of Commonwealth of Massachusetts health
care, or “MassHealth.” Thirty‐four percent were receiving food stamps and 1 percent was receiving
TANF or TAFDC. No PSP participants reported receiving disability payments (SSI/SSDI), worker’s
compensation, money management or budgeting services, or veteran’s benefits.
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Participant Families and Relationships
Table 8 shows participant responses to
questions about their family lives and
relationships.
The
majority
of
both
noncustodial (90%) and custodial parents (93%)
reported being single. Only one noncustodial
parent reported that they had been previously
married to the custodial parent. More than
three‐quarters (77%) of the noncustodial and
custodial parents had one child together, and
20 percent had two children together. The
average age of the youngest child on the child
support case was five years old at intake.
When noncustodial parents were asked to rate
their relationship to the custodial parent, 36
percent rated their relationship as very
cooperative and 25 percent as rated it as fairly
cooperative. Eighteen percent said their
relationship was angry and hostile.
More than half (60%) of the noncustodial
parents saw the children once per week or
more. Some PSP enrollees (7%) reported seeing
these children about twice per month or less,
while 14 percent reported seeing these children
less than two times per year. Table 9 provides
more information.

Table 8. Information about the Families of PSP
Participants
Noncustodial parent marital status:
Married

5%

Divorced

2%

Single

93%

Number

(255)

Custodial parent marital status:
Married

6%

Divorced

1%

Single

94%

Number

(196)

At any point in the past, the noncustodial and
custodial parent:
Lived together, but were not married
Never married and never lived together

30%
71%

Married

<0.5%

Number

(240)

1

77%

2

20%

3 or more

3%

Number of children noncustodial and
custodial parent have together:

Number

(277)

Age of youngest child:
Mean

5 years

Median

3 years

Range

1 to 21 years

Number
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Table 9. Information about the PSP Participants’ Relationship with
the Custodial Parent and Children (n=249)
Noncustodial parent relationship with custodial parent is:
Very cooperative

36%

Fairly cooperative

25%

Angry and hostile

19%

No contact

2%

Other

18%

Noncustodial parent frequency seeing children:
Twice a year or less

17%

About once or twice a month

7%

About every week

20%

More than once a week

40%

Other

17%

As part of the Parent Support Program, the court
case manager offered parents the opportunity to
develop a parenting plan or memorialize a parenting
time agreement that the noncustodial and custodial
parents typically follow but do not have in writing.
Table 10 demonstrates that the majority of
participants (77%) did not have a parenting plan,
either verbal or written, at the time of project
intake. About three‐quarters (73%) were not
interested in composing a parenting plan. Still, 26
percent of parents did express interest in composing
a plan.

Table 10. Parenting Plans between the PSP
Participants and their Custodial Counterparts
Do the noncustodial and custodial parents have a
parenting plan:
Yes, a written plan

18%

Yes, a verbal plan

4%

No

77%

Not sure/Refused
Number

2%
(258)

Do the noncustodial and custodial parents want to
create or memorialize a parenting plan at intake:
Yes

26%

No

73%

Not sure/Refused

2%

Number

(251)

Barriers to Employment
Many noncustodial parents enrolled in PSP had
inadequate transportation resources. As shown in
Figure 7, noncustodial parents typically relied on
friends or family for rides (39%) or used the bus
(38%) for transportation. Thirty‐four percent of
these parents had their own car. Seventeen
percent of PSP enrollees would typically walk to
get from place to place, and the remaining 3
percent used some other method.
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Figure 7. Typical Method of Transportation
(N=296)
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Figure 8 displays the obstacles and barriers to finding a job that noncustodial parents faced at program
intake. As shown in the figure, between 42 and 48 percent of PSP enrollees had no reliable car or access
to public transportation, lacked a high school diploma or GED, and had no driver’s license. An obstacle to
employment for about one‐third (37%) of enrolled parents was their former incarceration. About one‐
fifth of PSP enrollees stated that their lack of job history (23%) or job skills (20%) was preventing them
from getting a job. Fewer than 5 percent of noncustodial parents reported the following barriers to
employment: lack of stable housing or homelessness, mental health issues, drug or alcohol addiction, a
history of domestic violence, ongoing legal problems, lack or child or elder care, or issues with children.

Figure 8. Treatment Group Participants' Obstacles to Employment at PSP
Intake (n=296)
2%

Ongoing legal problems

8%

On probation/parole

37%

Past incarceration
3%

Domestic violence

1%

Lack of child care/elder care

42%

No driver's license
1%

Issues with children

4%

Lack of stable housing/homeless

3%

Mental health issues

20%

Lack of job skills

23%

Limited work history

48%

No reliable car or public transportation
3%

Drugs or alcohol

11%

Disability or serious health issues

43%

No GED/high school diploma
12%

Limited English
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Two‐thirds (69%) of noncustodial parents reported that they would be able to pass a drug test at project
intake. The remaining 31 percent said that they would not.
PSP group participants overwhelmingly (99%) said that they were interested in receiving services to help
them overcome the barriers they faced. Only 1 percent were uninterested in receiving services, but
were mandated by the court to enroll and engage in services.
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Service Needs and Interest for PSP Participants
Participants were asked whether they were interested in receiving a variety of employment or
education services. Table 11 presents the results. Overwhelmingly, participants were interested in
receiving all employment and educational services including an orientation at FutureWorks (99%), job
readiness classes (96%), résumé preparation and interview coaching (96%), immediate job search
assistance (96%), computer skills classes and testing (96%), and job skills and aptitude testing (94%).
Table 11. Employment /Education Service Needs for PSP Participants
Not
needed

Unable to
Offer

Participant
Interested

Participant Not
Interested

Orientation at FutureWorks (n=84)

0%

0%

99%

1%

Job readiness classes (n=282)

1%

0%

96%

3%

Résumé prep, interview coaching (n=281)

1%

0%

96%

3%
3%

Service

Immediate job search assistance (n=280)

1%

0%

96%

Computer skills classes and testing (n=280)

1%

0%

96%

3%

Job skills and aptitude testing (n=269)

3%

0%

94%

3%

Participants showed less need and interest in other supportive services. Only 3 percent of participants
said that they were interested in receiving help with unemployment benefits, and 6 percent expressed
interest in receiving help with evictions and other housing matters. Somewhat more popular, 34 percent
of participants said that they were interested in receiving help with work clothes and tools and 41
percent wanted help with transportation or bus tokens (see Table 12).
Table 12. Supportive Service Needs for PSP Participants
Not
needed

Service

Unable to
Offer

Participant
Interested

Participant Not
Interested

Help with unemployment benefits (n=260)

90%

5%

3%

2%

Help with transportation (bus tokens) (n=263)

44%

13%

41%

2%

Help with work clothes and tools (n=260)

50%

14%

34%

2%

Help with evictions/other housing matters (n=258)

83%

9%

6%

2%

Participants expressed the most interest in having their interest and penalties waived (44%), bank levies
exempted (36%), and driver’s license reinstated (20%). Table 13 gives more details.
Table 13. Financial/Child Support Service Needs for PSP Participants
Service

Not
needed

Unable to
Offer

Participant
Interested

Participant Not
Interested

Help understanding child support orders or enforcement (n=255)

97%

0%

2%

1%

Driver’s license reinstatement (n=257)

78%

0%

20%

2%

Help determining eligibility for benefits/applying (n=257)

82%

0%

17%

1%

Waive interest and penalties (n=256)

54%

0%

44%

2%

Exempting bank levy (n=237)

63%

0%

36%

1%
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As shown in Table 14, about one‐fifth (22%) of participants reported interest in receiving help with
memorializing a parenting plan and 23 percent were interested in referrals to GED, ABE, or ESL classes.
Otherwise, for the most part, these services were deemed unnecessary.
Table 14. Additional Service and Referral Needs for PSP Participants
Not
needed

Unable to
Offer

Participant
Interested

Participant Not
Interested

Help memorializing a parenting plan that parents have
developed (n=243)

65%

6%

22%

7%

Help filing a pro se complaint for custody or visitation (n=240)

82%

4%

5%

9%

Classes or fatherhood programs to improve parenting (n=256)

94%

0%

0%

6%

Service

TLC Program (n=266)

94%

0%

0%

6%

Gandara Parenting Program (n=267)

94%

0%

0%

6%

Supervised visitation services (n=264)

93%

0%

1%

6%

GED, ABE, or ESL classes (n=277)

72%

1%

23%

4%

Substance abuse (n=272)

95%

0%

1%

4%

Mental health (n=273)

94%

0%

1%

5%

Physical health/Commonwealth Care (n=267)

95%

0%

0%

5%

Comparison Group
Participants
A total of 146 noncustodial parents
were assigned to the PSP comparison
group. The comparison group is
composed of cases that: had a child
support order established in Fiscal Year
2010 (the year prior to the start of
services by the PSP); appeared to have
a noncustodial parent who was either
unemployed or under‐employed; and
attended an order establishment
hearing. Information on the comparison
group was gathered by a manual look‐
up of child support case information in
COMETS (the Massachusetts automated
child support system) by DOR staff
members.

Table 15. Demographic Profile of Comparison Group and PSP
Participants
PSP
Participants

Comparison
Group

Gender of participant
Male

98%

97%

Female

2%

3%

Number

(294)

(145)

Age of participant
Mean

30

27

Median

29

26

Range

18-57

18-57

Number

(273)

(134)

1

77%

80%

2

20%

15%

3 or more

3%

5%

(277)

(144)

Number of children parents have together:

Number
Age of youngest child:
Mean

5 years

4 years

Median

3 years

3 years

Range

1 to 21 years

1 to 16 years

(274)

(131)

Number
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Similar to the PSP enrollees, nearly all of the noncustodial parents in the comparison group were male
(97%). Parents in the comparison group were slightly younger than those who participated in PSP, with
average ages being 27 and 30 years, respectively, a difference that was not statistically significant.
Most comparison group participants had one or two children on the case that brought them into court
(95%). The range of children for these
Figure 9. Comparison Group
noncustodial parents was one to seven. On
Noncustodial
and Custodial Parent
average, the youngest child on the child
Marital
Status
(n=144)
1%
4%
support case was four years old (compared to
3%
five years old for PSP participants).
Never Married

Like PSP participants, most noncustodial
parents in the comparison group were never
married to the other parent on the child
support case bringing them into PSP (93%).
Small percentages involved divorced (3%) or
separated (4%) parents. Figure 9 displays these
findings.

Divorced

93%
Separated
Can't Determine

In most comparison group cases (84%), both the noncustodial and custodial parents were in court on
the date of order establishment. In 14 percent of the cases, the noncustodial parent was in court alone
when the order was established.
DOR staff members used the child
Table 16. Weekly Child Support Order Amounts for
support order amount at case
Comparison Group Members
establishment as an indication of
Mean
$38
unemployment or underemployment. In
Median
$22
Massachusetts, the minimum child
Range
$0 to $211
Number
(145)
support order is $18.46 per week. Of the
$0 to $18.46
48%
comparison group noncustodial parents,
$18.47
to
$76.00
40%
just under one‐half (48%) had an order
$77.00 to $100.00
8%
amount that was equal to or less than
$101.00 or more
4%
$18.46 per week. Noncustodial parents
Number
(145)
earning minimum wage who work 40
hours per week generally receive an order of $77 per week. Forty percent of comparison group
participants had a child support order set between the minimum order ($18.46 per week) and the
minimum wage order ($77 per week). In 12 percent of the comparison group cases, the noncustodial
parents’ orders were more than $77 per week. Table 16 provides more details.
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Parent Support

The Massachusetts Parent Support Program (PSP) offered noncustodial parents in Hampden County,
Massachusetts a variety of employment, child support, parenting, and other supportive services. This
chapter describes service receipt by project participants and the client factors associated with different
levels of program participation.

Employment Services
At project intake, the FutureWorks case manager would meet with each noncustodial parent who was
eligible for PSP and develop a service plan designed to address barriers to employment. The 14
employment services offered by FutureWorks were:
1. One‐on‐one orientation at FutureWorks with case manager to conduct a more in‐depth review
of employment history, barriers to employment, and possible service needs;
2. Assistance with cold calling employers;
3. Translation services;
4. Résumé development;
5. Cover letter development;
6. Online application assistance;
7. Paper application assistance;
8. Other application assistance;
9. Help creating an email account;
10. Help for formerly incarcerated parents (i.e., assistance with Criminal Offender Record
Information, or CORI);
11. Job readiness classes;
12. Computer skills classes and testing;
13. Job skills and aptitude testing; and
14. Immediate job search assistance.
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As shown in Table 17, service receipt was quite
Table 17. Utilization of Employment Services
by PSP Participants (n=296)
variable. Over half of PSP’s enrollees were quite
Initial intake at court only
34%
active in the program—9 percent received six to
Initial intake at court and orientation at FutureWorks
6%
nine employment services and 46 percent received
2 to 5 employment services
6%
10 or more employment services. Over one‐third of
6 to 9 employment services
9%
the PSP participants only completed the initial
10 or more employment services
46%
intake at court and never received any employment
Average number of employment services utilized
6
services from FutureWorks. An additional 6 percent
Median number of employment services utilized
9
completed the intake at the court, met with the
Range
0-13
FutureWorks case manager for a one‐on‐one
assessment, and then never returned to receive additional employment services from PSP. On average,
PSP enrollees received six employment services, with a range of zero to 13 different services.
Figure 10 displays the different types of employment services utilized by PSP participants.
Figure 10. Employment Services Received by PSP Participants (n=296)
Orientation at FutureWorks

66%

Cold Calling to Employees

58%

Translation Services

16%

Resume Development

60%

Cover Letter Development
Creating an Email Account

27%
7%

Online Application Assistance

52%

Paper Application Assistance

51%

Other Application Assistance

54%

CORI Assistance

26%

Job Readiness Classes

54%

Immediate Job Search Assistance

54%

Computer Skills Classes/Testing

10%

Job Skills/Aptitude Testing
Other

0%

57%
4%
25%

50%

75%

As shown in Figure 10, the most utilized service was the orientation at FutureWorks. All PSP enrollees
had to complete this orientation in addition to the intake at the court before receiving other services.
Other services, received by 50 to 60 percent of PSP enrollees, included résumé development; cold
calling to employers; job testing and aptitude testing; job readiness classes; immediate job search
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assistance; as well as online, paper, and other application assistance. About one‐quarter of the enrollees
received help with cover letter development or assistance with a CORI report. Ten percent or fewer of
PSP enrollees received help creating an email account or computer skills classes or testing.

Characteristics of Noncustodial Parents by Level of Employment Services Participation
To determine why some noncustodial parents who enrolled in PSP completed more employment
services than others, it is important to compare the demographic characteristics and service needs of
the enrollees completing various levels of workforce services. For this analysis, the numbers of
employment services received were collapsed into the following categories:


Full participation: This category includes the 46
percent of enrolled noncustodial parents who
completed 10 to 13 employment services.



Partial participation: These noncustodial parents
completed somewhere between one and nine
employment services and make up 20 percent
of PSP participants.



Figure 11. Employment Service
Utiliz ation for Treatment Group
Participants (n=296)
34%
46%

No services
Partial participation
Full participation

20%
No services: This category includes those
noncustodial parents who met with the case
managers at court for project intake and then never completed any other employment services. Just
over one‐third (34%) of PSP enrollees fall into this category.

As shown in Table 18, the three groups were very similar with respect to their age at project intake.
Those who participated in no services were, on average, 29 years of age, while those who fully
participated were, on average, 31 years old.
With respect to language, participants who reported that their primary language was Spanish were
significantly more likely to fully participate, with 57 percent falling into this category, as compared with
44 percent of English speakers.
There were some differences by race/ethnicity, but the differences were not statistically significant.
Hispanic noncustodial parents were somewhat more likely to fall into the extremes of no services or full
participation, while Caucasian and African‐American parents were more evenly distributed across the
three categories.
Relatively few noncustodial parents had any exposure to college, and only five had completed a
bachelor’s degree. Most PSP enrollees had not completed high school or obtained a GED. Those with
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college experience were somewhat less likely to fully participate in the program. However, the
differences in participation rates by education level were small and not statistically significant.
Table 18. Level of Participation in PSP, by Demographic Information
Participants’ Average Age at Intake
No services

29.3

Partial participation

29.5

Full participation

30.5

Number

(273)

Race
African American

Caucasian

Hispanic

No services

27%

38%

37%

Partial participation

27%

24%

16%

Full participation

47%

38%

47%

Number

(75)

(58)

(150)

Participants’ Primary Language 
English

Spanish

No services

34%

37%

Partial participation

22%

6%

Full participation

44%

57%

Number

(222)

(35)

Participants’ Educational Experience
No GED or high
school diploma

High school diploma or
GED only

Some college
Or more

No services

38%

29%

34%

Partial participation

19%

21%

28%

Full participation

44%

50%

38%

Number

(130)

(123)

(29)

 Chi square is significant at .08 or less.

There were no significant differences in the level of noncustodial parent participation by the number of
children the parent had, the age of the parent’s youngest child, or the parent’s marital status at intake.
Public transportation is limited in Hampden County, especially in rural areas outside of Springfield. To
determine whether the noncustodial parents’ area of residence impacted their participation in PSP, DOR
staff members categorized the noncustodial parents’ zip code at intake into the following four
categories:


Noncustodial parent that had no permanent address at intake (four participants fell into this
category and were excluded from this analysis);
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Just over half of the enrollees, or 160 noncustodial parents, lived in Springfield and likely only
needed one bus to get to FutureWorks or the court (i.e., easy access to FutureWorks and court);



Twelve percent of PSP enrollees lived in Springfield, but likely needed two buses to get to
FutureWorks or the court (i.e., more difficult to access); and



About one‐third of the enrollees, or 96 noncustodial parents, lived outside of Springfield and had no
bus access to FutureWorks or the court.

As shown in Table 19, those who lived outside of Springfield were less likely to participate in
employment services than those who lived in Springfield. If the participants who reported owning a car
at intake are excluded, then the differences between the groups become greater. The proportion that
failed to participate in services among non‐car owners rose from 31 percent among Springfield residents
to 44 percents among non‐residents. While intriguing, these differences are not statistically significant.
Table 19. Level of Participation in PSP, by Noncustodial Zip Code at Intake
All enrolled
participants:

Easy access to
FutureWorks and court

In Springfield, but more difficult
to access FutureWorks and court

Outside of Springfield, difficult to
access FutureWorks and court

No services

31%

33%

39%

Partial participation

23%

22%

17%

Full participation

47%

44%

45%

Number

Participants who do not
own a car at intake:

(160)

(36)

(96)

Easy access to
FutureWorks and court

In Springfield, but more difficult
to access FutureWorks and court

Outside of Springfield, difficult to
access FutureWorks and court

No services

31%

41%

44%

Partial participation

24%

32%

18%

Full participation

45%

27%

39%

Number

(107)

(22)

(57)

There were no differences in the level of noncustodial parent participation by the number of children he
or she had or the age of the youngest child.
Table 20 compares noncustodial parents who were never married to their custodial counterpart but
lived with him or her at some point and those who were never married and never lived with the
custodial parent. There were no differences between these two groups with respect to participation in
employment services.
Most noncustodial parents described their relationship with the custodial parent at the time of the
intake as being “cooperative” and only six said they had no contact with the other parent, but the
quality of the parents’ relationship did not show a statistically significant relationship with participation
in services. A third of those who said the relationship was cooperative failed to participate in services,
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as compared with 40 percent of those who said the relationship is angry and hostile. See Table 20 for
more details.
Table 20. Level of Participation in PSP, by Noncustodial Parent’s Relationship
with the Custodial Parent at Intake
Noncustodial and Custodial Parents’ Past Relationship
Never married and never
lived together

Never married, but lived together

No services

35%

37%

Partial participation

17%

21%

Full participation

48%

42%

(168)

(71)

Number

Noncustodial Parents’ Characterization of Relationship with Custodial Parent at Intake
Cooperative

Angry and hostile

No services

34%

40%

No contact
0%

Partial participation

18%

21%

33%

Full participation

48%

38%

67%

Number

(151)

(47)

(6)

There was no relationship between the amount of contact the noncustodial parent had with his or her
child and the degree to which he or she participated in services. Among those who reported seeing
their children every week, 46 percent participated fully, while 41 percent who saw the child no more
than every other month participated fully.
Table 21. Participation in Services, by Contact with Child
Noncustodial Parent Frequency of Seeing Children at Intake
Every other month or less

Between 1 or 4 times a month

More than once a week

No services

39%

36%

37%

Partial participation

21%

12%

17%

Full participation

41%

53%

46%

Number

(44)

(59)

(94)

Those noncustodial parents who entered PSP with a child support contempt action were more likely to
fully participate in the program (64%) as compared with those who were establishing (42%) or modifying
their child support orders (48%). This probably reflects the stronger judicial mandate in contempt cases
and the nature of the potential sanction for non‐compliance. Full participation in PSP increased slightly
with the number of child support cases the noncustodial parent had. However, the pattern is not
statistically significant.
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Table 22. Level of Participation in PSP, by Child Support Case Information
Case type at PSP intake
Establishment

Modification

Contempt

Other

No services

41%

29%

18%

60%

Partial participation

18%

23%

18%

20%

Full participation

42%

48%

64%

20%

Number

(126)

(143)

(22)

(5)

Table 23 compares program participation levels for noncustodial parents with and without a variety of
experiences that might be expected to pose a barrier to employment.
The table shows that issues related to a lack of transportation do reduce the degree to which the
noncustodial parent participates in the program. For example, among those who report having no
access to a reliable car or public transportation, 39 percent participated fully, compared to 53 percent of
those without these transportation problems. On the other hand, lacking a driver’s license is actually
associated with increased program participation levels. Suspension of a driver’s license is a common
enforcement technique used by child support agencies against noncustodial parents who fail to pay
support. PSP offered a way to get a license reinstated, and this may have been especially attractive to
those with suspended licenses.

Table 23. Level of Participation in PSP, by Barriers at Intake
No Reliable Car or Public Transportation 
No

Yes

No services

33%

35%

Partial participation

14%

27%

Full participation

53%

39%

Number

(154)

(142)

No Driver’s License 
No

Yes

No services

31%

38%

Partial participation

17%

25%

Full participation

53%

37%

Number

(173)

(123)

Limited Work History
No

Yes

No services

35%

30%

Partial participation

19%

25%

Full participation

46%

45%

Number

(229)

(67)
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Table 23. Level of Participation in PSP, by Barriers at Intake
Lack of Job Skills
No

Yes

No services

35%

31%

Partial participation

21%

16%

Full participation

44%

53%

Number

(238)

(58)

History of Domestic Violence 
No

Yes

No services

34%

20%

Partial participation

19%

50%

Full participation

47%

30%

Number

(168)

(10)

 Chi square is significant at .06 or less.

Supportive Services
PSP also offered participants various supportive services to help them obtain and retain employment.
These services included help with unemployment benefits, transportation (i.e., bus tokens), work
clothes and tools, and help with evictions and other housing issues. Figure 12 shows the percentage of
noncustodial parents who received these or other supportive services.
The only supportive service that noncustodial parents received with any frequency was help with
transportation in the form of bus tokens, with 14 percent receiving bus tokens from PSP. Just 6 percent
received help with unemployment benefits, 2 percent received some other supportive service, 1 percent
received help with housing or eviction matters, and less than 1 percent received help with work clothes
or tools.
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Figure 12. Supportive Services Recived by Treatment Group Participants (n=296)
Help with unemployment
benefits

6%

Transportation assistance
(bus tokens)

14%

Work clothes or tools

0.5%

Evictions or housing matters

1%

Other

2%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

Child Support Services
The child support case manager also screened project participants to determine what types of child
support services DOR could provide to help them obtain employment and make their child support
payments. These services included suspending potential enforcement actions during job search, help
understanding child support orders, and aid in applying for public benefits (when applicable).
As shown in Figure 13, nearly all of the PSP enrollees (98%) received a waiver of interest and penalties
on any non‐payment of child support when they enrolled in PSP. For DOR staff members, this is an easy
enforcement action to turn off and on. The next most common child support service was the
reinstatement of a driver’s license that had been suspended due to the nonpayment of child support,
with 19 percent of enrollees receiving this service. Any noncustodial parent who enrolled in PSP and
had a license suspended had their license reinstated; however, these parents still had to pay a $100
reinstatement fee to the Department of Motor Vehicles. Fewer than 5 percent of PSP enrollees received
help determining eligibility and applying for benefits, help understanding child support orders and
enforcement, or any other child support service.
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Figure 13. Child Support Services Received by Treatment Group Participants
(n=296)
Help understanding child support orders and enforcement

1%

Drivers' license reinstatement

19%

Help determining eligibility and applying for benefits

5%

Waive interest and penalties

98%

Exempting bank levy

0%

Other

1%
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Parenting Plan Services
The development or submission to the
court of parenting plans was offered to
noncustodial
parents
(and
their
custodial counterparts) on the day that
they were in court for their child support
hearing. The court case manager asked
all parents whether they had a verbal or
written plan and if they were interested
in either developing a parenting plan or
putting their informal parenting plan in
writing to submit to the judge.

Table 24. Parenting Plans Services for the PSP
Noncustodial Parents and their Custodial Counterparts (n=296)
Do the parents want to create/submit a parenting
plan at intake:
Yes

22%

No

62%

Not sure/Refused

17%

Staff worked with parents to create/submit a
parenting plan
Yes

19%

No

66%

Unknown

15%

As previously stated, most noncustodial parents did not have a parenting plan with the custodial parent
(77%). A few had an informal plan, sometimes in writing and sometimes simply a verbal agreement
(4%). Eighteen percent of the parents had a written plan. When asked if they were interested in
developing a parenting plan, 22 percent of the noncustodial parents said they were interested in
developing a plan and/or submitting a plan to the court. Ultimately, the court case manager worked
with 19 percent of the PSP participants, or 57 parents, to develop or submit a parenting plan.
Those noncustodial parents who had lived with the custodial parent were more likely to express an
interest in formalizing a parenting plan than were noncustodial parents who never lived with the
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custodial parent. The quality of the current relationship between the parents was not related to an
interest in a formal parenting plan.
Table 25. Parenting Plan Development or Memorializing,
by Participants’ Relationship with the Custodial Parent at Intake
Noncustodial and Custodial Parent Past Relationship 
Never married and never
lived together

Never married,
but lived together

21%

33%

Did not create or memorialize a parenting plan

79%

67%

Number

(150)

(64)

Created or memorialized a parenting plan with PSP staff

Noncustodial Parent’s Characterization of Relationship with
Custodial Parent at Intake
Cooperative

Angry and hostile

Created or memorialized a parenting plan with PSP staff

21%

21%

No contact
17%

Did not create or memorialize a parenting plan

79%

79%

83%

Number

(137)

(43)

(6)

 Chi square is significant at .06 or less.

Demographic factors, such as noncustodial parent age, race/ethnicity, and education were not related
to an interest in having a parenting plan developed and presented to the court.
While the number of children was unrelated to interest in a formal parenting plan, the age of the
youngest child was relevant. Parents with younger children appeared to be more interested in having
their parenting plan entered with the court. The average age of the youngest child for parents who
worked with PSP staff members to create or memorialize a parenting plan was 3.3 years, compared to
6.1 years for those who did not create or memorialize a parenting plan. Perhaps those with older
children do not see an advantage to changing their current situation and believe that if it has worked so
far, it will work in the future as well.
Table 26. Parenting Plan Development or Memorializing, by Family Information
Number of Children
One

Two

Three or more

21%

22%

29%

Did not create or memorialize a parenting plan

79%

78%

71%

Number

(187)

(54)

(7)

Created or memorialized a parenting plan with PSP staff

Average Age of Youngest Child 
Created or memorialized a parenting plan with PSP staff

3.3

Did not create or memorialize a parenting plan

6.1

Number

(247)

 The difference between the means is significant at .001 or less.

Although it might seem likely that level of parent‐child contact would affect interest in a formal
parenting plan, this was not the case. About a third of the noncustodial parents who saw their children
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more than once a week were interested in a formal parenting plan, compared to about a quarter of
those noncustodial parents who saw their children less often.
Table 27. Parenting Plan Development or Memorializing, by Contact with Child
Noncustodial Parent Frequency of Seeing Children at Intake
Every other month or
less

Between 1 or 4 times
a month

More than once a
week

Created or memorialized a parenting plan with PSP staff

23%

26%

32%

Did not create or memorialize a parenting plan

78%

74%

68%

Number

(40)

(57)

(85)

Just as noncustodial parents with younger children were more likely to express an interest in a formal
parenting plan compared to parents with older children, those who entered PSP with new child support
cases (establishment) were more likely to be interested in parenting plans compared to those entering
with modifications or contempt actions. Having fewer child support cases was also associated with a
greater interest in a parenting plan. Those with only one child support case were more likely to fit the
profile of new establishment cases with younger children.
Table 28. Parenting Plan Development or Memorializing, by Child Support Case Information
Case type at PSP Intake 
Establishment

Modification

Created or memorialized a parenting plan with PSP staff

39%

14%

0%

Did not create or memorialize a parenting plan

62%

86%

100%

(96)

(135)

(17)

Number

Contempt

Number of Child Support Cases Noncustodial Parent Has 
One

Two

Created or memorialized a parenting plan with PSP staff

27%

16%

Three or more
9%

Did not create or memorialize a parenting plan

73%

84%

91%

Number

(172)

(57)

(23)

 Chi square is significant at .06 or less.

Referrals for Other Assistance
Prior to the implementation of the Parent Support Program, the case managers built a network of
agencies that they could refer noncustodial parents to when they had needs or barriers to parenting
and/or employment that went beyond their capacity to address. Table 29 displays the various types of
referrals that the case managers could make and the percentage of participants who received them.
As shown in Table 29, no parents were referred to parenting or fathering classes or relationship
programs, relationship workshops, supervised visitation services, or Commonwealth Care. Only 3
percent of enrolled noncustodial parents were referred to some sort of an education class (e.g., GED,
ABE, or ESL), 1 percent were referred to a substance abuse treatment provider, and less than 1 percent
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were referred for mental health services. The
case managers feel that this lack of referrals
may have stemmed from the fact that PSP
focused on jobs and employment first and also
because many noncustodial parents were very
job focused and wanted to obtain employment
prior to receiving any of these ancillary
services.

Table 29. Referrals for Outside Assistance
and Service Needs (n=296)
Percentage of participants that PSP case managers
referred to:
Classes or fatherhood programs to improve parenting

0%

TLC program/Relationship workshops

0%

Gandara Parenting Program

0%

Supervised visitation services

0%

Education (e.g., GED, ABE, or ESL classes)

3%

Substance abuse

1%

Mental health

Case Manager Ratings of Client
Participation

0.5%

Physical health or Commonwealth Care

0%

Other

0%

The case managers were asked to rate each participant’s level of motivation, performance, and attitude
while enrolled in PSP on a scale of 1 to 10, Table 30. Case Managers’ Ratings of Noncustodial Parents’
Participation, Performance, and Attitude in PSP (n=292)
with 1 being the poorest and 10 being the
1
37%
best. On average, participants’ received a
2
to
5
14%
rating of 4.5. Over one‐third of the
6 to 10
49%
noncustodial parents received a rating of 1,
Average rating
4.49
14 percent were rated between a 2 and a 5,
Median rating
5
and the remaining 49 percent received
Range
1-10
ratings of 6 through 10.

Review Hearings
The judges in the Hampden Division conducted review hearings with project participants approximately
60 days after their initial hearing. DOR, court, and FutureWorks case managers met weekly to review
the status of project participants and prepare brief reports for the court that were delivered orally at
review hearings. In total, the four judges conducted 346 review hearings over the life of the project. This
translates into each enrolled noncustodial parent having 1.2 review hearings.
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Employment Outcomes

Parent Support

This chapter focuses on employment outcomes for PSP participants. It begins by reporting on the
outcomes for all 296 PSP enrollees, but focuses primarily on employment outcomes for those
noncustodial parents who received employment services from PSP. Factors that are associated with
finding employment following the delivery of employment, and other services are explored, as are the
nature of the jobs that participants found.

Overall PSP Employment Outcomes
As was noted previously, noncustodial parents enrolled in PSP participated at different levels. Figure 14
shows that:


27 percent actively engaged in PSP services and obtained employment;



33 percent received at least one employment service through PSP but were unable to obtain
employment;



38 percent participated in no employment services through PSP; and



2 percent (or six noncustodial parents) obtained employment on their own outside of PSP.
Figure 14. PSP Treatment Group Outcomes (n=296)
27%
33%

Successfully completed P SP and found employment
Obtained job outside of PSP

2%

Did not obtain employment in PSP, but received services
Did not obtain employment through PSP, received no services

38%

Since our goal is to understand the relationship between program participation and outcome, this
chapter excludes 104 PSP participants: those who completed an intake form at the court but went no
further and those who received obtained employment on their own.
We focus on 182 PSP participants who received employment services, of which 31 percent obtained
employment under PSP and are still employed, 11 percent obtained employment through PSP but are
no longer employed, and 58 percent received services through PSP and did not obtain employment.
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Figure 15. Outcomes in PSP for NCPs who
Received Employment Services (n=192)

31%

Obtained
employment, still
employed
Obtained
employment, no
longer employed

58%

Received PSP
services, did not
obtain em ployment

11%

Participants Who Did Not Obtain Employment
After receiving employment services in PSP, 112 participants did not obtain employment. Just over half
(52%) of these noncustodial parents were terminated from the program due to a lack of participation.
The next most common reason for program termination was exhaustion of the services available at
FutureWorks to help get a job. This was the case in 25 percent of the terminations. These two
categories alone account for 77 percent of the noncustodial parents who were dropped from the
program. There were also small percentages who were terminated when they enrolled in an education
or job training program outside of PSP, were incarcerated, were deemed to be a risk to participate due
to substance abuse or safety issues, moved out the area, experienced health problems, or simply
requested a termination.
Table 31. Reasons for PSP Participation Termination for those who
Partially or Fully Participated in PSP Employment Services (n=112)
Lack of participation, participated some

52%

Unemployable, PSP has no more services to offer

25%

Enrolled in school or job training program

6%

Terminated due to incarceration

4%

Terminated due to substance abuse, safety issues, or family issues

4%

Client moved

1%

Health or disability reasons

7%

At the request of the parties

2%

Factors Related to Finding and Not Finding Employment
The next sets of tables compare those noncustodial parents who completed PSP and found employment
with those who participated in PSP but could not find employment. Table 32 shows the average attitude
ratings given to participants by case managers for those who did and did not obtain employment, with
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10 representing the highest level of motivation. Those who obtained employment had ratings that
averaged 7.9, which was significantly higher than the 5.2 given to those who did not find employment.
This would suggest that finding employment was related to the noncustodial parents’ level of
motivation.
However,
because these are subjective
Table 32. Average Case Manager Rating of Participants’ Overall
Participation, Performance, and Attitude in PSP, by Outcome in PSP
ratings given by individuals
(n=189) 
who worked with the
Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment
7.9
noncustodial parent, it is also
Did not obtain employment in PSP
5.2
possible that those who
 The difference between the mean ratings are significant at .001.
found jobs were simply
perceived to be more
enthused and motivated.
Table 33 shows that age, race/ethnicity, and education did not differentiate those who found
employment from those who did not.
Table 33. Demographic Information for PSP Participants, by Outcome in PSP
Participant Average Age at Intake
Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

30.8

Did not obtain employment in PSP

29.6

Number

(174)

Race
African American

Caucasian

Hispanic

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

43%

44%

39%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

57%

56%

62%

Number

(53)

(36)

(91)

Participant Educational Experience
No GED or high
school diploma

High school diploma
or GED only

Some college or
more

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

39%

43%

39%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

61%

57%

61%

Number

(80)

(86)

(18)

Table 34 shows no relationship between finding employment and:


The number and age of the noncustodial parents’ children;



Whether the custodial and noncustodial parents ever lived together;



The quality of the parents’ current relationship; and



The frequency with which the noncustodial parent sees the children.
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Table 34. Family Information for PSP Participants, by Outcome in PSP
Number of Children
One

Two

40%

40%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

60%

60%

Number

(134)

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

(43)

Average Age of Youngest Child
Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

5.9

Did not obtain employment in PSP

4.9

Number

(175)

Noncustodial and Custodial Parent Past Relationship
Never married, never lived together

Never married, but lived together

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

44%

40%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

57%

61%

(108)

(43)

Number

Noncustodial Parent’s Characterization of Relationship
with Custodial Parent at Intake
Cooperative

Angry and hostile

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

43%

25%

33%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

57%

75%

67%

(95)

(28)

(6)

Number

No contact

Noncustodial Parent Frequency of Seeing Children at Intake
Every other month
or less

Between 1 or 4 times a
month

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

44%

49%

41%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

57%

51%

59%

Number

(27)

(37)

(59)

More than once a week

Finding employment was also unrelated to the type of child support action pending at program entry
and the number of child support cases the noncustodial parent had.
Some of the barriers to employment that the PSP enrollees were asked about at intake were related to
finding employment. Those who reported having no reliable transportation, no driver’s license, limited
work history, a lack of job skills, past incarceration, and limited English were less likely to find a job than
were those without these problems. Overall, those who found employment listed an average of 1.9
problems, compared to 3.0 for those who did not find employment.
Table 35. Barriers Listed at Intake for PSP Participants, by Outcome in PSP
No Reliable Car or Public Transportation 
No

Yes

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

48%

35%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

52%

65%

Number

(100)

(92)
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Table 35. Barriers Listed at Intake for PSP Participants, by Outcome in PSP
No Driver’s License 
No

Yes

52%

25%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

48%

75%

Number

(117)

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

(75)

Limited Work History 
No

Yes

48%

23%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

52%

77%

Number

(145)

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

(47)

Lack of Job Skills 
No

Yes

47%

20%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

53%

80%

Number

(152)

(40)

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

Limited English Speaking 
No

Yes

44%

24%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

56%

76%

Number

(171)

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

(21)

Past Incarceration 
No

Yes

46%

33%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

54%

67%

Number

(125)

(67)

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

 Chi square is significant at .10 or less.

One of the barriers in Table 35 was limited work history. Table 36 looks at this factor in greater detail.
Noncustodial parents were asked to think about the job they had that lasted the longest. Those who
found employment through PSP said this job had lasted 46.9 months (nearly four years) compared to
38.2 months (three years) for those who did not find employment. Other factors, such as the number of
months the participant had been unemployed at intake and the number of jobs he had in the past five
years were comparable for those who did and did not find employment.
Table 36. Employment History for PSP Participants, by Outcome in PSP
Mean of the longest number of months noncustodial parent
had been employed with the same employer 
Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

46.9

Did not obtain employment in PSP

38.2

Number

(178)
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Table 36. Employment History for PSP Participants, by Outcome in PSP
Mean number of months that participant was unemployed at intake
Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

14.0

Did not obtain employment in PSP

15.5

Number

(152)

Mean number of jobs that the participant held in the past five years
Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

3.12

Did not obtain employment in PSP

3.33

Number

(175)

 The difference between the means is significant at .06 or less.

Those who found employment received a significantly greater number of employment services through
PSP compared to those who did not find employment (10.3 versus 8.2). The difference for the two
groups is statistically significant. Some of the individual employment services also showed a relationship
to the outcome variable of either finding or not finding a job. See Table 37.

Table 37. Employment Services Received by PSP Participants, by Outcome in PSP
Résumé Development 
No

Yes

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

7%

45%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

93%

55%

Number

(15)

(177)

Cover Letter Development 
No

Yes

33%

54%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

67%

46%

Number

(110)

(79)

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

Help Creating an Email Account 
No

Yes

39%

62%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

61%

39%

Number

(170)

(21)

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

Online Application Assistance 
No

Yes

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

10%

50%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

90%

50%

Number

(39)

(152)

Paper Application Assistance 
No

Yes

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

14%

50%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

86%

50%

Number

(42)

(149)
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Table 37. Employment Services Received by PSP Participants, by Outcome in PSP
Other Application Assistance 
No

Yes

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

9%

48%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

91%

52%

Number

(32)

(159)

Job Readiness Classes 
No

Yes

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

6%

50%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

94%

50%

Number

(34)

(157)

Immediate Job Search Assistance 
No

Yes

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

6%

49%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

94%

51%

Number

(32)

(159)

 Chi square is significant at .05 or less.

Other Services Received in PSP
In addition to employment services, PSP offered other supportive services and child support services.
Significant numbers of noncustodial parents received help with unemployment benefits, transportation,
materials for work such as clothes or tools, and housing. However, there was no association between
the receipt of this aid and the noncustodial parent’s ability to find employment.
There is an unexpected association between participants getting their driver’s license reinstated
(following suspension due to nonpayment of support) and locating employment. As shown in Table 38,
those participants who received help getting their driver’s license reinstated were less likely to obtain
employment than those who did not receive license suspension assistance. This was true even when
the analysis excluded establishment cases where license revocation was unlikely to occur. Without
information about which cases had a license revoked, it is difficult to say whether this finding is merely a
reflection of the fact that many of those who did not receive help to get a license back were better
payers than those who had never lost their license.
Table 38. Child Support Services Received by PSP Participants, by Outcome in PSP
Driver’s License Reinstatement (Excludes Establishment Cases) 
No

Yes

Successfully completed PSP, obtained employment

49%

32%

Did not obtain employment in PSP

51%

68%

Number

(75)

(38)

 Chi square is significant at .09 or less.
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Job Retention
As previously stated, of the 296 PSP enrollees, 27
percent (or 80 noncustodial parents) successfully
completed the Parent Support Program and
obtained employment. As shown in Figure 16,
about three‐quarters of the noncustodial parents
(or 60 parents) who found employment were still
employed at the end of the demonstration project.
On average, these participants had been employed
for nine months, with a range of less than one
month to 25 months.

Figure 16. Employment Status for
Participants Successfully Completing
PSP (n=80)
26%
Got job, still employed
Got job, lost job

74%

Some of the noncustodial parents who found employment actually obtained more than one job while
enrolled in PSP. As shown in Figure 17, 15 percent obtained two different jobs and 4 percent had three
different employers while enrolled in the program.
Figure 17. Num ber of Jobs Obtained
by those who Successfully
Completed PSP (n=80)
4%
15%
One
Two
Three

81%

Those who found employment were asked about their wages at this job. For those with more than one
job, the question referred to their most recent job. Table 39 shows that the average wage was generally
$10 to $11 per hour. This was true regardless of whether the participant was still employed at the time
of data collection. The median number of hours worked for noncustodial parents with employment was
40 hours per week.
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Table 39. Wage at Most Recent Job Obtained through PSP
for Participants that Successfully Completed PSP
Successfully
Completed, Still
Employed

Successfully
Completed, No
Longer Employed

All Participants
that Successfully
Completed PSP

Wage at most recent job obtained through PSP:
Mean

$11.12

$10.02

$10.83

Median

$10.20

$10.00

$10.00

Range

$6.50-$33.64

$8.00-$15.00

$6.50-$33.64

(59)

(21)

(80)

Number

Based on case manager ratings, there is no evidence that job retention reflects the participant’s attitude
and willingness to perform. Those who
Table 40. Mean Case Manager Rating of Participants’ Overall
retained jobs had average motivation
Participation, Performance, and Attitude in PSP,
by Outcome in PSP (n=78)
ratings of 8.1, while those who lost
Successfully completed, still employed
8.1
jobs were rated, on average, 7.4.
Successfully completed, no longer employed

7.4

As was the case when the analysis
focused on who found a job, job retention was not significantly associated with the noncustodial
parent’s age at intake, race/ethnicity, or educational level. There was also no association between job
retention and number or ages of children, or the noncustodial parent’s marital status or quality of the
relationship with the ex‐partner.
There was no association between job retention and the length of time the noncustodial parent had
remained in his or her longest running job, the number of months he or she had been unemployed at
PSP intake, or the number of jobs held in the last five years.
Table 41. Employment History for PSP Participants, by Outcome in PSP
Mean of the longest number of months participant
had been employed with the same employer
Successfully completed, still employed

51.0

Successfully completed, no longer employed

45.3

Number

(74)

Mean number of months that participant was unemployed at intake
Successfully completed, still employed

15.5

Successfully completed, no longer employed

9.8

Number

(66)

Mean number of jobs that the participant held in the past five years
Successfully completed, still employed

3.0

Successfully completed, no longer employed

3.5

Number

(73)
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Those who entered PSP through a contempt action were more likely to remain employed than were
those entering with establishment or modification cases. This may reflect that fact that the court was
involved in ordering the participant to find and maintain steady employment in contempt cases,
although the difference is not statistically significant.
Table 42. Child Support Case Information, for PSP Participants, by Outcome in PSP
Case type at PSP Intake
Establishment

Modification

Contempt

Successfully completed, still employed

69%

79%

86%

Successfully completed, no longer employed

31%

21%

14%

Number

(29)

(42)

(7)

While the individual barriers that were associated with finding employment were not associated with
maintaining employment, the cumulative number of barriers was higher for those who lost their jobs.
Thus, while there were no differences between noncustodial parents’ employment retention based on
whether they had reliable transportation, a driver’s license, a limited work history, a lack of job skills, or
past incarceration, those who retained their jobs had 1.9 barriers compared to 3.1 for those who did not
retain their jobs.
Table 43 looks at employment services provided by job retention. It shows that those participants who
lacked English language skills and needed translation services to get a job or assistance setting up an
email account were less likely to retain a job. On the other hand, those who received assistance in
preparing a cover letter or improving computer skills were more likely to retain their jobs. Those who
retained their jobs received an average of 10.2 employment services, while those who did not retain
their jobs received an average of 10.6 employment services.

Table 43. Employment Services Received by PSP Participants, by Outcome in PSP
Translation Services 
No

Yes

Successfully completed, still employed

78%

56%

Successfully completed, no longer employed

21%

44%

Number

(61)

(18)

Cover Letter Development 
No

Yes

Successfully completed, still employed

61%

84%

Successfully completed, no longer employed

39%

16%

Number

(36)

(43)
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Table 43. Employment Services Received by PSP Participants, by Outcome in PSP
Help Creating an Email Account 
No

Yes

Successfully completed, still employed

78%

54%

Successfully completed, no longer employed

22%

46%

Number

(67)

(13)

Computer Skills Classes and Testing
No

Yes

Successfully completed, still employed

72%

81%

Successfully completed, no longer employed

28%

19%

Number

(64)

(16)

 Chi square is significant at .08 or less.

Finally, child support services provided to noncustodial parents appeared to have no impact on job
retention. Information on child support services (such as receiving help understanding the order or
assistance in applying for other benefits) was often missing. To the extent that it was available, those
who retained jobs and those who did not appeared to be quite similar.
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This chapter begins by looking at similarities between the PSP participants and the comparison group.
While noncustodial parents in the comparison group have, on average, more child support orders and
older orders, the differences are not too extreme. With rounding, both the PSP participants and
comparison group have two child support orders and the order has been in place for 14 and 17 months,
respectively.
In addition, approximately half of the noncustodial parents in both groups established their support
orders by stipulation, 70 to 80 percent in both groups had both parents present at the court hearing,
only 4 and 5 percent are interstate cases, about half in each group are current TANF cases, and over 90
percent in each group were never married to the custodial parent.
Table 44. Child Support Order Description, by Group
PSP Participants
(n=296)

Comparison Group
(n=146)

 Average number of child support orders participant has

1.5

2.2

Average number of children on target case

1.3

1.3

13.7
13.2
1-25.2

16.5
14.4
2-28.7

0%
57%
43%

0%
52%
48%

 Age of order in months
Mean
Median
Range
Order establishment method
Default
Stipulation
Court
Attended court date:
Both parent

73%

84%

Noncustodial parent only

26%

16%

Neither

1%

0%

4%

5%

Current TANF

52%

46%

Former TANF

17%

20%

Never TANF

31%

34%

Never-married

94%

93%

Divorced/separated

1%

6%

Cannot determine

6%

1%

Percentage interstate case
TANF status on case

Marital status on case

 Chi square is significant at .05 or less.
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Table 45. Monthly Support Order at Intake, by Group

There were differences between
the two groups with respect to
the current monthly support
 Current monthly support order at intake
order on the target case. Those
Mean
$118
$152
in the comparison group owe, on
Median
$74
$88
average,
$152 per month, while
Range
$46-528
$18-844
PSP participants owe $118 per
 Current monthly support order on all cases at
intake
month. If the child support
Mean
$291
$142
orders
on all of the noncustodial
Median
$290
$74
Range
$15-984
$18-758
parents’ cases are combined, the
 Chi square is significant at .05 or less.
pattern changes; the comparison
group now owes less per month than the PSP participants ($142 versus $291).
PSP
Participants
(n=296)

Comparison
Group
(n=146)

There were also significant differences between the two groups on the percentage of cases with an
income assignment at intake. Over a third of the comparison group had a wage assignment in place at
intake, while this was true for only 9 percent of those who participated in PSP. The comparison group
also had significantly more cases with a driver’s license suspension, a bank levy, and a passport denial.
Table 46. Income Assignments and Enforcement Actions, by Group
PSP
Participants
(n=296)

Comparison
Group
(n=146)

Percentage of target child support cases with:
 Income assignment at intake

9%

33%

Income assignment 12 months post-enrollment

37%

47%

9%

36%

Enforcement actions taken on case in 12 months post-enrollment
 Driver’s license suspension
Contempt

2%

1%

FIDM/liens

29%

25%

 Bank levy

5%

14%

 Passport denial

0%

25%

 Other

26%

2%

 Chi square is significant at .05 or less.

Finally, Table 47 shows the arrears balance for the
PSP participants at project intake. Comparable
information is not available for the comparison
group. The average arrears balance for the PSP
participants is $3,927 with a median of $992.
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Table 47. Arrears Balance on Target Child Support
Cases at Intake for PSP Participants
Arrears Balance at Intake
Mean
Median
Range
Number

$3,927
$922
$2-$51,674
(277)

Parent Support

Since the comparison group is comprised exclusively of cases with new establishment orders,
researchers limited the analysis of child support outcomes in the treatment group to the 125 cases with
new child support orders. Table 48 shows that there are no statistically significant differences between
the PSP participants at the establishment stage and the comparison group (also at the establishment
stage) on arrears balances at 12 months following enrollment. There are also no significant differences
between the comparison group and those PSP participants with establishment cases on interest due or
penalties due. On average, arrears balances in both groups were approximately $1,000.
Table 48. Arrears Balance on Target Child Support Cases 12 Months Post-Enrollment, by Group
PSP Participants
Establishment Cases
(N=125)

Comparison Group
(N=146)

$983
$564
$7-$3,883
(100)

$1,008
$849
$4-$4,847
(139)

$32
$25
$3-$108
(52)

$66
$27
$3-$1,251
(91)

$32
$25
$3-$108
(52)

$46
$23
$3-$673
(90)

Arrears balance 12 months post-enrollment
Mean
Median
Range
Number
Interest on arrears balance 12 months post-enrollment
Mean
Median
Range
Number
Penalty on arrears balance 12 months post-enrollment
Mean
Median
Range
Number

Table 49 shows comparisons between the two groups on payments in the 12 months post‐enrollment.
There are no statistically significant differences with respect to current support due per month, average
current support payments per month, or percentage of the monthly amount due that was paid. In both
groups, noncustodial parents paid an average of 42 to 45 percent of their current monthly support
obligation.
Table 49. Child Support Payments Due and Paid on Target Case in the
12 Months Post-Enrollment, by Group
PSP Participants
Establishment Case

Comparison Group

Mean
Median
Range
Number

$1,803
$1,533
$148-$5,902
(120)

$2,097
$1,632
$480-$10,972
(159)

Mean
Median
Range
Number

$821
$470
$0-$4,694
(120)

$1,096
$627
$0-$9,073
(166)

Current support due

Current support paid
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Table 49. Child Support Payments Due and Paid on Target Case in the
12 Months Post-Enrollment, by Group
Percentage of current support paid that was due
Mean
Median
Range
Number

42.9%
36.0%
0-100%
(120)

45.2%
44.0%
0-100%
(159)

The lack of statistically significant differences in payment for members of the treatment and comparison
groups may be due to the large number of PSP participants who failed to become employed. As
previously described, only 27 percent of PSP participants found jobs. The pattern may also be due to the
flawed nature of the comparison group, which was generated retrospectively with the unemployment
status of its members inferred by their child support order level, rather than through the direct
questioning used at the court with the treatment group.
The final tables show differences for the PSP participants based on outcomes and participation in PSP.
Table 50 compares those who found employment through PSP and those who did not. It shows no
significant differences with respect to the average amount of current support due that was actually paid
in the 12 months pre‐enrollment. However, post‐enrollment, those who found employment through
PSP paid significantly more of the child support they owed compared to those who did not find
employment. On average, participants who found employment through PSP paid 66.5 percent of what
they owed, compared with 34.7 percent among those who failed to become employed.
Table 50. Child Support Payments Due and Paid on Target Cases for PSP Participants,
by Outcome in PSP
Found Employment
Through PSP

Did Not Find Employment
Through PSP

Average percentage of current support due that was paid in the
12 months Pre-Enrollment
Number

45.6%
(48)

38.5%
(113)

 Average percentage of current support due that was paid in
the 12 months Post-Enrollment
Number

66.5%
(77)

34.7%
(207)

 Chi square is significant between groups at .05 or less.

A slightly different perspective is shown in Tables 51 and 52. Those who fully participated in workforce
activities paid a significantly greater percentage of the current support they owed relative to those who
participated only minimally or somewhat (53.4 percent versus 33.4 percent).
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Table 51. Child Support Payments Made on Target Cases for Treatment Group,
by Level of Participation in Workforce Activities
Did not participate in
workforce services

Partial participation in
workforce services

Full participation in
workforce services

All PSP
participants


Average percentage of current support paid
that was due 12 months POST-enrollment
Number

33.4%
(97)

38.1%
(58)

53.4%
(133)

43.6%
(288)

 Differences are significant at .05 or less.

Table 52 includes only those PSP participants who had 12 months of payment information prior to and
following enrollment in PSP. This table compares the average percentage of child support paid that was
due for the 12 months prior to and following enrollment by the participants’ level of participation in PSP.
As shown in the table, those who did not participate in workforce services through PSP paid a
significantly greater percentage in the 12 months prior to enrolling in PSP than they paid in the 12
months after PSP (45% versus 33%). The reverse is true for those who fully participated in workforce
activities. These participants paid an average of 39 percent of the child support that they owed before
enrolling and more than half (52%) of the child support that they owed after enrolling in PSP. For these
two groups, the differences between the pre‐ and post‐enrollment payment activities are statistically
significant. As a whole, the PSP enrollees paid a greater percentage after enrolling in PSP (43.2%) than
they did before (40.4%).

Table 52. Child Support Payments 12 Months Pre- and Post-Enrollment on Target Cases
in the Treatment Group, by Level of Participation in Workforce Activities 

Average percentage of current support paid
that was due 12 months PRE-enrollment
Number

Did not participate in
workforce services

Partial participation in
workforce services

Full participation in
workforce services

All PSP
participants

45.2%
(46)

38.5%
(37)

38.5%
(75)

40.4%
(161)


Average percentage of current support paid
that was due 12 months POST-enrollment
Number



32.9%
(46)

38.2%
(37)

 Table only includes participants who entered PSP with modification or contempt cases.
 Differences between the pre- and post-payment percentages are significant at .05 or less.
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52.0%
(75)

43.2%
(158)
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Reactions from Program Participants

To determine the PSP participants’ satisfaction with the services they received from the Parent Support
Program (PSP) and how their lives and employment situation had changed after completing six months
of PSP, telephone interviews were conducted with PSP participants approximately six months after
enrollment. The interviews were conducted by Northern Illinois University’s Public Opinion Laboratory
(POL) between February 2011 and August 2012.
In the month prior to the interviews, DOR case managers checked COMETS records to obtain updated
telephone and mailing address information for each noncustodial parent. Noncustodial parents were
mailed pre‐notification postcards at their last known address and the FutureWorks case manager
distributed copies of the same postcards to noncustodial parents during the month they were scheduled
to receive the telephone call. In addition to POL making attempts to contact the participant, the
postcards invited noncustodial parents to call POL’s 1‐800 telephone number to initiate the interview at
a time that was convenient for the participant.
POL staggered their phone calls with all eligible participants so that participants were called on various
days of the week and at various times of the day. During the 18‐month interviewing period, POL made
2,780 total calls to 292 potential respondents. POL attempted an average of 9.5 phone calls per
participant and successfully completed interviews with 75 male participants. This represents a 25
percent response rate.

Reactions from All Respondents
Respondents were first asked to report how they heard about the PSP, and nearly all (93%) reported
learning about it at court. More than half of all respondents (51%) learned about the PSP program from
the child support agency and/or the Department of Revenue (DOR). About one‐quarter of respondents
(27%) learned about PSP from a flyer or brochure, and more than one‐third (36%) learned about it from
a friend or by word‐of‐mouth. Fifteen percent of respondents said they learned about the PSP program
from other sources (e.g., a counselor at the
FutureWorks program or from an attorney).
Table 53. Reason for Participation in PSP
Participation required

38%

Respondents were then asked why they had
Had a choice
57%
Had a choice, but was pushed to participate
5%
decided to participate in the PSP program. The
Number
(74)
majority (57%) said that they chose to participate
Court
50%
of their own volition. However, 38 percent
29%
reported that their participation was required, and Child support agency or Department of Revenue
Both the court and DOR
21%
5 percent said that they chosen to participate but
Number
(28)
also had been pushed to do so. Of those who felt
that participation was required, half (50%) said they were required by the court, one‐third (29%) were
required by DOR, and nearly one‐fifth (21%) said that their participation was required by both the court
and DOR. Table 53 gives more details.
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Interviewers asked respondents to describe the stage of the child support process they were in when
they enrolled. Table 54 presents these results. About half of the respondents (49%) were at the stage of
modifying their orders, and about half (47%) were Table 54. Stage of the Child Support Process when
Enrolling in the Parent Support Program (N=75)*
establishing orders. Two‐thirds of respondents
Getting an order set up
47%
(64%) reported that they were starting to have
Changing or modifying your order
49%
problems making their payments. Indeed, more
Starting to have payment problems
64%
than a third (36%) had been ordered to court for
Lost your driver’s license
29%
nonpayment of child support and 29 percent had
Ordered to court for not paying child support
36%
already lost their driver’s licenses for failing to pay
Other
27%
child support when they enrolled.
* Respondents could give more than one response.
Figure 18 shows that nearly all respondents (99%) enrolled in PSP because they were having problems
finding better paying jobs. Eighty‐five percent of respondents enrolled because they could not find
regular employment, 70 percent had trouble paying their child support, and 64 percent said their child
support orders were too high. About one‐quarter enrolled because they lacked visitation schedules and,
similarly, 26 percent enrolled because they were unable to see their children. One‐fifth (20%) of
respondents said that they enrolled because they had a new family or another child to support.
Figure 18. Reasons for Enrolling in the Parent Support Program (N=74)

99%

Problems finding a better paying job

85%

Not regularly employed

70%

Trouble making child support payments

64%

Child support order too high

28%

Lack of visitation schedule

26%

Unable to see children

20%

New family or other children to support
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Employment Six Months after PSP Enrollment
About half of all respondents (48%) were unemployed at the time of the interview. Twenty‐one percent
were employed full‐time, 15 percent were employed part‐time, and 16 percent reported working at
temporary or less stable jobs.
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The average amount of time that
respondents worked at their most current
job was 78 months (or six and a half years),
with a median of three months. The disparity
between the mean and median can be
accounted for by the fact that eight
respondents had worked at their jobs for
three or more years, thereby dramatically
inflating the mean as compared to the
median. There was wide variation in the
amount of time that respondents worked at
their current or most recent jobs, which
ranged from as little as one day to as long as
seven years.
The majority of respondents said that they
found their current or most recent job on their
own or through their own contacts. About a
fifth of the respondents (19%) found their jobs
through temporary or employment agencies,
and 12 percent said they found their jobs
through the Parent Support Program.
Just under a third of those who were
unemployed had left their previous job
because it had been a temporary job that had
ended. About 20 percent of respondents left
that job because they were laid off (22%) or
terminated (19%). Fewer than 10 percent of
respondents quit or left due to issues with
transportation. Table 56 gives more
information.

Table 55. Details on Respondents’
Current or Most Recent Employment (n=75)
Amount of time at current/most recent job:
Mean

78 months

Median

3 months

Range

1 day to 7 years

* How respondent found most current or recent
job:
With help from Parent Support Program

12%

With help from a temporary or employment agency

19%

On own/through own contacts

75%

Current/most recent job compared to past jobs:
Better job than had in the past

41%

Worse job than had in the past

13%

Similar to past work

44%

No other job to compare to

1%

* Respondents could give more than one response.

Table 56. Information about Unemployed Respondents
(n=36)
Reason for leaving last job
Temporary job

31%

Business went under, downsized, laid off staff

22%

Terminated/fired

19%

Quit

8%

Issues with transportation

6%

Other

14%

Parent Support Program

28%

* Avenues used for job search:

Using career center

36%

Temporary agency or employment agency

25%

Searching independently

89%

* Respondents could give more than one response.

When asked what avenues they used to search for employment, 89 percent of unemployed respondents
said that they were searching independently. Just over a third were using a career center, and about a
quarter were still getting help from PSP case managers and/or another career center. (See Table 61.)
Over half of these respondents (57%) were using two or more of these avenues to find a job.
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Financial Situations Six Months after PSP Enrollment
Respondents were asked to report on their economic conditions in the six months after enrolling in PSP.
Figure 19 depicts these results. Being able to afford food and housing appeared to be the biggest
economic issues for respondents. One‐third said that they often ran out of money to buy food, and 29
percent often could not afford housing and had to stay with friends or family. Not surprisingly, given
these financial issues, only 12 percent of respondents stated that they often were able to save some
money in the six months following their enrollment in PSP.

Figure 19. Frequency of Occurance Within the Past Six Months

52%

Could not afford housing,
had to stay with family or
friends

19%
29%

71%
Able to save to a little
money

17%
12%
67%

Could not afford to pay bills,
utilities turned off

26%
7%
Never
27%

Run out of money for food
before the end of the month

Sometimes
Often

39%
34%
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Information about the Respondents’ Families
Three‐quarters of respondents had only one child with the custodial parent on the child support case
that brought them into PSP. Only one had more than three children. Nearly half (45%) had children with
another person in addition to the custodial parent on the case that brought them into PSP.
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Table 57 shows that most noncustodial
parents (69%) were never married to the
other parent, 15 percent were separated from
the custodial parent (this does not necessarily
indicate that they were at any point married
to the other parent), 15 percent were
unmarried but cohabitating, and 1 percent
was married. Eighty‐five percent of all of the
respondents’ children were living with the
custodial parent. A few respondents said that
the child lived with him (1%) or with him and
the other parent in one household (1%). Most
noncustodial parents (83%) lived within 50
miles of their children. Seven percent reported
living between 50 to 100 miles from their
children, while 8 percent lived 300 or more
miles away.

Table 57. Information about Respondents’ Family (n=75)
Current marital status with custodial parent:
Married

1%

Separated

15%

Never married

69%

Unmarried and living together

15%

Primary residence of children:
With custodial parent

85%

With PSP participant

1%

With both parents, in one household

1%

Other

12%

If not living with participant, how far away do children live:
Less than 50 miles

83%

Between 50-100 miles

7%

Over 300 miles

8%

Other

2%

The 19 respondents who received access and visitation services at PSP were asked additional questions
about the services. As shown in the Table 58, 68 percent received an explanation from a worker at PSP
about their visitation or parenting time situation. Of those receiving this service, over two‐thirds rated it
as excellent or good. Thirty‐three percent of noncustodial parents received help from the PSP program
with developing a parenting
Table 58. Receipt of PSP Access and Visitation Services
plan for themselves and the
and Rating of Services (n=19)
custodial parent. All of the
Rating of services by
Percentage
those who received
that
the
respondents
rated
received
Excellent
Fair or
development of a parenting
service
or Good
Poor
plan as either excellent or
Explanation of visitation or parenting time
68%
77%
23%
good.
Only one respondent
situation
Help developing a parenting plan for parents
33%
100%
0%
received help with changing

Help changing an existing parenting plan
5%
an existing parenting plan.
 Too few respondents answered this question to include in analysis.

When
respondents
were
asked how much time they currently spend with their children as compared to six months previous to
their interviews, the largest percentage (37%) said that the amount of time had stayed the same.
Twenty‐six percent reported that the amount of time they spent with their kids had increased a lot and
7 percent said that their time had increased a little. Similarly, on the other side of the spectrum, 23
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percent of noncustodial parents reported that their time with their children had decreased a lot and 7
percent said that it had decreased a little.

Child Support Obligations Six Months after PSP Enrollment
As Table 59 demonstrates, 97 percent of
Table 59. Child Support Payment Information (n=74)
noncustodial parents reported that they were
Respondent current child support situation:
obliged to pay child support. Noncustodial
Supposed to pay child support
97%
parents reported doing a fairly good job of
Neither supposed to pay nor receive
3%
paying their child support as required over the Amount of child support due that respondent
six months following their enrollment in PSP. paid in previous six months
Everything (100%) that was due
40%
Forty percent of respondents reported that
More than half of what was due
13%
they were able to pay all of their support, 13
Something, but less than half of what was due
24%
percent said that they were able to pay more
Nothing
21%
than half of what they owed, and 24 percent
Other
3%
said that they were able to pay something.
About one fifth of respondents (21%) said that they paid nothing of their orders over the past six
months, and 3 percent reported paying some other amount.
When asked to compare their payments before and after their enrollment in PSP, the reported amount
that they paid increased a lot for 21 percent of interviewed parents and a little for seven percent. About
half (54%) said that the amount they paid had stayed the same. Eighteen percent of respondents
reported that the amount that they paid currently had decreased a little or a lot. Thus, for the majority
of respondents the amount of due child support that they paid had improved or stayed the same
compared to before their enrollment in the PSP program.
Figure 20. Respondent Reported Changes in Payment of
Support Due, Compared to Six Months Prior (N=71)
21%

Increased a lot
Increased a l ittle

7%

Stayed the same

54%

Decreased a l ittle
Decreased a lot

11%
7%

0%

25%

50%
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When noncustodial parents did not pay their
Table 60. Reasons for Not Making
Current Child Support Payments (n=72) *
child support, interviewers asked the
respondents why they were not paying. Table 60 Percentage saying the following were reasons:
Not having regular employment
82%
displays these results. The majority of
Injured or disabled and unable to work
22%
respondents (82%) cited not being regularly
Order too high
39%
employed as a reason for not being able to pay.
New family or other child to support
26%
Thirty‐nine percent reasoned that they could not
Unable to see the child
21%
pay their child support because their orders
Other parent does not need the money
16%
were set too high, 26 percent said that they had * Respondents could give more than one response.
a new family or other child(ren) to support and
could not afford it, and 22 percent cited being injured or disabled and unable to work. Twenty‐one
percent of respondents withheld payment because they were unable to see their children, and 16
percent justified not paying because they said that the custodial parent did not need the money.

Court Experience in PSP
During their interviews, noncustodial parents were asked to report on their experiences with the court.
About two‐thirds reported that they recalled discussing the Parent Support Program with the judge
(65%) and that they were required to return to court more than once so that the judge could track their
progress (63%). Perhaps most interesting is that 70 percent of respondents said that they tried harder to
obtain and retain employment because of the court monitoring in the PSP.
Figure 21. Respondent View on Judges' Involvement with PSP

Tried harder to get and keep a job because he knew he
would have to go back to court (n=47)

70%

Recalls discussing PSP with judge (n=75)

65%

Returned to court more than once so judge could track
progress (n=75)

63%

Felt that the judge l istened (n=75)

60%

0%

25%
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Respondent Ratings of PSP
Respondents were asked to report on and rate the services that they received through PSP. Overall,
respondents were most interested in services that were specifically focused on finding work. As shown
in Table 61, the most utilized service was reviewing job listings and postings, with 78 percent of
respondents saying that they received this service. Two‐thirds of those who utilized this service rated it
as excellent or good. Other popular services, with over half of the respondents saying that they received
the service, included assistance with résumé preparation or job development (61%); receiving job leads,
employment counseling, or individual assistance from staff (59%); and attending job fairs or other hiring
events (57%). Few noncustodial parents received help with money management and budgeting,
referrals to other community agencies for housing and other needs, or English as a Second Language
(ESL) or GED classes.
Table 61. Receipt of PSP Employment Services and Rating of Services (n=75)
Rating of services by
those who received

Percentage
that
received
service

Excellent
or Good

Fair

Career center computer training classes

13%

90%

10%

0%

Workshops or classes on interviewing and preparing for work

31%

87%

8%

4%

Poor

Job fairs and other hiring events

57%

68%

30%

2%

Assistance with résumé preparation and job development

61%

98%

2%

0%

Job listings and postings

78%

68%

26%

5%

Cold calling to employers along with job development and job referrals

40%

80%

13%

7%

Job leads, employment counseling, or individual assistance from staff

59%

82%

14%

5%

Bus passes, gas money, or other supportive services

13%

90%

10%

0%

English as a Second Language or GED classes

5%



Referrals to other community agencies for housing and other needs

5%



Help getting driver’s license back

17%

92%

8%

0%

Other job skills training, such as workshops on social media, applying online,
and identifying skills and values

23%

89%

12%

0%

Help determining eligibility or applying for benefits

15%

73%

27%

0%

Help with money management and budgeting

5%



 Too few respondents answered this question to include in analysis.

The highest rated services included résumé preparation and job development; help getting a driver’s
license back; computer training classes; and bus passes, gas money, or other supportive services, with at
least 90 percent of those receiving these services rating them as excellent or good. Respondents were
less apt to rate reviewing job listings or postings and attending job fairs or other hiring events as
excellent or good. However, despite being some of the lower‐rated services, they still received excellent
or good ratings from more than two‐thirds of the respondents who received these services.
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7%

Figure 22. Overall Helpfulness of PSP
(n=73)
7%
Very Helpful
Somewhat Helpful

56%
30%

Not Very Helpful
Not at all Helpful

Respondents were then asked to rate the overall
helpfulness of the Parent Support Program. The
majority (56%) rated the program as “very
helpful,” and 30 percent said it was “somewhat
helpful.” Small percentages of respondents gave
the program negative ratings, with 7 percent
saying the program was “not very helpful” and
another 7 percent saying it was “not at all
helpful.”

In a similar vein, respondents were asked to report on how satisfied they were with the help that they
received from the Parent Support Program. Most respondents were satisfied with PSP, with 30 percent
saying they were very satisfied and 54 percent reporting being somewhat satisfied. Eight percent said
that they were somewhat dissatisfied, and another 8 percent said that they were very dissatisfied.
When asked to compare their current view of the child support agency with their view of the child
support agency prior to enrolling in PSP, half (55%) said that they maintained the same view, 34 percent
said that their view had improved, and 11 percent said that their impression of the agency got worse.
Respondents were then asked to indicate ways that Parent Support Program services could be
improved. Table 62 shows that at least 60 percent of respondents rated all the recommendations as
very important. These included offering more job training programs so parents can learn new skills
(85%), giving parents more bus passes so that can get to their jobs (81%), keeping in touch with parents
after they get a job (63%), and holding off on enforcement actions (e.g., taking tax refunds and denying
passport applications) while parents are looking for work (61%). Only marginal percentages of
respondents rated these recommendations as “not very” or “not at all important.” Other suggestions
included offering daycare services, more programming for people with criminal histories, help
developing communication skills, gas money, and offering substance abuse and psychological counseling
services.
Table 62. Suggestions to Improve PSP Services (n=75)

Offer more job training programs so parents can learn new skills

Very
Important
85%

Somewhat
Important
12%

Not Very
Important
0%

Not at all
Important
3%

Keep in touch with parents after they get a job

63%

27%

8%

3%

Give parents more bus passes so they can get to their jobs

81%

15%

3%

1%

Hold off on enforcement actions like taking tax returns and denying
passport applications while parents are looking for work

61%

24%

7%

8%

Respondents were then asked to rate recommendations for improving Department of Revenue services
with the same rating scale. Again, most respondents said that all recommendations were “very
important.” These included stopping parents’ child support orders so that they can go to school and get
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qualifications to work at a better job (69%), lowering parents’ child support orders (62%), and forgiving
some of the parents’ child support debt (56%). Less than 13 percent of respondents rated these services
as being “not very” or “not at all important.”
Table 63. Suggestions to Improve DOR services (n=75)

Lower parents’ child support orders
Forgive some of parents’ child support debt
Stop parents’ child support orders so they can go to school and
get better qualified for a job

Very
Important
62%
56%

Somewhat
Important
26%
37%

Not Very
Important
6%
1%

Not at all
Important
7%
6%

69%

20%

4%

7%

Respondent Ratings of PSP by Outcomes in PSP
Over half of the six‐month follow‐up interviews
were conducted with noncustodial parents who
fully participated in PSP’s employment services (i.e.,
received more than 10 services), 27 percent of the
interviews were conducted with those who
received no services after the intial intake at the
court, and 16 percent were with noncustodial
parents who participated in one to nine
employment services.

Figure 23. Interview Respondents'
Participation in PSP (n=54)
27%

No Services
Partial Participation

57%

Full P articipation

16%

Table 64 compares selected interview responses by participation in PSP. As shown in the table, those
who fully participated were more likely to rate PSP as very helpful compared to those who received no
services and those who partially participated. This difference is not statistically significant. Those who
fully participated were also more likely to say that they remembered going back in front of the judge
more than once for a review hearing (77%) than the other respondents. Interestingly, those who
received no services after the initial intake were more likely than those who partially participated to
remember going in front of the judge (60% and 17%, respectively). These differences are statistically
significant. To explore whether the location of the court may have been a barrier to participation,
interviewers asked respondents how inconvenient it was to return to court more than once. Those who
participated in no services were less likely than those who fully participated to say that it was
inconvenient to go back to court. This difference is not statistically significant.
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Table 64. Ratings of PSP, by Participation in Employment Services
Overall rating of helpfulness of PSP:

No Services

Partial Participation

Very helpful

53%

42%

62%

Somewhat helpful

21%

42%

31%

Not helpful

26%

17%

7%

Number

(19)

(12)

(42)

No Services

Partial Participation

Full Participation

Did you go back to court more than once so the judge
could see how you were doing? 

Full Participation

Yes

60%

17%

77%

No

40%

83%

23%

Number

(20)

(12)

(43)

No Services

Partial Participation

Full Participation

How inconvenient was it for you to go to court several
times?
Very inconvenient

17%

Somewhat or a little inconvenient

42%

Not inconvenient

42%

Number

(12)

44%



34%
22%

(2)

(32)

 Chi square is significant at .05 or less.
 Too few cases to include in analysis.

As shown in Figure 24, most of the interviewed
respondents (56%) did not obtain employment
in PSP. The remaining 44 percent obtained
employment through PSP—35 percent of
whom were still employed when interviewed
and 9 percent were not.

Figure 24. Interview Respondents'
Employment Outcomes in PSP (n=54)

35%

Successfully completed
PSP, still em ployed

Successfully completed
Table 65 displays respondents’ ratings of PSP
56%
PSP, no longer employed
based on whether they successfully completed
PSP and obtained employment or did not
Did not obtain em ployment
9%
in P SP
obtain employment through PSP. Those who
obtained employement rated PSP as more
helpful than those who did not obtain employment. There were statistically significant differences
between the group in terms how of much child support the respondent reported paying in the previous
six months. Nearly 60 pecent those who successfully completed PSP said that they paid all of the child
support due, compared to the 26 percent of those who did not obtain employment in PSP. Those who
successfully completed the program also viewed the judges participating in PSP more favorably. Two‐
thirds of these noncustodial parents rated the judge as very fair, and 79 percent said that they felt the
judge listened to them. Only one‐third of those who did not obtain employment felt that the judge was
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very fair, and just under half said that they they thought that the judge listened to them. These
differences are statistically significant.
Table 65. Ratings of PSP, by Employment Outcome
Overall rating of helpfulness of PSP:

Obtained employment in PSP

Did not obtain employment in PSP

Very helpful

61%

53%

Somewhat helpful

26%

40%

Not helpful

13%

7%

Number

(23)

(30)

Obtained employment in PSP

Did not obtain employment in PSP

Everything (100%) that was due

58%

26%

More than half of what was due

17%

7%

Something, but less than half

25%

22%

Nothing

0%

44%

Number

(24)

(27)

Amount of child support due that was paid in previous
six months 

How fair do you think the judge was with you? 

Obtained employment in PSP

Did not obtain employment in PSP

Very fair

67%

33%

Somewhat fair

29%

37%

Unfair

4%

30%

(24)

(30)

Successfully completed PSP,
obtained employment

Did not obtain employment in PSP

Number
Do you think that the judge listened to you? 
Yes

79%

47%

No

21%

53%

Number

(24)

(30)

 Chi square is significant at .05 or less.

One‐quarter of the noncustodial parents completing a six‐month follow‐up survey worked with the PSP
case manager to create or memorialize a parenting plan at project intake. As shown in Table 66, those
who worked with PSP to create or memorialize a parenting plan were more likely to rate PSP as having
been very helpful than those who did not create a parenting plan. There are statistically significant
differences in how often the noncustodial parents in the two groups report seeing their children at the
time of the interview compared to at program intake. However, respondents that did not work with the
PSP case manger to create or memorialize a parenting plan were more likely to see their children more
regularly than those who did work to create a parenting plan. These noncustodial parents were also
more likely to be never married to the other parent. Those who worked with the PSP case manager to
create or memorialize a parenting plan were more likely to be married or living with the custodial parent
or separated from the custodial parent. However, because only 15 noncustodial parents who created or
memorialized a parenting plan were interviewed six months after intake, these results should be viewed
with caution.
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Table 66. Ratings of PSP, by Creation or Memorializing of Parenting Plan in PSP
Did not create or memorialize a
parenting plan in PSP

Overall rating of helpfulness of PSP:

Worked with PSP to create or
memorialize a parenting plan

Very helpful

58%

69%

Somewhat helpful

31%

23%

Not helpful

10%

8%

Number

(48)

(13)

Did not create or memorialize a
parenting plan in PSP

Worked with PSP to create or
memorialize a parenting plan

31%

7%

Compared to six months ago, how has the amount
of time you see your children changed? 
See the children more regularly
See the children less regularly

23%

57%

See the children about the same amount

46%

36%

Number
What is your marital status with the custodial
parent? 
Married or living together

(48)

(14)

Did not create or memorialize a
parenting plan in PSP

Worked with PSP to create or
memorialize a parenting plan

11%

20%

Separated

9%

33%

Never married

81%

47%

Number

(47)

(15)

 Chi square is significant at .05 or less.
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The Center for Policy Research (CPR) gathered qualitative feedback and reactions from project
stakeholders at two points in time.
1. In September 2011, midway through PSP, CPR facilitated an in‐person meeting at the Hampden
Division of the Probate and Family Court. Attendees included project staff, representatives of
the collaborating agencies that were conducting the project, the four judges in the Hampden
Division of the Probate and Family Court in whose courtroom project enrollment occurred, and
other Department of Revenue (DOR) and court staff familiar with the project. CPR researchers
presented initial data findings from the project and facilitated discussions with various
stakeholder groups about their implications, needed adjustments and best practices.
2. In September to October 2012, after the conclusion of PSP, CPR staff members conducted
telephone interviews with the Hampden Division Probate and Family Court judges, FutureWorks
staff involved with the project, DOR administrators and line staff, and court personnel.
In addition to this qualitative approach, CPR prepared a survey that was administered to DOR staff
members in October 2012. The surveys were sent to 66 case owners, attorneys, supervisors,
administrators, and litigation support services workers using the online survey platform, Survey Monkey.
A total of 55 DOR staff members responded.

Interviews and Focus Groups with Project Partners
The issues explored with these various groups included:


The strengths and limitations of the PSP including major partnerships and the service mix;



The workload impact of PSP for the various project partners;



The impact of PSP on case processing time frames and the flow of cases at the court;



Parental interest in PSP by case type and client characteristics;



Effective methods of recruiting, enrolling, and retaining PSP participants;



The utility and effectiveness of various enhanced child support services for PSP participants;



The utility and effectiveness of various employment‐focused services for PSP participants;



The utility and effectiveness of other project services for PSP participants;



Outstanding client needs that were not addressed by PSP;
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Feedback about PSP from participants, DOR staff members, other court personnel; and



The impact of PSP on the project partners and their future expectations regarding employment
services for noncustodial parents.

The following themes emerged.
Project Format and Partnerships
DOR personnel, judges and workforce agency staff were pleased with the key partnerships, agreements,
and procedures developed for the Parent Support Project. DOR, the court, and FutureWorks are viewed
as the key entities responsible for addressing child support and job search issues in Hampden County. All
interviewees agreed that the court has a definite role in child support‐workforce collaborations and that
court‐mandated enrollment policies and scheduled court reviews help to motivate at least some parents
to participate and get a job. As the employment case manager observed:
The court mandate helped with participation. Some people respect authority more than
others. It got them to try the program and realize it was helpful and that helped them
stick. Still others had “review date conversions” right before a scheduled court hearing.
Judges in the Hampden Division maintain that they have taken a “whole family approach,” have been
involved in job search activities for many years, and believe “absolutely” that it is appropriate for the
court to try to provide parents with the “tools” to pay their support. In their view, the benefit of the PSP
is that it “formalized and standardized” the court’s position on employment activities. In particular,
judges valued having a dedicated case manager at the court on hearing days and getting feedback on
the progress that program participants were making. As one judge put it:
The ability for parents and case managers to have an instant hook‐up on a particular
hearing day and having someone who can come back and report on their progress are
key fundamentals to an effective workforce program.
Recruitment and Enrollment
While the court is viewed as a critical player in an effective workforce program, partners agree that it
should not be the only source of referrals and the only locus of enrollment activity. Rather than waiting
until service of process to notify noncustodial parents about programs like PSP, DOR case owners
support the idea of more up front outreach when cases are just being created. Those who handle
modification and enforcement cases were frustrated that, while they could inform unemployed clients
about PSP, they needed to wait for their court hearing before they could be enrolled. As one case owner
explained:
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We have walk‐in customers that we wanted to send right over to enroll in PSP. But we
had to email attorneys and go through court if we wanted to get the specialized
FutureWorks services available through PSP. To get them more customized treatment
we needed to send them to the attorneys and they needed to wait for their court
hearing.
Judges support a broader enrollment policy, too. Over time, they became more comfortable with
mandatory approaches to enrollment. As one judge explained, “We first thought voluntary was better
but as the project progressed, I had no problem making it mandatory and culling out those who needed
exceptions to the rule.” And according to another judge, “We first thought we needed to be voluntary,
but people often need to be told what to do. Making it mandatory is the way to go.”
Another enrollment expansion that judges favored was widening the types of cases that the program
served. Enrollment was initially limited to noncustodial parents seeking new child support orders
because, “we were attracted to the notion of volunteerism and of serving brand new clients who did not
have prejudices or their backs to the wall.” When the volume of cases in this category proved to be low,
enrollment was amended to include parents involved in modification and enforcement actions. Without
exception, judges wish that all DOR case types had been targeted for PSP from the start and that all
judges who hear Title IV‐D cases had been involved in the referral process. “I wish we had a redo. During
the last three months of the project, it was operating like a top.”
Contrary to expectation, screening, referring and reviewing PSP participants did not delay case
processing at the court. Judges felt as though spending a little time with noncustodial parents and
addressing their payment problems up front reduced the risk of “back end problems.” Although the use
of routine review hearings in establishment and modification cases were new to the court as a result of
PSP, the court has traditionally scheduled such hearings in contempt cases and in cases that result in
temporary orders.
The one downside to the project was the lengthy time parents needed to spend at the court in order to
meet with project case managers, complete project intake forms, and attend a court hearing. Scheduling
a review hearing on a routine basis also meant that parents had to return. According to the judges,
litigants expect “to get things done in one day and are frustrated about having to come back.”
Service Delivery
While PSP may not have added to the court’s workload, it had definite workload impacts for
FutureWorks. Although grant funds were used to underwrite the full‐time salary of a single case
manager, PSP consumed more agency resources than anticipated. Not only did the case manager “reach
the limits of his capacity,” he routinely drew on the skill of others, especially staff in the business service
department who build relationships with locals employers who need unskilled or semi‐skilled labor.
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In addition to drawing on the infrastructure, services, and resources available in an agency with 15 years
of experience, the case manager was totally focused on PSP. Noncustodial parents were viewed as
particularly difficult to employ even when compared with other challenged populations that the agency
serves. FutureWorks staff rated them 8 to 9 on a scale of 1 to 10, as compared with 6 to 7 for the TANF
population. Thus, intense services and focus were viewed as critical.
Getting them in to the office was a challenge. We needed to talk with them one‐on‐one,
do unique consultations and develop plans for each individual. Then I had to chase them
through the phone number they gave, monitor compliance, update DOR, and notify the
court… Fifty percent were ex‐offenders and lacked soft and hard skills… Most of my time
was with the job seeker, but I pounded the pavement looking for employers…And of
course, it all comes back to relationships. We have people who have gotten 2 and 3
different jobs and they still call me.
While every PSP participant had a unique service plan, those that were viewed as most valuable
included intensive mock interviews, résumé development, assistance with online applications, and leads
to supportive employers in growing sectors. Most services were delivered individually since participant
schedules and transportation limitations did not permit group formats. The exception to this was a
group session on Criminal Offender Record Information (or CORI) reform conducted by an attorney.
Other types of help that were singled out as important were help with developing a budget and
obtaining work clothing and other basics including housing, food, and transportation. Following
employment, the case manager fielded calls about workplace problems and behavior.
Given the shortage in Workforce Investment Act funding and the many other low‐income groups
competing for workforce services, there is no question in the minds of project partners that
noncustodial parents require a dedicated staff member to help them navigate the job search process
and cultivate employers who are sensitive to their circumstances.
Incentives and Sanctions
DOR and the court used several incentives to encourage noncustodial parents to participate in PSP. One
was to set child support orders for project participants at a minimum level on a temporary basis and
establish higher orders for non‐participants. The difference between a minimum order and an order
based on the minimum wage is $58 per week. As one judge explained:
If you order someone to do a job search and they say they don’t have time, it is
reasonable to assume that they have under‐the‐table work and attribute a higher
income to them.
Another attractive incentive was driver’s license reinstatement. Upon enrollment in PSP, noncustodial
parents whose licenses had been suspended were automatically reinstated (although they needed to
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pay a $100 fee to the Department of Motor Vehicles). Finally, DOR suspended interest and penalties for
project participants who missed their child support payments and stopped levying bank accounts. Some
DOR case owners who handle modification and enforcement cases reported that they were “picky”
about who they referred to PSP because of the attractive incentives and reserved project referrals for
those who were “really committed to working and paying.” Reportedly, it was easy to spot a good
candidate.
You could guess who was a good candidate, you get a good feeling. They have always
worked, always paid, and made little payments along the way.
The FutureWorks case manager could distribute bus passes and gas cards as well as vouchers for work
clothes and tools. Like DOR workers, he distributed these to clients who showed some measure of
commitment. Many project participants experienced severe transportation problems that limited their
ability to get to FutureWorks for services, and once employed, the work site.
Public transportation is limited and those who lived outside of Springfield had trouble
getting to our office. Another transportation challenge was getting to the work site. Off
shift jobs were common and buses stop running at night. This was a big problem for
those who live in more rural and less populated areas.
The sanctions for non‐compliance were “progressive,” and handled on a case‐by‐case basis. Although
they could culminate in jail, they usually involved reinstatement of penalties and interest, driver’s
license suspension, and higher child support order levels. As participants became employed or changed
jobs, DOR workers would change wage withholding orders; other enforcement actions could be turned
“on and off.” As in all areas of life, “some people respect authority more than others.” Thus, court
mandates, incentives, and sanctions were helpful for most, but not all, project participants. While it was
“rare to find totally resistant folks…many dropped out and were never seen again” by FutureWorks,
DOR, or the court.
Major Challenges
Hampden County’s weak economy was viewed by all project partners and staff members as the biggest
project challenge. To compound matters, the area was hit by a devastating tornado in June 2011, which
destroyed a large number of businesses. The barriers to continuing the project are financial too. None of
the partner agencies can afford to fund a case manager who can be available to “hook up” with clients
at court and/or provide the intensive case management and job development services that non‐
custodial parents need.
Feedback from Child Support Workers
Programs like PSP represent a change in child support practice because they treat employment of
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noncustodial parents as “core business.” They also entail a change in culture because they involve a
“social work mentality” and an understanding that “people need help with employment.” Some workers
are clearly more comfortable with these changes than others. As one worker explained, “some people
are more comfortable with customer contact and making telephone calls while others want to work on a
computer.” PSP is viewed as a program that helps to “humanize” the child support agency; those who
were in court were sensitized to the challenges that many obligors face when they seek employment.
This program provided a positive image for department showing we cared for everyone
involved where the state actually provides a service to NCP's to help them attain a
source of income. Working in the court and hearing stories for NCP's, it’s very difficult to
attain employment for parties who have a "past" with the justice system.

Survey of DOR Workers
To better gauge the reactions of child support workers to PSP, an online survey was administered to 66
DOR workers, 55 of whom responded.
Figure 25 shows the distribution of
Figure 25. Respondents' Roles at DOR (N=55)
respondents and that nearly half were
case owners. On average, respondents
9%
had worked for DOR for 14.5 years,
Case Owner
with only 24 percent reporting that
DOR Attorney
18%
their job entailed going to court on a
Initiation
44%
regular basis. Despite their relative lack
Supervisor
of court exposure, only 15 percent
Regional Support Team
4%
were not familiar with PSP, while 33
Court Worker
11%
and
53
percent
characterized
Other
themselves as “very familiar” and
5%
11%
“somewhat” familiar, respectively. A
third of responding case managers
indicated that they had referred “quite a few” noncustodial parents to PSP. And the major reasons
workers gave for not referring more was “not being able to convince noncustodial parents to enroll.”
Overall, DOR workers rated PSP positively. Nearly all workers (81%) felt as though they had been
informed about PSP, and more than half (56%) wished that the program was still in place. Nearly half of
the DOR workers disagreed with the statement that PSP had increased their workload. While many DOR
workers indicated that they lacked the knowledge to answer questions about PSP, very few agreed with
negative statements about it. Asked which types of cases were best suited to a program like PSP, 69
percent favored its use with “all case types.” Respondents were fairly evenly split between supporting
voluntary (42%) and mandatory (46%) participation policies.
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Table 67. Respondents Views on the Planning and Setup of PSP (n=48)
Agree

Disagree

Don’t Know or N/A

48%

0%

52%

All of the right agencies and service providers were involved in setting up PSP
You were adequately informed about PSP

81%

2%

17%

You received adequate feedback about participants you referred to PSP

33%

23%

44%

PSP increased your workload

15%

42%

44%

PSP made it easier for you to get your job done

29%

25%

46%

You wish Hampden County still had PSP

56%

6%

38%

Nearly all respondents say it is “very”
(59%) or “somewhat (27%) important for
child support agencies to offer programs
like PSP, with only 4 percent rating it as
unnecessary.

Figure 26. How Important it is to Offer
Programs like PSP (n=48)
10%
2%
2%

Very important

Somewhat important
Asked to assess the effectiveness of PSP
in identifying and serving noncustodial
Not very important
59%
parents, a majority of respondents
27%
Not at all important
viewed it as effective in identifying and
No opinion
enrolling
unemployed
obligors,
monitoring
their
participation
in
workforce services and getting parents a job. Noncustodial parents had reported to them that the
FutureWorks case manager had guided them in the job search process and that job appointments set up
by the case manager were more productive than those they scheduled on their own. FutureWorks was
also credited with identifying felon‐friendly employers and coaching participants on the interview
process.

Table 68. Respondents Views on the Effectiveness of PSP (n=48)
Effective

Not Effective

Don’t Know or N/A

60%

4%

36%

Getting potential participants enrolled in PSP

55%

11%

34%

Monitoring enrollees’ participation in workforce services

49%

4%

47%

Identifying potential participants who are unemployed or
underemployed

Imposing relevant sanctions and rewards

43%

6%

51%

Inspiring and encouraging parents to try hard

40%

9%

51%

Addressing parent barriers to employment

49%

4%

47%

Getting parents a job

51%

9%

40%

Improving the payment of child support

45%

11%

45%

Reducing the need for enforcement activities

40%

13%

47%
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Overall, DOR workers viewed PSP as “another option” and felt
good about having it available. On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1
being the lowest and 10 being the highest, the DOR staff
members gave PSP an average and median overall rating of 7.
Ratings ranged from 1 to 10.

Table 69. Respondents’ Overall Rating
of PSP (n=37)
Mean

7.16

Median

7

Range

1-10

When asked how PSP could have been improved, DOR workers gave a variety of responses ranging from
improving the economic climate to providing more educational opportunities for more motivated
parents.
Idea is good, but Western MA's population makes it difficult for such a program to
succeed ‐ poor public transportation, many people on SSI and AFDC, many non‐English
speakers, many teen parents, etc. Improvements include more staff, transportation
funds (if no bus, cab fare), aid for education and training.
I felt the PSP program was a fantastic program for our local families. Now to share an
idea… having area state and community colleges available to possibly help the non
custodial parents who have a drive to grow, or may have a fear of taking the next step,
find readily available info to make their life and their children’s life better. Financial aid
packages, counselors, career advisors, more agencies like FutureWorks involved.
Overall, DOR workers praised the program and viewed it as addressing the needs of noncustodial
parents.
Programs like PSP are extremely valuable because this population of unemployed non‐
custodial parents is labor intensive and needs one‐on‐one attention for any chance of
success.
This program and others like are definitely valuable for assisting NCPs who are not savvy
enough to seek and obtain employment on their own. Many need assistance in
sharpening up their application skills in order to sell themselves to employers.
Administrators, project partners, and staff members all agree that the PSP was more difficult to
conduct, given Springfield’s weak economy, which was worsened by the lingering effects of the
Great Recession. In a better economic climate, it would have been easier to employ project
participants and to realize bigger gains in child support payments.
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The Massachusetts Parent Support Program (PSP) aimed to create, implement, and evaluate a program
providing employment, parenting‐time, and case management services to low‐income, unwed parents
in the Title IV‐D caseload of Hampden County. Funded through a 2009 “Family Centered Services for
Unwed Parents in the IV‐D Caseload” grant (90FD0141) awarded to the Child Support Enforcement
Division of the Massachusetts Department of Revenue (DOR), PSP involved a collaboration between
DOR; the Massachusetts Probate and Family Court; and FutureWorks, an employment services provider
in Hampden County. The goal of the project was to help unemployed, noncustodial parents in the child
support caseload meet their financial and emotional responsibilities to their children. This chapter
summarizes program operations, key findings, and conclusions.

Summary of Program Operations and Key Findings
When designing PSP, project planners took into consideration elements from literature on previous
employment demonstrations for never‐married, low‐income parents that have proven to be effective.
These included:


Utilizing a variety of referral techniques and sources (including courts) and working with
noncustodial parents of all ages and all stages of case processing to achieve strong enrollment goals.



Providing holistic employment services that are effective with poorly educated noncustodial parents
with limited computer skills and criminal backgrounds, including short‐term job training, job
development, job search, placement and retention services, and job readiness training.



Pursuing “enhanced” child support policies such as suspending enforcement activities during
program participation, establishing minimum orders, and assisting with driver’s license
reinstatement.



Developing a communication system so that child support staff, workforce personnel, and the court
can exchange information about noncustodial parents and monitor their participation.



Providing assistance with transportation and other practical barriers that impede the ability to work.

The evaluation of PSP, conducted by the Center for Policy Research (CPR) of Denver, Colorado, included
both process and outcome components with data drawn from many sources:


Staff‐collected information on 296 participants’ demographics, including education, employment
status, and interest in various types of services at project intake;



Staff assessments of participant needs and their involvement in various project services and
activities to obtain a job;
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Follow‐up telephone interviews with 75 project participants six months after their enrollment to
determine their level of participation in employment services, job outcomes, and user reactions;



Staff records of participant employment, job retention, and wages at project end;



Information drawn from the automated child support system on child support obligations, payment
patterns before and after project enrollment, arrears balances, and selected enforcement actions;



Generation of a retrospective, non‐treatment comparison group consisting of 146 cases drawn from
DOR filings for establishment orders in 2009 against which child support payment patterns for
project participants were compared; and



Interviews and focus groups with project administrators, case managers, and agency staff on the
perceived strengths and weaknesses of the project and an online survey completed by 55 DOR
workers.

The organization and operation of PSP involved the following features.


PSP was managed by the Regional Manager of DOR but decisions about project design, recruitment
and service delivery were developed jointly by representatives of DOR, the Probate and Family
Court, the Hampden Division of the Probate and Family Court, and FutureWorks.



PSP was staffed by three, full‐time case managers who worked for the three collaborating agencies,
respectively, and the division of labor among the three was designed to maximize the expertise and
strengths of each partner agency.



Project recruitment occurred for 19 months from June 2010 and January 2012 with most
recruitment and enrollment activities occurring at scheduled court hearings for child support cases
held at the Hampden Division of the Probate and Family Court.



Project staff met with noncustodial parents who appeared for a scheduled hearing at court and
asked about their employment status. Those who were unemployed or underemployed were told
about the project, and eligible parents were interviewed. During their court hearing, the judge
added PSP participation to the child support order.



To increase enrollment, PSP staff expanded the pool of potentially eligible noncustodial parents to
include any noncustodial parent scheduled to appear before any of the four Hampden Division
judges who hear child support cases for any matter dealing with establishment, modification, and
contempt.
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During the 19‐month enrollment period, a total of 3,338 noncustodial parents were identified as
potentially eligible to enroll in PSP and 296 enrolled. From January 2011 to January 2012, 91 percent
of noncustodial parents targeted and believed to be suitable for the project were determined to be
ineligible, chiefly because they were already employed (24%) or failed to appear at the court hearing
(30%). Among the 9 percent of targeted noncustodial parents who were determined to be eligible to
participate in PSP, nearly all (89%) enrolled. The 296 parents who ultimately enrolled in PSP
comprised approximately 1 percent of the child support caseload in Hampden County.

Characteristics of PSP Participants


PSP participants were primarily Hispanic or African‐American males, averaging 30 years old, only 10
percent of whom had education beyond high school.



Virtually all were single and had never been married to the other parent with whom they had one or
two children. Reported levels of parent‐child contact varied, with 60 percent reporting seeing their
children once a week or more and 14 percent reporting fewer than two contacts per year.



On average, participants had been unemployed for 14 months at intake. PSP enrollees earned an
average of $10.86 per hour at the current or most recent job and worked about 32 hours per week.



Project enrollees had many barriers to employment, with 42 to 48 percent lacking a reliable car or
access to public transportation, a driver’s license, and/or a high school diploma or GED. More than a
third (37%) had been previously incarcerated, and one‐fifth stated that their lack of job history
(23%) or job skills (20%) prevented them from getting a job.



Virtually all project enrollees wanted help finding a job and/or a job with more hours and were
interested in getting help with resume writing, interview skills and job leads.

Services Offered and Received by PSP Participants


PSP offered participants 14 different employment services: a one‐on‐one orientation and
assessment with the FutureWorks case manager; assistance with cold calling employers; translation
services; résumé development; cover letter development; help with online applications; help with
paper applications; assistance with other types of applications; help creating an email account;
assistance with obtaining, correcting, and dealing with Criminal Offender Record Information (CORI);
job readiness classes; computer skills classes and testing; job skills and aptitude testing; and
immediate job search assistance.



The most utilized service by participants was the mandatory, one‐on‐one orientation at
FutureWorks. Other popular services pursued by 50 to 60 percent of PSP enrollees included résumé
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development, cold calling to employers, job and aptitude testing, job readiness classes, immediate
job search assistance, and help with online and/or paper applications.


One‐third (34%) of PSP participants only completed the initial intake interview with project staff at
the court and failed to participate in any subsequent employment activities. Twenty percent
partially participated and completed one to nine employment activities or services. Nearly half
(46%) participated fully and completed more than 10 employment activities.



While there were few demographic characteristics of program participants that were statistically
associated with their level of participation, several geographic and transportation issues were. Only
39 percent of noncustodial parents who reported a lack of access to reliable car or public
transportation participated fully, as compared to 53 percent without transportation problems.
Although it was not statistically significant, those who lived outside of Springfield were less likely to
participate in employment services than those who lived inside, especially when car owners were
excluded from the analysis. And although help with transportation was the most common support
service offered through PSP, only 14 percent of participants received bus tokens from case
managers.



Participants who entered PSP with a contempt action were more likely to fully participate in the
program (64%), as compared with those who were establishing (42%) or modifying (48%) their child
support orders. This probably reflects the stronger judicial mandate in contempt cases and the
stricter sanctions for noncompliance.



Nearly all of the PSP enrollees (98%) received a waiver of interest and penalties on any non‐payment
of child support when they enrolled in PSP. The next most common child support service was the
reinstatement of a driver’s license that had been suspended due to the nonpayment of child
support, with 19 percent of enrollees receiving this treatment.



Although help with developing parenting plans was offered to all PSP participants, only 19 percent
(or 57 parents) pursued this with a project case manager. This is consistent with patterns observed
in Parents Fair Share, where few parents took advantage of mediation services to improve parental
relationships and parent‐child contact (Johnson, et al., 1999). To the extent there was interest in
parenting‐time help, it was greater among parents who had lived together, those with younger
children, and those involved with cases to establish a new child support order. Interest was lower
among those who had never lived together, had older children, multiple child support cases, and
older cases that involved modification or contempt actions.



Although case managers developed relationships with many agencies to which they could refer
noncustodial parents to address more extreme barriers to parenting and/or employment, few
parents were interested or needed these services and few referrals were made.
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On a scale of 1 to 10, case managers gave PSP participants an average rating of 4.5 for participation,
performance, and attitude.



Over the course of the project, the judges of the Hampden Division conducted 346 review hearings
with project participants approximately 60 days after their initial hearing. DOR, court, and
FutureWorks case managers met weekly to review the status of project participants and prepare
brief reports for the court, which were delivered orally at review hearings.

Employment Outcomes for PSP Participants


Slightly more than one quarter (27%) of the 296 parents who enrolled in PSP actively engaged in
project services and found a job. One‐third participated in at least one employment activity through
PSP but were unable to obtain employment. Thirty‐eight percent participated in no employment
services through PSP and their employment status is unknown. A few participants (n=6) found jobs
on their own outside of PSP.



Among the 192 PSP participants who did more than just complete an intake form at court, 31
percent found a job and were still employed at project end, 11 percent became employed but lost
the job and failed to find another one, and 58 percent were unable to find a job. About half (52%) of
unsuccessful job seekers were dropped from PSP because their participation in employment
activities was minimal. A quarter was terminated for the opposite reason: being in the program a
long time and exhausting all the services that FutureWorks could provide.



Several barriers to employment that PSP participants reported at intake were related to their
employment outcomes. Those who reported having no reliable transportation, no driver’s license,
limited work history, a lack of job skills, past incarceration, and limited English were less likely to find
a job than were those without these problems. Participants who found employment through PSP
had worked with a single employer for a significantly longer period of time (four years versus three)
and reported fewer barriers to employment (1.9 versus 3.0).



On average, those who found employment received a significantly greater number of employment
services through PSP compared to those who did not find employment (10.3 versus 8.2). The
services that were significantly related to employment outcomes were résumé development, cover
letter development, help creating an email account, online and paper application assistance, job
readiness classes, and immediate job search assistance.



About three‐quarters of PSP participants who found jobs were still employed at the end of the
project and had an average employment tenure of nine months and earnings of $10 to $11 per
hour.
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Unlike initial employment, job retention was not statistically related to a participant having reliable
transportation, a driver’s license, a limited work history, a lack of job skills, or past incarceration.
They also received equivalent numbers of employment services in PSP (e.g., 10.2 and 10.6).
Nevertheless, those who retained their jobs reported 1.9 barriers on their initial intake interview, as
compared to 3.1 for those who did not retain their jobs.

Child Support Outcomes for PSP Participants


Child support records for PSP participants were reviewed and compared with members of a non‐
treatment comparison group consisting of 146 noncustodial parents who established new child
support orders during Fiscal Year 2009 to 2010, the year prior to the start of PSP. To attempt to
make the two groups more equivalent, the treatment group was limited to PSP participants with
new establishment orders and the comparison group was limited to noncustodial parents who
appeared at their court hearing and received a minimum or minimum wage order and were thus
more likely to be unemployed or underemployed. Without using random assignment techniques, it
is impossible to ensure that two treatment groups are equivalent.



Like PSP participants, comparison group members were men with an average age of 27 who had one
or two children and had never been married to the other parent. Unlike PSP participants,
comparison group members had somewhat more and somewhat older child support orders. They
also had monthly child support orders that were significantly higher ($152 versus $118) although
their combined monthly obligations across all their orders were lower than those held by PSP
participants ($142 versus $291).



During the 12 months following PSP enrollment, participants paid 43 percent of the child support
that they owed while members of the comparison group paid 45 percent. Members of the two
groups had equivalent arrears balances on their child support cases 12 months after project
enrollment with PSP participants owing $983 and members of the comparison group owing $1,008.
None of the differences between treatment and comparison groups were statistically significant.
The lack of differences may be due to the fact that only 27 percent of PSP participants became
employed. It may also reflect the flawed nature of the comparison group, which was generated
retrospectively and had members whose employment status was inferred by their child support
order level rather than through the direct questioning used at court with PSP participants.



PSP participants who became employed paid 67 percent of what they owed in the 12 months
following project enrollment, while those who did not find jobs paid significantly less—35 percent.
In a similar vein, those who fully participated in workforce activities paid a significantly greater
proportion of the child support that they owed (52%) than did those who participated partially
(31%) and those who participated in no employment services (34%).
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Reactions of PSP Participants


Professional telephone interviewers made 2,780 calls in an attempt to reach 292 PSP participants six
months after they enrolled in the project and ultimately completed 75 interviews. This represents a
25 percent response rate.



Nearly all respondents learned about PSP at court. Although most (57%) said that they willingly
chose to participate in PSP, 38 percent reported that their participation was required. All were
having problems finding jobs, and 70 percent had trouble paying their child support.



Respondents suggested that PSP offer more job training programs (85%), give parents more bus
passes so that can get to their jobs (81%), keep in touch with parents after they get a job (63%), and
hold off on enforcement actions for non payment while parents look for work (61%). Other
suggestions included suspending child support so that noncustodial parents can go to school and get
qualified for better jobs (69%), lower child support orders (62%), and forgive some child support
arrears (56%).



The services that were rated excellent or good by at least 90 percent of respondents were résumé
preparation and job development; help with driver’s license reinstatement; computer training
classes; and bus passes, gas money, or other supportive services. Overall, 86 percent of respondents
rated PSP as very or somewhat helpful.



Those who fully participated in PSP employment services were more likely to say that they
remembered going back in front of the judge more than once for a review hearing (77%), as
compared with other participants.



Respondents who obtained employement in PSP were more likely to report paying all of the child
support that they owed in the previous six months than those who did not (60% versus 26%). Those
who successfully completed the program were twice as likely to view judges favorably, with
significantly higher proportions rating them as “very fair” (66% versus 33%) and saying that the
judge had “listened” (79% versus 48%).



Although only one‐quarter of respondents, or 15 parents, developed a parenting plan in PSP, they
were pleased with the experience and they rated PSP more favorably than did their counterparts
who opted not to create a plan.

Reactions of Project Stakeholders


Project partners agree that court‐mandated enrollment policies and court review hearings helped to
motivate at least some parents to participate and get a job. Judges appreciated having dedicated
case managers on site at the court. Although the court is viewed as an important source of project
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referrals, partners favor the use of mandatory and voluntary enrollment strategies and multiple
referral sources including direct referrals by DOR case owners.


Contrary to expectation, screening, referring, and reviewing PSP participants did not delay case
processing at the court. However, this process did impact participants who had to spend more time
at the court meeting with project case managers, completing project intake forms, and attending
their court hearing. Scheduling a review hearing on a routine basis also meant that parents had to
return to court.



PSP required the full‐time effort of the FutureWorks case manager as well as the time and expertise
of other agency staff, particularly job developers. The noncustodial parents enrolled in PSP were
viewed as particularly difficult to employ even when compared with other challenged populations
that the agency serves. FutureWorks staff rated participants an 8 to 9 on a scale of 1 to 10, as
compared with 6 to 7 for the TANF population.



While every PSP participant had a unique service plan, the most valuable employment services for
the PSP enrollees were perceived to be mock interviews, résumé development, assistance with
online applications, and leads to supportive employers in growing sectors. The FutureWorks case
manager delivered most services individually rather than classes due to scheduling and
transportation difficulties.



Overall, DOR workers completing the online survey rated PSP positively. Nearly all workers (81%)
felt as though they had been informed about PSP and more than half (56%) wished that the program
was still in place. Nearly all respondents say it is “very” (59%) or “somewhat” (27%) important for
child support agencies to offer programs like PSP, with only 4 percent rating it as unnecessary. On a
scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being the lowest and 10 being the highest, DOR staff members gave PSP an
average and median overall rating of 7.

Conclusions
The Massachusetts PSP sheds important light on employment programs for noncustodial parents and
highlights the expectations that architects of similar programs in other jurisdictions should have.
Expect recruitment and enrollment to be challenging and many to be ineligible to participate. As with
many employment programs for low‐income parents, recruitment and enrollment were challenging. To
generate more project participants, the project partners dropped some initial recruitment limitations
they had established and opened PSP to all unemployed or underemployed noncustodial parents who
appeared at court for a hearing to establish, modify, or enforce their child support orders. Once
enrollment was broadened to include noncustodial parents with all types of child support cases and all
judges in the Hampden Division participated, PSP staff were able to consider approximately 250
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potential participants per month and enroll an average of 20. Unexpectedly, most targeted noncustodial
parents (91%) turned out to be ineligible for project participation, primarily because they did not appear
at court for a scheduled hearing or were employed, disabled, waiting for paternity test results, or
incarcerated. Enrollment was strong (87%) among the faction of parents eligible to participate.
Ultimately, 296 noncustodial parents enrolled, which is approximately 1 percent of the child support
caseload in Hampden County.
Expect participants to have many barriers to employment. PSP participants faced many barriers to
employment and were difficult to serve. FutureWorks staff members closest to the project rated PSP
participants as an 8 or 9 out of 10 on a scale that assessed how difficult they were to work with and
employ. At intake, high proportions of PSP participants reported low levels of education, a history of
incarceration, a lack of job skills, a weak employment history, and limited or no access to reliable
transportation.
Expect many to fail to participate at minimal levels. Participation levels differed among PSP enrollees.
While nearly half (46%) were fully engaged and completed more than 10 employment activities, 34
percent only completed an initial intake interview at court and participated no further, and 20 percent
participated partially, completing one to nine employment activities or services. These participation
patterns were identical to those observed in Parents to Work, an employment program for noncustodial
parents conducted in Arapahoe County, Colorado (Pearson, et al., 2011).
Expect high interest in employment help and little interest in other services. PSP participants used and
valued employment services. Virtually all PSP participants met with the case manager for a one‐on‐one
assessment of their employment status and needs. Beyond that, at least half pursued help with résumé
development, cold‐calling to employers, job searches, and completing online and paper applications.
PSP participants were totally uninterested in pursuing non‐employment activities, and only a negligible
number were referred for treatment for substance abuse, mental health issues, parenting education, or
fatherhood services. Although few PSP participants (23%) had a parenting plan when they enrolled, only
19 percent were interested in developing a written plan with a court case manager. Interested parents
tended to have new orders, younger children, and a history of cohabitation.
Expect transportation barriers to affect participation and employment. While there were few
demographic markers that distinguished participants from non‐participants, access to reliable car or
public transportation was relevant. Those who lived in Springfield where public transportation exists
and/or had access to reliable transportation were more likely to participate in employment activities
and obtain a job. Although transportation help was the most common support service offered through
PSP, bus tokens were given to only 14 percent of participants.
Expect court involvement to affect participation and outcomes. Those involved with contempt actions
also participated at higher levels than their counterparts with new establishment and modification cases
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and were more successful in finding jobs. Although CPR researchers did not have case‐specific data on
review hearings, it is likely that contempt cases were more closely monitored by judges and that the
sanctions for noncompliance were more severe. The FutureWorks case manager agreed that the court
was an important motivator for many participants. Judges supported the idea of spending more time
assessing and reviewing employment issues, but emphasized the need to have a case manager at court
so that they could “hook up” immediately with parents.
Expect parents to have a hard time finding and keeping jobs. Overall, 27 percent of PSP participants
found jobs that paid an average of $10 to $11 per hour, with 20 percent going through two or more
jobs. At the end of the project 74 percent of those who found jobs were still employed and 26 percent
were not.
Expect parents who fully participate to benefit the most. Noncustodial parents who enrolled PSP and
participated more fully in program services reaped the greatest benefits. These parents were more likely
to obtain employment and pay a greater proportion of the child support that they owed than those PSP
enrollees who participated in fewer employment services or did not participate at all after enrolling in
the project at court. When those who participated minimally and only completed an intake
questionnaire at court were eliminated, the employment rate among PSP participants was 42 percent,
which was substantially higher than the overall work rate of 27 percent for all PSP participants.
Compared with their unsuccessful counterparts, PSP participants who found jobs had stronger work
histories, reported fewer barriers to employment (1.9 versus 3.0), and pursued a greater number of
employment services (10.3 versus 8.2). Those who participated in workforce activities more fully in
Colorado’s Parents to Work Program also exhibited the biggest increases in employment and child
support payments (Pearson, et al., 2011).
Expect child support payments only to improve for those who become employed. There were no
differences in child support payment patterns for PSP participants with establishment cases and
members of the comparison group. A year after they enrolled (or established child support orders) both
groups paid approximately 45 percent of what they owed. The lack of differences may be due to the fact
that only 27 percent of PSP participants became employed. Although those who became employed did a
much better job of paying their support than those who did not, paying 67 percent of what they owed
compared with 35 percent, the effect was diluted by the large number of PSP participants that remained
unemployed. The lack of difference may also reflect the flawed nature of the comparison group, which
was generated retrospectively. Unlike the treatment group, where unemployment was discerned
through direct questioning at court, the employment status of members of the comparison group was
inferred from their child support order level, a method that is imprecise at best. Child support payment
patters were significantly better for those who participated fully in PSP, as compared with non‐
participants or partial participants (52% versus 31% and 34%).
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Expect high levels of user satisfaction and better ratings of the court and the child support agency.
Nearly all (86%) participants rated PSP as “very” or “somewhat” helpful, and at least 90 percent
classified résumé preparation and job development, driver’s license reinstatement, computer training,
and bus pass distribution as “excellent” or “good” features of the program. To improve the program,
they suggested distributing more bus passes, maintaining post‐employment contact with the case
manager, suspending enforcement actions during a job search, suspending support obligations during
school, lowering support orders, and forgiving some child support arrears. Those who completed PSP
and obtained a job gave the judge significantly higher ratings than did their less successful counterparts,
with 66 and 79 percent saying the judge was “very fair” and “listened to me,” respectively.
Expect strong support for noncustodial parent employment programs among professionals but a need
for resources. Child support administrators and line staff, judges, and workforce personnel support the
idea of helping noncustodial parents with employment. Child support personnel welcome the
opportunity to make referrals for employment services, with 85 percent of surveyed workers saying that
programs like PSP are “very” or “somewhat” important. Judges favor PSP’s more holistic approach and
say that, while it takes more time to address employment issues up front, it reduces the “backend” time
spent on enforcement. Workforce personnel agree that noncustodial parents are a difficult population
to serve that cannot access needed services and find employment on their own. Money is the primary
obstacle to continuing programs like PSP. Judges need a case manager at court so that the case manager
can immediately “hook up” with parents and keep the court apprised of their progress. Workforce
programs need funding for dedicated staff to work with noncustodial parents. And child support
agencies need to devote resources to making referrals, expediting relevant treatments for project
participants, and communicating with partner agencies. All PSP partner agencies eagerly await changes
in federal regulation that would permit employment activities to be viewed as allowable costs for the
child support program.
Expect local economic conditions to affect program outcomes. PSP’s employment, earnings, and child
support payment outcomes were compromised by Hampden County’s distressed economic condition.
Even in strong economic times, Hampden County and the city of Springfield are disadvantaged relative
to the state of Massachusetts. When unemployment peaked in 2010, it was 9.6 percent for the state,
11.7 percent for Hampden County, and 14 percent for Springfield. Although it has improved since then,
the differential remains with the June 2012 unemployment rates for the state, Hampden County and
Springfield being 6.3, 7.9 and 10.3, respectively. The economic climate for PSP participants was much
worse than the one Parents to Work clients faced in Arapahoe County, Colorado, where unemployment
during the project peaked at 8.6 percent and employment and child support outcomes were stronger
(Pearson, et al., 2011).
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Appendix A:
Parent Support Program Intake Form

Parent Support

Release of Information – Noncustodial Parent
The Massachusetts Parent Support Program is for parents who need a fresh start and are ready to
make some changes in their lives. The program is designed to eliminate barriers to obtaining work,
and to improve co-parenting, finance management, and child support payments.
The program offers:


One-on-one case management



Help with parenting plans



Help working out child support problems



Help with on-line job search & applications



Referrals to service providers who can help with education, job training, job search, job skills,
substance abuse issues.

All services you receive through the program are free.
I authorize the child support agency (DOR) and FutureWorks and other service providers (which can
include but is not limited to: parenting or fatherhood program providers, substance abuse service
providers, mental health providers, those providing me with education services, and those who
provide help with supervised visitation) to share my information with one another in order to better
serve me and for me to fully participate in the project. I authorize DOR, FutureWorks, the Probate
Court and the other service providers to share my information with the Center for Policy Research and
a telephone research firm, in order to be a part of the research study. This information sharing may
include (but again, is not limited to) whether I follow through with various referrals to other providers,
the specific services I am receiving from the various providers, updates on my attendance at any
classes I enroll in, and other general information about my attitude, service needs, and participation.
I understand all my information will be kept confidential and that I will receive a $25 Target gift card
following a telephone interview with me in about six months to get my opinions about the project.

Printed name:
____________________________________________

Signature:

Date:

____________________________________________

______________________________

Massachusetts Parent Support Program Application Form February 2011
Center for Policy Research

Parent Support

Release of Information – Custodial Parent
The Massachusetts Parent Support Program is for parents who need a fresh start and are ready to
make some changes in their lives. The program is designed to eliminate barriers to obtaining work,
and to improve co-parenting, finance management, and child support payments.
The program offers:


One-on-one case management



Help with parenting plans



Help working out child support problems



Help with on-line job search & applications



Referrals to service providers who can help with education, job training, job search, job skills,
substance abuse issues.

All services you or the other parent on your case receive through the program are free.
I authorize the child support agency (DOR) and FutureWorks and other service providers to share my
information with one another in order to better serve me and for me to fully participate in the project.
I authorize DOR, FutureWorks, the Probate Court and the other service providers to share my
information with the Center for Policy Research and a telephone research firm, in order to be a part of
the research study.
I understand all my information will be kept confidential.

Printed name:
____________________________________________

Signature:

Date:

____________________________________________

______________________________

Massachusetts Parent Support Program Application Form February 2011
Center for Policy Research

Parent Support

Contact Data
Noncustodial parent name

First

Last

Social Security Number:
COMETS Number for
Target Case:
PIN Number:
Street:
City:
Phone number(s):

Home

Cell

Email address:
Secondary Contact Info. (The name and contact information of someone who will know how to reach you)
Name:
Phone number(s):

Relationship
Home

Cell

Home

Cell

Custodial Parent Name:
Street:
City:
Phone number(s):
Email address:
Name of Child(ren) who
are subject of court
hearing
Does the custodial parent
have any additional DOR
cases?

No
Yes. If yes:

What are the COMETS numbers for the case(s)?

Does the noncustodial
parent have any additional
DOR cases?

No
Yes. If yes:

What are the COMETS numbers for the case(s)?

Court hearing date:
Docket number:

Assigned CPR ID Number:

THIS PAGE WILL BE RETAINED BY DOR AND WILL NOT
BE SENT TO CPR
Massachusetts Parent Support Program Application Form February 2011
Center for Policy Research

Parent Support

Today’s Date:
Child support worker
Child support customer service/front desk
Court

Case identified by:

Establishment

Child support case type:

STAFF: When you screened for safety issues,
were there any concerns?

STAFF: Did either parent report any current
or past restraining orders against the other
parent?
Who is included in this interview?

Modification

TANF Office
Hampden County House of Corrections
Other ___________________________
Contempt/Enforcement

Yes, custodial parent expressed concern
Yes, noncustodial parent expressed concern
No
Yes, CP had or currently has a restraining order against NCP
Yes, NCP had or currently has a restraining order against CP
No

Both NCP and CP together

NCP Only

CP Only

Demographics
NCP Gender:

Male

Female

NCP Date of birth:
CP Date of birth:
NCP Race/ethnicity:

African American
White, non-Hispanic

CP Race/Ethnicity

African American
White, non-Hispanic

Hispanic
Other _________________________________

Parents’ Language:

English
Spanish

Other _________________________________

NCP Prior Military Experience

Yes

Hispanic
Other _________________________________

No

NCP Prior Incarceration:

Yes

No

Noncustodial Parent Education and Employment
Is the NCP currently enrolled in school?
No
Yes, enrolled in:
High school
GED program
Trade School
AA degree program
Four year degree program
Highest educational degree completed by NCP:
No degrees
High school degree
GED
Attended some college, no degrees
AA degree
College degree

Have you had any of the following types of job training?
Attended a trade school
Long-term on-the-job training (12 months or more)
Moderate term on-the-job training (1-12 months)
Short-term job training (up to a month)
None of the above
Massachusetts Parent Support Program Parent Intake Form February 2011
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Parent Support

NCP Current Employment status:
Employed full-time
Employed part-time
Seasonal
Unemployed ______________ Length of time since employed: __________

weeks

months

years

______________ Are you currently receiving unemployment benefits?
______________
No
Yes
For how long?_________
weeks
Hourly wage at current or most recent job: $____________________ Number of hours work per week: _________
What was your annual income from all sources last year? $____________________
Does your current or most recent job offer care benefits?
No
Yes
How many jobs have you had in the past five years? ___________________
What is the longest amount of time you have been employed at the same job with the same employer?
__________

weeks

months

years

Are you interested in the following? ..............................No ................Not sure..............Yes
Help finding any job ......................................................
Help finding a job with more hours..................................
Job readiness classes (resumes, interviewing, etc) ...........
Going back to school for GED. ABE or ELS classes ............
On the job training .........................................................
Other............................................................................

................
................
................
................
................
................

......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................

Have you ever received help from a Career Center?
No
Not sure
Yes
When was the last time you used a Career Center? __________
How helpful was the workforce center?
Very helpful
Somewhat helpful
Not very helpful
Not at all helpful

weeks

months

years

Massachusetts Parent Support Program Parent Release Form February 2011
Center for Policy Research

Parent Support

Financial Situation (Noncustodial Parent)
What is your typical method of transportation?
Own car
Bus
Rides from friends/family

Walk

Other__________________

Are you currently receiving any of the following?
No

Yes

No

Food Stamps

Worker’s Compensation

Unemployment benefits

Money management and budgeting

MassHealth

Veteran’s benefits

TANF/TAFDC

Other _______________________________

Disability payments (SSI, SSDI)

_______________________________________

Family and Relationship Data
Is the custodial parent currently:
Married
Divorced
Single
Refused

Is the noncustodial parent currently:
Married
Divorced
Single
Refused

Let’s talk about the child (ren) who is the subject of your court hearing today (Interviewer: See Cover Page for
Target Case Number)
Were you ever married to their mother/father?
No, not married and never lived together
Not married, but lived together
Yes, we were married
Refused
How many children do you have with this parent? _________
What are their ages? _______

_______

_______

_______

Noncustodial parent: What is your relationship with the other parent like, is it…?
Very angry and hostile
Somewhat angry and hostile
Refused

Fairly cooperative
Very cooperative
Other_________________

Noncustodial parent: About how often do you see the children?
Not at all/never
About every week
About once or twice a year
More than once a week
About every other month
Other:
About once or twice a month
Refused
Do you have a parenting plan that says when the children will be with each parent?
No
Yes, a written plan
Yes, a verbal plan
Not sure

Refused

Do you want to create a parenting plan or put your verbal parenting plan in writing right now so that you can submit
it to the judge?
No
Yes
Not sure
Refused
(STAFF USE) Did you work with the parents at the court to create or memorialize a parenting plan?

No

Yes

Massachusetts Parent Support Program Parent Intake Form February 2011
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Yes

Parent Support

Barriers to Moving Ahead (Noncustodial parent)
Would you be able to pass a drug test for a job today?
No

Yes

Refused

Are any of the following problems in your life?
Limited English

Issues with your children

No GED/High School Diploma

No driver’s license

Disability or serious health issues

Lack of child care/elder care

Drug or alcohol problems

Domestic Violence

No reliable car or public transportation

Have been incarcerated in the past

Limited work history

Currently are on probation or parole

Lack of job skills

Have ongoing legal problems

Mental health issues

Other __________________________________

Lack of stable housing/homeless

____________________________________

Service Decision
Client has a language barrier and/or is unable to read or comprehend enough to participate
Client has substance abuse issues.
Client has active uncontrolled mental health issues
Client is unsafe to work with
Client is interested in and wants services
Client is rejected by the judge.
Client does not need services.
Client is not interested but is mandated by court to enroll and engage in services

Child Support Case(s)
Information on Target Case:
Case Type:

Never TANF

Order established:

By default

Current TANF
By stipulation

Original order date:

Former TANF

Court hearing
Most recent order date:

Current Monthly Child Support Amount: $______________
Current Monthly Arrears Amount: $___________________
Total due per month: $_____________________________
Arrears Balance: $
MSO Payment on this case in the past 3 months:
Is there a wage assignment in place?
Total Number of Child Support Cases:

Yes

$
Percent total MSO due that was paid _________%
No
Combined MSO (All Cases):
Massachusetts Parent Support Program Parent Release Form February 2011
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Parent Support

Service Plan
Not needed

Unable to
Offer
(Ineligible)

Service is recommended
NCP parent is
interested

NCP not
interested

Employment/Education
Orientation at FutureWorks on ________________at _____
Job readiness classes
Resume prep, interview coaching
Immediate job search assistance
Computer skills classes and testing
Job skills and aptitude testing
Other_______________________________
Supportive Services
Help with unemployment benefits
Help with transportation (Bus tokens)
Help with work clothes and tools
Help with evictions and other housing matters
Other__________________________________
Parenting
Memorializing a parenting plan that parents have developed
Filing a pro se complaint for custody or visitation
Other parenting _______________________________
Financial/Child Support
Help understanding child support orders and enforcement
Drivers’ license reinstatement
Help determining eligibility for benefits/applying
Waive interest and penalties
Exempting bank levy
Other child support incentive_________________________
Other Assistance/Referral Needs:
Classes or fatherhood programs to improve parenting
TLC Program
Gandara Parenting Program
Supervised visitation services
GED, ABE or ESL classes
Substance Abuse
Mental Health
Physical Health/Commonwealth Care

Massachusetts Parent Support Program Parent Intake Form February 2011
Center for Policy Research

Appendix B:
Follow-up Telephone Interview Form
for PSP Participants

Parent Support

Name

Date enrolled in Parent Support Program
Name of the custodial parent:
Date Interview Completed
CPR ID
Child Support ID #
Sex

Male

Female

Introduction: Massachusetts Experimental Group
Hello, I’m calling on behalf of the Center for Policy Research.
We are calling you because you received information or services from a worker at the Springfield Probate and Family Court or
Future Works Career Center regarding your employment and/or visitation issues on your child support case. This was around
(Date). The name of the program is the Parent Support Program. We would like your feedback on how well programs designed
to help parents find a job, a better paying job, or help parents with their visitation problems, are working. To thank you for your
time, we’ll send you a gift certificate from Wal-Mart for $20. It will take about 20 minutes to answer my questions.
Before we begin, let me assure you that all of your answers are confidential. Your name will never be used in any report, and
your participation is not related to any services you receive.

INTERVIEWER: For Massachusetts, use “DOR slash the child support agency” in the script when referring to the
child support agency.

Massachusetts Parent Support Program Follow up Interview Form January 2011
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Parent Support

Section A.
A1.

Where did you hear about the Parent Support Program?
1 - At court
2 - At the child support agency (For MASS: “At DOR slash the child support agency”)
3 - From a flyer or brochure
4 - From a friend/word of mouth
5 - Other _________________

A2.

Did you think that participating in the Parent Support Program was something you were
required to do or did you think you had a choice?
1 - Felt that the court required it
2 - Felt that the child support agency [for MASS: DOR slash the child support agency]
required it
3 - You had a choice, but the court was pushing you to participate
4 - You had a choice, but the child support agency was pushing you to participate
5 - Felt it was up to you
6 - Not sure

A3.

Which of these best describes where you were in the child support process when you first went
to the Parent Support Program?
1 - Getting an order set up
2 - Changing/modifying your order
3 - Starting to have payment problems
4 - Lost your driver’s license or were ordered to court for not paying child support
5 - Don’t know

A4.
I’m going to read a list of reasons why you might have enrolled in the Parent Support Program. For each option, tell
me if this is a reason you enrolled in PSP.

Yes

No

Don’t Know

Problems finding a job or better paying job
Trouble making child support payments
A child support order is too high
Lacking a visitation schedule
Not being regularly employed
Being injured or disabled or not able to work
Having a new family or other child to support
Not being able to see the children
Experimental Only:

Is there any other reason why you enrolled in PSP?

Massachusetts Parent Support Program Parent Release Form February 2011
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Parent Support

Section B: Help With Employment
B1.

Overall, how helpful was PSP?
Very helpful
Somewhat helpful
Not very helpful
Not at all helpful

I’m going to read a list of services you might have received from the Parent Support Program. Tell me if you
participated in this, and if you did, whether you would rate it as excellent, good, or poor.
B2.
Excellent Good

Poor

Did not receive
service

Told about of the availability of career center computer training classes
Workshops or classes on interviewing and preparing for work
Job fairs and other hiring events
Assistance with resume preparation and development
Job listings and postings
Cold calling to employers along with job development and job referrals
Job leads, employment counseling, or individual assistance from staff
Bus passes, gas money, or other supportive services, including ESL and
GED
Financial help to get clothing and work tools
Referrals to other community agencies for help with housing, and other
needs
Help getting your driver’s license back
Other job skills training, such as workshops on social media, applying online, and identifying skills and values
Help determining my eligibility or applying for benefits
Help with money management and budgeting
Other:__________________________
B3. What is your employment situation right now?
Employed full time
Employed part time
Doing pick up or temporary jobs
Unemployed

Massachusetts Parent Support Program Follow up Interview Form January 2011
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Parent Support

Answer for your current or most recent job:
B4. On average how many hours do/did you work each week on this job? _____ Hrs.
B5. What is/was your usual wage before taxes and deductions? $____
was this per
hour____
week ____ month
B6. How long were you/have you been at this job? ________

Days

Weeks

Months

B7. If no longer employed, why did you leave this job?
It was a temporary job
The business went under/or downsized
I was terminated (fired)
I quit

IF QUIT, why did you quit that job?
Got another job offer
Disliked work or employer
Problems getting to work

I went to jail

Pay was too low

Other ________________________

Nothing left after child support was withheld
Other ________________________

B8. How did you find this job?
Help from the Parent Support Program/Career Center (job listing, staff referrals, etc)
Temporary agency or employment agency
Found it on your own or through your own contacts
B9. Was it better or worse than jobs you’ve had in the past?
Similar to past work done by respondent
Better job than respondent had in past
Worse job than respondent had in past
B10. Are you looking for a job?
Yes, actively looking
Keeping my eyes open, but not actively looking
Not looking
B11. Are you working with a program or agency to find a job or doing it all on your own?
PSP
Career Center
A temp agency or employment agency
Searching by myself

Massachusetts Parent Support Program Parent Release Form February 2011
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Parent Support

B12. Are you currently receiving any type of government assistance including:
No

Yes

Food Stamps
Health care through MassHealth
Unemployment benefits
Disability payments (SSI, SSDI)
TANF
Veteran’s benefits
Other _____________
B13. How often in past 6 months have you…
Often

Sometimes

Never

Run out of money for food before the end of the month
Had utilities turned off because you couldn’t afford to pay the bill
Been able to save a little money
Had to stay with family or friends because you couldn’t afford housing

B14. IF UNEMPLOYED How long have you been unemployed and looking for work? ________weeks

Section C: Access and Visitation
C1. How many children do you have? ___
C2. How many children do you have with (name of other parent)? ____
Let’s talk about the children you have with (name of other parent) _____.
C3. Where do these children primarily live?
1- With the other parent
2 - With you
3 - With relative or someone else

C4. About how many miles do you live from these children?
1 - Less than 50 miles
2 - Between 51 -100 miles
4 - Between 101- 300 miles
6 - Over 300
7 - Don't Know / Not Sure How Many Miles

Massachusetts Parent Support Program Follow up Interview Form January 2011
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Parent Support

C5. What is your marital status with the other parent?
1 - Married
2 - Separated
3 - Divorced
4 - Never married
5- Widowed
6- Unmarried/living together

C6. Did you meet with someone at the Parent Support Program to discuss visitation or parenting time with your
children?
Yes
No (Skip C8).
C7. Tell me if you got help, and if you did, whether you would rate it as excellent, good, or poor.
Excellent

Good

Poor

Didn’t Do
It

An explanation of my visitation or parenting time situation
Help developing a parenting plan with myself and the other parent
Help changing a parenting plan
Other:__________________________

C8. Compared to six months ago would you say the amount of time you spend with the children has...?
1 - Decreased a lot
2 - Decreased a little
3 - Stayed same
4 - Increased a little
5 - Increased a lot
7 - Not sure, don’t know
C9. Compared to six months ago, would you say you see the child more regularly, less regularly, or about the
same?
1 - More regularly
2 - Less regularly
3 - About the same
7 - Not sure, don’t know

Massachusetts Parent Support Program Parent Release Form February 2011
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Parent Support

Section D: Child Support Situation
D1. Now I have a few questions about child support. Remember, for these questions, we are only talking about
the child with the other parent, NAME.
Are you currently supposed to pay or receive child support for this child?
1 - Supposed to pay support
2 - Supposed to receive support
3 - Neither.................... Go to D6
4 - Don’t know ........... Go to D6

MASS only: D2. What is the amount of child support due per week? $__________
7777 = Don’t know
9999 = Refused
8888 = None

Don=t know

D3. In the last six months how much of the child support that was due was paid?
1 - Everything (100%)
2 - More than half
3 - Something, but less than half
4 - Nothing paid
5 - Other ___
7 - Don’t know/Not sure
D4. Compared to six months ago, has the amount of child support that has been paid...
1 - Decreased a lot
2 - Decreased a little
3 - Stayed the same
4 - Increased a little
5 - Increased a lot
7 - Don’t know/Not sure

D5. I'm going to read a list of reasons why people might have problems paying child support payments. For each
option, please tell me if it is a reason why you have had problems making child support payments.
D5a. Not being regularly employed

1- Yes

2- No

D5b. Being injured or disabled and not able to work

1- Yes

2- No

D5c. The child support order is too high

1- Yes

2- No

D5d. Having a new family or other child to support

1- Yes

2- No

D5e. Not being able to see the children

1- Yes

2- No

D5f. The other parent not needing the money

1- Yes

2- No

D5g. Are there any other reasons why you might have problems with child
support payments that we have not already mentioned?

1- Yes

2- No

D5h What are the other reasons? ________________________________________________

Massachusetts Parent Support Program Follow up Interview Form January 2011
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Parent Support

D6. Overall, how satisfied were you with the help you received from the Parent Support Program?
1 - Very satisfied
2 - Somewhat satisfied
3 - Somewhat dissatisfied
4 - Very dissatisfied
7- Don’t know how they feel
8 - Don’t remember receiving help
D7. Would you say your view of the child support agency is better, worse or about the same as compared to before
you got help?
1 - Better
2 - Worse
3 - The same
7- Don’t know

D8. Do you remember the judge talking to you about the Parent Support Program?
1 - Yes
2 - No
3 - Not sure
D9. Did you go back to court more than once so the judge could see how you were doing?
1 - Yes
2 - No
D10. ASK IF D9 IS YES:
Did knowing that you would be going back to court make you try harder to get and keep work?
1 - Yes
2 - No
D11. ASK IF D9 IS YES:
How inconvenient was it for you to go to court several times?
1 - Very inconvenient
2 - Somewhat inconvenient
3 - A little inconvenient
4 - Not inconvenient
D12. Do you feel that the judge listened to you and was fair with you?
1 - Felt judge was very fair
2 - Felt judge was somewhat fair
3 - Felt judge was somewhat unfair
4 - Felt judge was very unfair

Massachusetts Parent Support Program Parent Release Form February 2011
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Parent Support

D13. Would you say your view of the court is better, worse, or about the same as compared to before you got help?
2 - Worse
3 - The same
7 - Don’t know

E1. What additional services would you like the Parent Support Program to consider offering?
Definitely Somewhat

No

No Opinion

Offer more job training programs so parents can learn a skill
Keep in touch with parents after they get a job
Give parents more bus passes so they can get to their jobs
Hold off on enforcement actions like taking tax returns, increasing wage
withholdings, and denying passport applications while parents are looking
for work
Give parents other types of help- Describe________________

E2. Do you think that any of the following are options that the child support agency [for Mass “DOR slash the
child support agency”] should consider to help parents with child support orders?
Definitely Somewhat

No

No Opinion

Lower parents’ child support orders
Forgive some of their child support debt
Stop their child support orders so they can go to school and get better
qualified for a job
Give parents other types of help- Describe________________

That completes our interview. Thank you for participating. We would like to send you a $20 Wal-Mart gift card to
thank you for your time and help. Can I get your mailing address?
Name:
Address:

Massachusetts Parent Support Program Follow up Interview Form January 2011
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Appendix C:
Services Tracking Form

Parent Support

CPR ID:______________________
Time Period: __________________ to __________________
Job Search Information: Number of Job Applications Completed: ______

Number of Interviews Attended: _____

Did the participant successfully complete the Parent Support Program and obtain employment?
Yes

No

If NO, why was participation terminated?
Terminated for lack of participation, never
participated
Terminated for lack of participation, did participate
some

Terminated due to incarceration
Terminated due to substance abuse or safety
issues

Enrolled in school or job training program

Parents reconciling

Enrolled in program too long, no more services to
offer
Active case at FutureWorks

Client moved
Other: _____________________
__________________

If participation terminated, did the judge attribute minimum wage income to the NCP?
No

Yes

Order amount before PSP: $__________ Order adjustment while in PSP: $__________ Order after PSP:
$____________
If the participant secured employment:
Is the participant still employed?
_____________________

Yes

No How long has the participant been employed?

Hourly wage at current job: $____________________ Number of hours work per week: _________
Current employment status:

Full-time
Part-time

Pick-up/Seasonal
Temporary

Did the participant receive?
Unknown

No

Yes 

Unemployed
Other ____________________
Case Manager Rating of Participant
Participation

Motivation

Employment/Education
Orientation at FutureWorks
Cold calling to employers
Translation services
Resume development
Cover letter development
Online application assistance
Creating an email account
Paper application assistance
Other application assistance (e.g., faxing)
Massachusetts Parent Support Program Services Tracking Form
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Parent Support

Did the participant receive?
Unknown

No

Yes 

Case Manager Rating of Participant
Participation

Motivation

Employment/Education
CORI Assistance
Job readiness classes
Immediate job search assistance
Computer skills classes and testing
Job skills and aptitude testing
Other_______________________________
Supportive Services
Help with unemployment benefits
Help with transportation (Bus tokens)
Help with work clothes and tools
Help with evictions and other housing matters
Other_______________________________

Did the participant receive?
Unknown

No

Yes 

Case Manager Rating of Participant
Participation

Motivation

Parenting
Memorializing a parenting plan that parents
have developed
Filing a pro se complaint for custody or
visitation
Other parenting _____________________
Financial/Child Support
Help understanding child support orders
and enforcement
Drivers’ license reinstatement
Help determining eligibility for
benefits/applying
Waive interest and penalties
Exempting bank levy
Other child support __________________
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Parent Support

Did you refer
the client to
any of these
programs?

No

Yes 

If YES, did the client
follow through and
receive services?

No

Unknown

Yes

If YES, what feedback did
you receive from the
service provider about this
client’s attitude,
attendance, participation,
and service needs?

Was participation in
this service court
ordered?

Check if Yes

Other Assistance/Referral Needs:
Classes or fatherhood
programs to improve parenting
TLC Program
Gandara Parenting Program
Supervised visitation services
Education (e.g. GED, ABE or
ESL classes)
Substance Abuse
Mental Health
Physical Health or
Commonwealth Care
Other____________________
On a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being the worst and 10 bring the best, how would you rate this participant’s overall participation,
performance, and attitude while enrolled in PSP? _____________________
Other comments about this participant?

Massachusetts Parent Support Program Services Tracking Form
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Parent Support

Appendix D:
COMETS Look-up Forms

Child Support Data Collection Form

Parent Support

SECTION 1. This information will be provided by CPR:
CPR ID:

Today’s Date:

Name: First:

Last:

Project Intake Date:
NC Parent DOB:
Establishment
Modification
Contempt/Enforcement

Child support case type at project enrollment:

SECTION 2. This information will be provided by DOR Based on Intake Forms (to be redacted prior to sending forms to CPR)
Social Security Number:
COMETS number for target case:

SECTION 3. This information will be provided by DOR Look up Staff
Data look-up date:
Does the noncustodial parent have any additional
DOR cases?

Yes
No

Total number of cases on COMETS?

Yes
No

Total number of cases on COMETS?

CP Date of birth:
Does the custodial parent have any additional DOR
cases?

Target Case Information (Please refer to the COMETS number in Section 2 to determine the target case)
Number of children on target case:
Date of birth(s) only for the child(ren) on the target case:
Child 1 DOB:

Child 2 DOB:

Child 3 DOB:

Child 4 DOB:

Date order established:
Both NCP and CP
NCP Only
CP Only
Neither

Who attended court on the date of order
establishment (if applicable)?
TANF Status:
Interstate Case:
Order established by:
CP and NCP Marital Status:

Current
Yes

Former

Never

Can’t determine

No

Default

Stipulation

Never-married

Court hearing

Divorced

Child support order amount at
project intake:

Separated
Order Frequency:

Did the NCP have a verified employer at project intake?

Yes

No

Is there a wage assignment in place at project intake?

Yes

No

Can’t determine
Weekly
Monthly
Other

Massachusetts Parent Support Program COMETS Look-Up Form
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Parent Support

Did the NCP have a verified employer 12 months after project intake or at
look up date (whichever came first)?

Yes

No

Is there a wage assignment in place 12 months after project intake or at
look up date (whichever came first)?

Yes

No

Did the NCP or CP apply for a modification in the
first 12 months after project intake date?
Most recent order date:

Enforcement activities on
the target case only in the
first 12 months after
project intake:

Yes 
No

If yes, date applied:

Current child
support order
amount:

Weekly
Monthly
Other

Order Frequency:

Drivers License Suspension
Contempt Filing
FIDM/Liens
Other

Child Support case information and payments in the 12 months prior to project intake for TARGET
CASE. (Only if case was contempt/enforcement or a modification at time of enrollment.)
Months prior
to enrollment

Monthly
Current
Support
Due

Monthly
Current
Support
Paid

Total monthly
payment
(current and
towards
arrears)

Payment Source
Payment
from
NCP

Wage
Assignment/
Payment
from
Employer

Payment
from
NCP

Wage
Assignment/
Payment
from
Employer

UI/Payment
from
Employer

Other
Involuntary/
Enforcement

12 months prior
11 months prior
10 months prior
9 months prior
8 months prior
7 months prior
6 months prior
5 months prior
4 months prior
3 months prior
2 months prior
1 months prior

Project Intake
Month

Monthly
Current
Support
Due

Monthly
Current
Support
Paid

Total
monthly
payment
(current and
towards
arrears)

Payment Source
UI/Payment
from
Employer

Other
Involuntary/
Enforcement

Month participant
enrolled in project:
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Child Support case information and payments in the 12 months following project intake date for
TARGET CASE.
Monthly
Current
Support
Due

Monthly
Current
Support
Paid

Total monthly
payment
(current and
towards arrears)

Payment Source
Payment
from
NCP

Wage
Assignment/
Payment
from
Employer

UI/Payment
from Employer

Other
Involuntary/
Enforcement

1 month after
enrollment:
1 month after
enrollment:
1 month after
enrollment:
1 month after
enrollment:
1 month after
enrollment:
1 month after
enrollment:
1 month after
enrollment:
1 month after
enrollment:
1 month after
enrollment:
1 month after
enrollment:
1 month after
enrollment:
1 month after
enrollment:

Arrears principal amount on target case at project intake date:
Arrears interest amount on target case at project intake date:
Arrears penalty amount on target case at project intake date:
Arrears principal amount on target case 12 months after project intake date or
at look up date (whichever came first):
Arrears interest amount on target case 12 months after project intake date or at
look up date (whichever came first):
Arrears penalty amount on target case 12 months after project intake date or at
look up date (whichever came first):
Total arrears principal across all cases (including target case):
If NCP has arrears on any of
his/her other cases: Total arrears interest across all cases (including target case):
Total arrears penalty across all cases (including target case):
NCP Combined MSO across
all cases:
COMETS number for target case:

NCP Combined MAD across all cases:
Please omit on all forms sent to CPR.
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Comparison Group Look-up Form
CPR ID:

Please begin all Control Group CPR IDs with the letter C.

Data look-up date:
Was there a minimum order set at case establishment?

Yes

No

Noncustodial Parent Information
NCP Date of birth:
NCP Gender:

Male

Female

Does the noncustodial parent have any additional
DOR cases?

Yes
No

Total number of cases on COMETS?

Yes
No

Total number of cases on COMETS?

Custodial Parent Information
CP Date of birth:
Does the custodial parent have any additional
DOR cases?
Target Case Information
Number of children on target case:
Date of birth(s) only for the child(ren) on the target case:
Child 1 DOB:

Child 2 DOB:

Child 3 DOB:

Child 4 DOB:

Court hearing date/Date order established:
Both NCP and CP
NCP Only
CP Only

Who attended court on the date of order
establishment?
TANF Status:
Interstate Case:
Order established by:
CP and NCP Marital Status:

Current
Yes

Former

Never

Can’t determine

No

Default
Never-married

Stipulation

Court hearing

Divorced

Child support order amount
at case establishment:

Separated
Order
Frequency:

Did the NCP have a verified employer at case establishment?

Yes

No

Is there a wage assignment in place at case establishment?

Yes

No

Can’t determine
Weekly
Monthly
Other

Did the NCP have a verified employer 12 months after case establishment?

Yes

No

Is there a wage assignment in place 12 months after case establishment?

Yes

No

Did the NCP or CP apply for a modification in
the first 12 months after case establishment?

Yes  If yes, date applied:
No
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Most recent order date
(if there was a
modification after initial
hearing):
Enforcement activities on
the target case only in the
first 12 months after case
establishment:

Most recent order
amount:

Order Frequency:

Weekly
Monthly
Other

Drivers License Suspension
Contempt Filing
FIDM/Liens
Other

Child Support case information and payments in the 12 months after case establishment date for
TARGET CASE.
Current
Support Due
Month
Month
Month
Month
Month
Month
Month
Month
Month
Month
Month
Month

Current
Support
Paid

Total payments
(current and
towards arrears)

Payment Source
Voluntary

Wage
Assignment

UI

Other
Involuntary

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

Arrears principal amount on target case 12 months after order establishment:
Arrears interest amount on target case 12 months after order establishment:
Arrears penalty amount on target case 12 months after order establishment:
Total arrears principal across all cases (including target case):
If NCP has arrears on any of
his/her other cases: Total arrears interest across all cases (including target case):
Total arrears penalty across all cases (including target case):
NCP Combined MSO across
all cases:

NCP Combined MAD across all cases:
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